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INTRODUCTION

NEED FOR INVESTICATION

The herring fishery of Alaska has undergone a tremendous development in
recent years. Gaining an impetus during the World War, it has increased until
during the four years 1924 to 1927 an average of 160,000,000 pounds have been
taken annually from the waters of Alaska. This ranks next to the take of salmon,
the average annual catch of which during the same period was 358,000,000 pounds.

The rational use of this fishery and the desire to keep it at a point of maximum
productivity without endangering the future supply demands a knowledge of two
things: (1) We must know how the species is withstanding the strain of the fishery;
(2) we must know what natural changes in abundance are occurring, so that they
will not be confused with the effects of fishing, that they will be understood, and, if
possible, foretold.

An investigation of the biology of the species was undertaken to understand
and, if possible, to forecast these fluctuations in abundance, to discover whether
they were due to natural causes or to depletion, and, if due to depletion, how this
condition might best be remedied.1 During the summer of 1925 the writer made 11

preliminary survey of the situation, visiting the important herring fisheries and
collecting data for a general study of age and races. From an examination of these
data it was decided that conditions were most favorable in central Alaska (Prince
William Sound to Kodiak Island, inclusive) for working out the biology of the species,
and so field work was confined to this part of Alaska in 1926.

PROBLEMS

Great natural fluctuations in abundance exist in the Atlantic herring (Hjort,
1914; Lea, 1919, 1924) and the California sardine (Higgins, 1926; Scofield, 1926).
These two species, closely related to the Pacific herring, have been under observation
for a number of years, and in both cases the fluctuations have been found to be due
to the coming into the catch, or the departure therefrom, of fish produced in unusual
numbers in some one year or years. Such an abundant year class may predominate
in the catch for several years, during growth from young to adult, and as long as it
is present it must increase the catch beyond that ordinarily taken. These IIdomi
nant" year groups may be one cause of the fluctuations in abundance of the Alaska
herring, and if so, such fluctuations may be due largely to natural causes, not to
overfishing.

To discover whether these fluctuations in abundance may be due to dominant
year groups it is necessary to know the age or size composition of the herring popula
tion from year to year in order to connect any fluctuations in the catch with changes
in the constitution of the population. Study of such age or size groups for a few years

1 Many friends and associates have materially aided in the work with valuable advice and cooperation. William F. Thompson,
director of investigations of the International Fisheries Commission of the United States and Canada, has aldl'd the work In aU
Its phases. Advice and valuable criticism have also been obtained from members of the sclentlflc staft of the International
Fisheries Commission: Henry A. Dunlop, William C. Herrington, and F. Heward Bell. I wlsh.to thank Dr. Wilbert A.
Clemens, director of the Pacific biological station of the Biological Board of Canada, for reviewing tile manuscript on the section
dealing with the Independence..of areas. To Lois F. Rounsefell I Iun Indebted for aid In the making of counts and the tabulating
..nd statistical analysis of data. Clarence L. Anderson, a former technologist of the United States Bureau of Fisheries, placed at
my disposal several thousand length measurements. "For special aid In the fleld work I wish to acknowledge my indebtedness to

. many of the herring operators, especially to HllIIkon Sundsby, of Halibut Cove, Wakelleld Fisheries, North American Fisheries,
Utopian Fisheries, S. Sklaro1f '" SODS, and others.

Submitted tor publication July 2, 1ll2ll.
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might make it possible to foretell coming years of scarcity or abundance. Moreover,
the value of such information to the industry in indicating the extent of preparations
needed for the coming season would be very great. To determine this age or size
composition we have BOught to make our samples represent the commercial take;
but in a fishery so scattered and in which the season in a given locality may be
exceedingly short, it is not only difficult to obtain a full representation of the com
mercial catch, but it is difficult to be certain that the commercial catch from year to
year is taken from the same section of the actually existing population.

In pursuing this study it should be remembered that such knowledge must be
made use of to explain the fluctuations in the ca.tch, and that without adequate
records of the catch from year to year, it may be impossible to establish and prove
a definite connection between dominant year classes and unusual abundance or
periods of scarcity. Until such a connection is proved to exist, and until its extent
can be tested, no prophesies as to the catch can be ventured upon, and it is impossible
to assume that depletion is not occurring or that the presence of dominant year
classes in our samples is reflected in the catch. The trade alone can furnish such
statistics to the Government.

Since the presence or absence of depletion must manifest itself through the
commercial take, as evinced by the total catch or by the catch per unit of gear, reliable
statistics must be obtained. At present the presumption in the public mind is that
depletion occurs whenever herring become scarce in a given locality; and there is
no logical way to dispro~e this save by advancing and proving some other explanation
for a decline, such as the passage and disappearance of a dominant year class.

In determining the causes of the fluctuations in abundance one of the most
important questions to be faced is that of the degree of migration, as upon that
depends the relative interdependence of the' populations of different regions. The
existence of a single stock of herring, freely intermingling and migrating along the
narrow coastal banks, would mean that any fluctuations or depletion would be wide
spread, and that any regulations, to be effective, would have to consider the whole
coast as a unit. On the other hand, if local "races" were present, each locality would
have to be treated as a separate unit, since it would then be possible to greatly reduce
the supply in one area, without affecting it elsewhere. A great deal thus depends on
the existence or nonexistence oflocal "races" or populations of herring, nnd much of our
study has been on this problem.

Whether any of the changes in abundance can be due to overfishing is a question
often asked. At present our chief criterion of depletion is afforded by the statistics
of the commercial catch. In some cases these statistics do not give an adequate or
detailed enough picture of what has occurred, yet in a few ca!ms the changes in
abundance have been so great that they would be difficult, indeed, to obscure. How
ever, even when a decrease in abundance is shown by statistical criteria, the con
clusions drawn from them should be corroborated, if possible, by biological evidence,
such as a decrease in the abundance of the older fish, a failure in areas Or with types
of gear depending chiefly on the schools of larger fish, or a shift in the fishing grounds.
The significance of the last-named criterion will depend on the proof of the existence
of separate stocks of herring in the localities in question.

Racial data have been gathered on the spawning populations, inasmuch as a
comparison of the spawning populations with those comprising the main commercial
catch (taken in the summer months) will show on which spawning areas each of the
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races taken during the progress of the summer fishery is dependent. The spawning
habits may be one of the limiting factors of their abundance; and the extent of the
spawning grounds, and the number of spawners present, from time to time, may give
some rough idea of the actual abundance of the herring. Overfishing should manifest,
itself by a decrease in the quantities of mature fish, consequently the spawning grounds
should be the first to feel the effects of depletion.

The age at which the herring reach maturity has a direct influence on the amount
of strain that the fishery will bear; in some fishes, as the halibut, where maturity iEl
reached long after the fish are of a size to enter the commercial catch, there is no
breeding stock that is not drawn upon by the fishery.

The preliminary nature of this report should be clearly kept in mind. In some
cases the data are sufficient to warrant fairly definite conclusions, but in other cases
the data are few and are presented for whatever they may show. This study will be
continued indefinitely, and it is hoped that future contributions will fill in gaps and
amplify the data now presented.

DESCRIPTION OF THE FISHERY

THE SEINE FISHERY

The methods of fishing have undergone considerable modification since the early
days of the fishery. At that time beach seining was the method most commonly
used by the small operators from Petersburg and Juneau. The only large company,
that at Killisnoo, on upper Chatham Strait, used an old Norwegian method in which
a large seine was placed on two boats, with about eight.men per boat, the two rowing
about 20 to 30 feet apart. When a school of fish was discovered they rowed around
its opposite sides and pursed the seine by hand from one boat, brailing the haul into a
steamer. Capt. Elling Arentsen used this type of gear for one of his boats at Big Port
Walter until 1927. The seine was 14 fathoms deep and 175 fathoms long, with l~-inch

mesh, stretched measure.
Soon after 1900 the small operators of Petersburg and Ketchikan commenced

using purse seines from power boats. This method of seining did not immediately
supplant the Norwegian method of seining from row boats, which was continued by the
Killisnoo plant until about 1924, and by the Big Port Walter plant until 1927. By
1918, however, the majority of the operators in southeastern Alaska, and all of those
in the newly exploited fishery in Prince William Sound were, using the power seine
boats.

In 1918 the power seine boats in southeastern Alaska had an average net tonnage
of 17, ranging frop! 11 to 31 tons. They were all powered with gasoline internal
combustion engines and carried a crew of from five to seven men. In 1927 in south
eastern Alaska the purse-seine boats had an average net tonnage of 31, ranging from
20 to 42 tons, the smaller sizes having lost favor owing to their small carrying capacity.
One-half of the present fleet (practically all of the newer boats) is powered with
Diesel engines to cut the cost of operation. Each boat carries a crew of from six to
eight men.

The purse seines employed at present range from about 175 to 250 fathoms in
length and from about 12 to 30 fathoms in depth. The webbing comes in strips 3%
fathoms in width, so that the depth of a seine is easily changed by adding or taking
off a strip. In the early summer, shallow seines of 4 or 5 strips are used, but in the
autumn the fishermen usually have to deepen them in. order to make good catche'l,
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6, 7, and as high as 9 strips being used. The meshes are 1% inches and occasionally
1~ inches.

Most of the purse seining is done at night, but occasional good hauls are made
in daylight, especially in the Kodiak-Afognak district. The seine boats arrive at.
the fishing grounds about dusk and cruise slowly about with a man always on watch.
He discovers the presence of a school of herring either by seeing them "flipping" at
the surface, or, if it is too dark to see, by hearing the gentle splashing. The herring
"flip" best at dusk and just before dawn. Sometimes when the herring are not
"flipping" the fishermen resort to "leading." A man rows slowly about in a small
skiff, dragging a very fine line, to the end of which is attached a heavy piece of lead.
This holds the line taut and perpendicular, so that one can tell when the line is
passing through a school of herring by feeling the line jerk as the herring strike
against it.

When a school of herring is located one of the crew jumps into a !!kiff, which the
seine boat is towing, and releases the end of the seine from the seine boat. The
weight of the skiff is now pulling on the seine, which commences to play out over
the roller in the turntable, the man in the skiff meanwhile pulling backwards with
his oars to keep the cork line tight. The seine boat sets the net in a circle and purses
it as quickly as possible to prevent the herring swimming out underneath. (Fig. 1.)
The net may then be hauled in slowly until the fish are crowded enough to brail into
the boat with a large dip net. (Fig. 2.)

If the fish contain too much" feed" to salt immediately, or if the haul is too large
for the plant to use in one day, the fish are impounded, conditions permitting. In
this case the net is pulled in far enough so that the herring will not get it tangled
into bags and smother themselves but not far enough to crowd them, for overcrowding
causes them to lose their scales and die in the pound.

The pound has usually been placed in readiness beforehand, and the seine boaf,
blows its whistle to summon its towboat to come and tow it to the pound. The
towboat may be almost any small gas boat or discarded seine boat. A bridle is
attached to the bow and stern of the seine boat and it is towed sideways toward the
pound dragging the seine full of herring. On reaching the pound the edge of thEl
seine is attached to the edge of the pound, the two cork lines are held below the
water, and the seine pulled into the boat, forcing the herring into the pound. There
are usually a number of seine boats fishing on the same ground, so that whenever
one makes a set it turns on a red light as a warning to other boats not to run over
the seine. These lights are usually arranged to help the towboat in identifying its
own seine boat in the dark.

If the herring contain "red feed," which is composed of small crustaceans, they
are left a few days in the pound before being used. This gives them time to clean
"themselves of the feed which would otherwise cause them to spoil when pickled.
Occasionally the herrings' stomachs contain "black feed" composed of pteropods.
When this is the case they are extremely difficult to cure, even after several days in
the pound, and do not bring the highest prices..

By impounding herring the plants are able to have a constant supply of fish,
which enables them to make a larger pack. However, impounding has disadvantages
from the standpoint of conservation. When the wind and tide are unfavorable, or
when the haul is made tOQ far from the pound, there is great danger of the herring
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being !'!motheted by being forced into dense masses during the towing. In some
cases the pounds have been placed in water too shallow and the receding tide hftS
left the herring stranded. Occasionally storms drag a pound "shore, smotheling
the herring. Even with the best of care a small percentage of the impounded herring
will soon die from infection where the scales have been rubbed off against the web.

The herring pounds are of 1Y. or 2 inch mesh (stretched measure) and of heavier
web than the seines. Since they must be left in the water for a long time, they are
never tanned but ate heavily tarred. They are simply strips of webbing about
80 fathoms in length, put out to form a square with floats on the top and weights
underneath to keep the web on the bottom.

THE GILL-NET FISHERY

In AlftSka gill nets are used chiefly in Halibut Cove and a few scattered loealities
such as Simeonof Bay in the Shumagin Islands. (Fig. 3.) Those used at Halibut
Cove are 50 fathoms in length and 100 meshes (about 3 fathoms) in depth and are
anchored in one spot while fishing. The mesh used is supposed to be 3 inches acto~s

(stretched measure).!
Since herring seldom gill in daylight, the nets are usually let down at night.

The gill nets, or set nets, as used at Halibut Cove, are anchored at both ends and kept
up with buoy kegs. In the morning it is usual to lift the net, to go along it shaking
the herring into the boat, and then to drop the net back into the water 80 that on
reaching its far end it has been reset.

Gill netting is advantageous where the fish are desired for salting and where the
majority of the herring are too small for pickling, since, if a proper size of mesh is
used, only the larger herring are captured.

Some have ascribed the failures of the herring fishery in the various loealities of
central Alaska in recent years to the inability of the gear to catch the herring, except
when they come into the bays. Some of the proponents of this theory have made
attElmpts in Alaska to gill-net herring by the European method, in which a large
power vessel operating at a distance from shore puts out a very long cable buoyed up
at intervals with kegs. To this cable are attached a number of gill nets. Neither
the boat nor the cable are anchored while fishing, hence the name II drifting" is
applied to this method.

The power schooner Decorah attempted this method in Prince William Sound
in 1924, but had no success. In 1928 the power schooner Roald AmundBen, equipped
with 40 gill nets, each 12 fathoms long by 300 meshes deep" 1/ drifted" all ~ummer
on the Portlock and Albatross banks, off the Trinity Islands, in Shelikof Strait, all
around Kodiak Island inshore and offshore, and in Cbok Inlet. This attempt also
met with failure. These failures would seem to bear out the evidence of our racial
investigations; that the herring, being divided into a number of local race!, can not
be found in any large body offshore.

I Koelz (1926) made experlme.nts lllustrating the plfference In effcctlveness of nets which differ only 14 Inch In size of mesh.
In two experiments in Lake Ontario he found that glll netting of 2j.i·inch mcsh caught douhle the number of fish of nettlng with
2"·lnch mesh.

This Is slgnillcant in that there Is a distinction between meshes as manufactured and as IIshed. The 9 or 12 thread cotton glll
nettlnl osed in Alaska shrinks In tanning and In the water. Thus the 3·lnch mesh cotton gm netting used at lJallbut Cove Is
3 Inches as manufactured, but Is alroost lnvarlabl)' 2" Inches 88 Ilshed.
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FIGUltE 3.-'1'be type of small saltery used in tbe gill net fishery at lJalibut ove, Kaehemok Bay
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LOCALIZATION OF BRANCHES OF INDUSTRY

In Alaska herring are utilized mainly in four wn.ys: For oil and fertilizer or
fish meal, for pickling, for halibut bait, and for dry-salting, and the requirements
vary accordingly. It is found that partieular localities are favored for each of these
phases of the herring industry.

The oil and fertilizer industry requires a fairly constant and cheap supply of
fat herring. Cheapness implies that they are too small to be used for pickling,
necessitating that small herring be more abundant at times than large herring for
the industry to be profitable.

The pickled (or salted) herring industry utilizes, as a rule, only herring of over
10% inches in total length. The herring must be fat and are much better if free
from feed, as it causes the pack to spoil.

For halibut bait the herring are best in the winter and spring months, when
they are thin and firm, as they stay on the hooks longer and keep much fresher than
when fat. Medium sized or small herring are preferred.

For dry-salting the herring are best in the late fall and winter months, as they
must be free from feed or fat, and should have the milt and roe developed. The
size makes but little difference as long as they are mature fish.

The oil and fish-meal industry centers in Chatham Strait and is found to some
extent in Prince William Sound, but is entirely lacking farther west. This dis
tribution results from the large, fairly constant supply of small fat herring in Chatham
Strait from June to October, and the predominance of small herring in Prince
William Sound in the early summer. In southeastern Alaska the small herring so
predominate as to make pickling unprofitable except as an adjunct to the oil and
fish-meal industry. In Prince William Sound the schools of herring are so mixed
in size that it is necessary for the plants to maintain reduction works to utilize the
enormous waste, yet the supply has not been large enough to encourage the man
ufacture of oil and fish meal as an independent industry. All of the larger estab
lishments in this district operate reduction plants in conjunction with their salteries.
Farther west than Prince William Sound most of the herring are la.rge enough for
pickling, leaving only a small residue for reduetion, while the plants are practically
all either floating salteries or very small shore plants, with no room for the opera
tion of fertilizer plants. For these various reasons no reduction plants have been
operated west of Prince William Sound.

The pickled (or salted) herring industry is of greatest importance- in western
Alaska and the Kodiak-Afognak and Cook Inlet districts, owing to the large herring
obtained in these areas. In Prince William Sound it is of about equal or of slightly
greater importance than the reduction industry, but is a minor industry in south-
eastern Alaska. .

The bait industry centers in southeastern Alaska, for it is here that the halibut
boats land most of their catches. During the summer months the halibut vessels
obtain fresh bait from the herring plants, but in the spring and fall months, when the
herring plants are not operating, the supplying of fresh bait to the halibut fleet is a
separate industry. A supply of bait is frozen during these months, when the herring
are thin, and sold to the boats during periods when fresh bait is unobtainable.

At present the dry-salting of herring is of very minor importance, being carried
on only in Cook Inlet in the late fall and early winter months.
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HISTORY OF THE FISHERY

DEVELOPMENT OF VARIOUS PHASES OF THE INDUSTRY

The first commercial use to which herring were put in Alaska was the manu
facture of oil and fertilizer. A plant for this purpose was established on the site of
an old whaling station at Killisnoo on upper Chatham Strait in 1882. This was the
only herring reduction plant in Alaska until 1919, in which year there were 3 on
Chatham Strait. In 1920 there were 7 on Chatham Strait and 2 in Prince William
Sound. In 1921, due to the low price of herring oil, only 3 of the 9 reduction plants
operated-2 in southeastern Alaska and 1 in Prince William Sound. By 1923 the
price of herring oil had risen to such an extent that the industry boomed until, in
1927, there were 25 herring reduction plants in the Territory-18 large plants in
southeastern Alaska and 7 smaller plants in Prince William Sound. Over 100,000,000

CENTRAL "",0' $.£.ALASKA- EXptllln6(tm fJl'
• reo'uctlon tno'U8f)-,y

~ CENTRAL ALASKA Chatham Strtllli!

~ /6'Or----t--+----t---+---+---I--~+---++-

~
II /.eO t-<--I----I----..1I----I--- E!!JX1nsion in ---tl'----+---~
Ie.. Frince Willill",
~ ~~d

Siume ~
~ 80 t----+---+--:-:'----,,..---,..,...--~--In oil --F-----11----+--4
~ IntroductIon 01' mq,.kefj 1J'Y~a Scotch c, \
~ 40t---~t::::-----1f-----l-~~~.-..::lio.v-,~4-=:::::=~---"";~---!

FIOUllE 4.-The total catch or raw herrlnlln central and 8Outhe""tem AI88ka from 1910 to 1928, Inclusive

pounds of raw herring have thus been utilized annually since 1925, the peak being
reached with 150,000,000 pounds in 1926.

Although a few barrels of herring were salted in various localities previous to
1900, the pickling industry may be said to have commenced about that time at
Petersburg. Instead of building shore plants the fishermen packed on scows, which
they towed about from place to place with their power boats, extending their opera
tions as far as Chatham Strait by 1916. (Fig. 5.) During these years the herring
were practically all packed by the Norwegian method, in which the herring are
heaVily salted, poorly gutted, and not carefully graded into sizes. For these reasons,
and because of careless packing, the market remained very restricted. In 1917 the
United States Bureau of Fisheries introduced into Alaska the Scotch method of
curing herring, in which the herring are carefully graded into sizes, properly gutted,
salted lightly, and neatly packed into barrels.

The attractive pack and war prices stimulated the industry, resulting in the
huilding of several large salteries in Chatham Strait and in Prince William Sound
in 1918. (Fig. 6.) Over 100,000 barrels of herring were salted in Chatham Strait,
but partially on account of the war ending, and partially on account of the carelesS
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salting of the 1918 pack, a great slump occurred in the market. A good share of the
1918 pack was sent to the reduction works in Seattle and it took over two years for
the pickling industry to recover. In the meanwhile it had become firmly estab
lished in central Alaska, while in southeastern Alaska, owing to the comparatively
small size of the fish, it had waned and never recovered the importance it held in
1918, the pack exceeding 20,000 barrels only in 1922 when 30,000 barrels were packed.
In central Alaska, however, over 100,000 barrels of herring were pickled in 1922 and
again in 1925.

The growth of the third type of herring industry, that for bait, is correlated
with the growth of the halibut fishery which it supplies. The halibut fishery com
menced in 1888, the first fishing being done on the banks of Washington and British
Columbia. The fishery gradually worked north. By 1912 or 1913 it had become
an important Alaska industry. The catch of halibut of the whole coast now totals
about 53,000,000 pounds. Herring is the bait used to the practical exclusion of
everything else. Since the halibut fishermen prefer fresh bait, claiming that the
halibut take it more readily than the frozen, the majority of the bait herring are
kept alive in pounds and sold fresh as needed, the cold-storage plants serving to tide
over the too frequent periods when fresh herring are not obtainable. In 1927 the
halibut industry used over 8,000,000 pounds of herring bait from Alaska. Of this,
4,600,000 pounds represents frozen bait from southeastern Alaska. Of the 3,400,000
pounds of fresh bait used, 2,800,000 pounds were from southeastern Alaska and
600,000 pounds from central Alaska. The bait statistics, especially those for fresh
bait, are very incomplete, but it is practically certain that the amount of bait con
sumed has reached over 8,000,000 pounds for several years preceding 1927.

Some dry-salting of herring in bulk for the oriental market has been done. In
1910, Capt. A. W. Thomas built a large saltery for this purpose in Ketchikan, and in
1911 over 3,000,000 pounds' were salted. In 1912, more competitors entered the
field and over 13,700,000 pounds were prepared, but in 1913, in spite of the increased
effort, the production fell to 8,700,000 pounds, and in 1914 most of the operators
went out of business. Since that time, 1918 is the only year in which the dry-salted
product in southeastern Alaska has exceeded 1,000,000 pounds. In recent years
herring have been dry-salted in Cook Inlet to be sold to the domestic market for
smoking, as much as 2,500,000 pounds being prepared in 1924.

During the early development of the Chatham Strait and Prince William Sound
fisheries, the herring companies made a detetmined effort to establish a market for
canned kippered herring. Commencing with nearly 20,000 cases in 1916, the output
was increased until it reached over 100,000 cases in 1919, but all·efforts to find a
satisfactory market failed. In 1920, the last year, only 3,600 cases were canned.
All of the product was canned in southeastern Alaska, with the exception of 34,000
cases canned in Prince William Sound in 1919.

A few minor industries may be mentioned. In 1904 the Juneau Packing Co.
canned over 3,000 cases of herring at Juneau as one-quarter oil and three-quarters
mustard sardines, but were unable to compete with those from the Atlantic coast.
In 1926 a company on Chatham Strait installed a refrigeration unit and commenced
shipping freshly kippered herring to the States. Another company followed suit in
1927. This development holds great promise for the future.
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AREAS FISHED

The areas fished at different timeF> by different phases of the industry have
varied in accordanM with such economic factors as labor and shipping facilities, and
such hiologica.I fadors 81\ Rize, faJ,MRs, and qua.nt.ity of ht'lrring availahle. Tn somf'l

•

,

, '

...
MILES

M

FISHING GROUNDS PAST AND PReseNT
I SITKA SOUND
,2 WI7AL£ BAY
" RE:OFlSH BAY
4 LARCH BAY
S CAPE: OMMANC Y
is PORT CONCLUSION
7 PORT LUCY
(3 PORT WALTER
9 PORT HE:R/3E/TT ¥.'

~~---tT.;;\-~rli\-'f~~~':-----j-~-:~~~p;./:.gJN/3;;'~Y

Ie PILLAR tlAy
14 SCCURITY /3AY
H S'lO{NAW BAY
IS HOGGATT BAY
16 POINT GARDNER
17 KOOTZNAHOO INLE:T
18 TENAKE:C INLCT
19 PYBUS BAY
ZO SEYMOUR CANAL
21 PORT HOUGHTON
U GASTINEAU CHANNCL
,z", LYNN CANAL
Z4 ICY STRAIT
ZS WARREN ISLAND
26 NOYES ISLAND n'

,--:---'10<:---- ."~-...m"'d_--Z~"c~~AN BAY

29 ERNEST SOUNO
.30 YE:S BAY
jl SPACIOUS BAY

jZ NAHA BAY

"

C CRAIG
J JUNt;AU
K KCTCHIKAN
P P>£TERS/3URG
S SITKA
W WRANGl:LL

• REDUCTION PLANTS

.COLO STORAGC PLANTS

FIGURE 7.-Southell8tern Alaska, showing the herring plants and the flshlng grounds

loc'alities herring appear only in the summer months, while in others they are taken
only in the late fall or during spawning in the spring.

In southeastern Alaska (fig. 7) during the very early years of the fishery the one
reduction plant at Killisnoo fished along Chatham Strait, especially in Kootznahoo
Inlet (No. 17, fig. 7), and along the northern shore of Kuiu Island, while the other
eompanies fished chiefly in the inside waters near .Juneau and Petersburg-Pybus
Bay, Seymour Canal, Port Houghton, Gastineau Channel, etc. (Nos. 19, 20, 21, and
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NAUTICAl. Mll.CS
o i!() 4Q

FWURE 8.·-Areas of southeastern Ale.slta by which the
summer Ilshery has been analyzed In Table 1

2~, fig. 7). From 1910 to 1914 an intensive fishery for herring to dry-salt for the
oriental trade was carried on during the fall and winter months in Yes Bay and
vicinity. (Nos. 30 and 31, fig. 7.) During
these years the pickled-herring industry
was gradually abandoning the waters near
Petersburg and spreading toward Chat
ham Strait, which since 1916 has been the
ceriter of all phases of the industry, except
the minor fishery for halibut bait. The bait
fishermen continued to fish in the inside
waters (which were close to the cold-storage
plants), although with decreasing success,
a large proportion of the bait used in the
last few years being taken near the spawn
ing grounds at Craig and in Sitka Sound.
(Nos. 27 and 1, fig. 7.)

Information on the areas exploited by
the summer herring fishery of southeastern
Alaska, from 1922 to 1928, is contained in
accurate records kept by a plant at Red
Bluff Bay (on Baranof Island, in area 6,
fig. 8). In compiling these records the
fishing grounds have been divided into
areas of approximately equal size. (Fig.
8.) Since the amount of gear used varied
from year to year, only the percentage of
the catch taken in each locality has been
given. For 1927 and 1928 records are
available for other plants and we have
given: the catches of two of these-from
Big Port Walter in area 5W and from
Killisnoo on Admiralty Island in area
10-80 that the effect of the location of
the plant on the areas fished might be ob
served. The table follows.

TABLE I.-Per cent of catch taken in definite areas by certain plants in southeastern Ala8ka from
191111 to 19118, incZwilJe

A.rell IIshed
Location or plants

Red Blull Bay Bla Port Walter Killisnoo

No.··----Des~au;;---lm-H;23~--1924 1926 HI2G 1927'T 1928 .' 1921 1928- - 1921 ~

1 ~~~~~~.::~~:::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: "--ii:6' ""ii' lU tg 1°:i :::::::: ::::::::
~ Cape Ommaney............. 10.6 29.3 17.5 6.2 57.0 80.1 66.9 80.0 72.7 60.0 11.0
4 Whale Bay. _.. _ _ ._...... .4 1.4. 1.8 """" 6.2 .3 .
liW Patterson Bay._ 29.5 6.8 2.6 42.4 8.4 1.4 .7 .- 16.1 •• .4
oE Tebenkof Bay __ .•• 16.6 60.3 21.0 33.0 31.8 13.3 11.6 6.11 .2 2.6 ........
6 Security Bay ._ __ . 19.6 11.2 38.4 12.3 .5 1. 6 .2 .... _....... 3.8 1.2
7 Point GllI'dll8r.---.----.---· 24.9 .9 20.6 4.8 .2 •. ----- ••----___ .4 .2 25.0 .8

~ rl~~~B:::cC:::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::J::::::: ----.:~- :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: l~g

r~ ~frf~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~:~~~ ~~~~~~~~I~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ :::~~~~: ::::~~U~~~~~~~ ::::;~~: ~j
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The table shows several interesting facts. The amounts taken from areas 5, 6,
and 7 (fig. 8) have decreased, and those from area 3 have increased. The amount
taken from area 4 by the Red Bluff Bay plant was slight, but those plants located in
area 3 obtained alarge percentage of their 1925 catch from area 4. One of the most
interesting and significant developments is the exploitation of distant areas, such as
Noyes Island, WllJTen Island, Sitka Sound, Icy Strait, and Lynn Canal, in 1927 and

IS"·

""..:.q------+--Jf1(/

I

rto5lilNG OROI/NOS R4ST ANO PRf:SE/V T
1 PORT l'"lOALGO
Z NAKED ISLAND
J MIICLUR£ lIAr
4 MAIN BAr
S ESHAMY BAY
is WHALE BAY
7 JNUO HARBOR
is /fANNING BAY
l> MACLEoD HARBOR
10 £LRINGTON ANDPR/NC£ OFWALC' RAlJS,.,OE..3
Jl F'UGET BAY
a HALIl!JUT COVE AND LAGOON
I.J KACHEMAK BAY
U Drx;,rISH"OYUKTOLIIQBAY

:: ~:;"KCIJ:.~'J.~NDREDFOX SAY A·
17 RMPBERRY STRAIT
~ UGANIK 8AY
11> urAK BAY
U IZHUT /!lAY
n DRY 4I"'RUCC aAY
U KIZffUYAK BAY
U CHINIAK BAY
M $1£AlfWAT£1If SAY
zs THlfCt: .:1AINTS BAY

~ ~et:,J;::/::'f.oOlr£rtllftJS3IAN HAI"'DR

• REDUCTION PLANT ANO SALT£:RY
• SALT£RY
4 r-ORMER SALT~Y

1S<1

FIGURE U.-Uentral AllIllka, showing the herring plants and the tlsblng grounds

1928. This may indicate that a greater decrease in abundance has occurred than is
shown by the catch analysis (to be discussed later, see fig. 47), the catch being main
tained by shifting of the fishing grounds.

The central Alaska fishery is more recent. The western side of Prince WilliaIll
Sound has been subjected to intensive fishing since 1918. (Fig. 9.) In Cook Inlet
gill-net fishing was commenced at Halibut Cove, Kachemak Bay, in 1914,and has
continued up to the present, purse seining in Cook Inlet not commencing until 1923.
On Kodiak Island fishing in a small way was being carried on in the vicinity of
Kodiak by 1916, and Shearwater Bay has been exploited since 19?1. On Afognak
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F[GUIt~; IO.-Small salterf ereeted at Unalaska in 192. Herring were so plentiful that their pound, consisting of a
small beoch seine, Is right olongside of the dock. 'rhe m n in the foreground are obtaining herring from the pound
for th day's operation

FI URE 1I.-The dock at Ilalaska during the height of the herring run in August,)9 ,showing the piles of empt)'
barrels and the rows of packed barrels ready for hipment
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Island purse seining was fimt carried on in 1922 in Raspberry Strait and Izhut Bay.
Since 1923 it has been largely confined to Shuyak Strait.

In western Alaska a very small gill-net fishery was established on Simeonof
Island, one of the Shumagin group, in 1906. About the same time a small fishery
was commenced near by at Chignik on the Alaska Peninsula. These two minor
fisheries have continued up to the present. A small fishery has been carried on at
Golovin Bay, in the northern part of the Bering Sea, since before 1909. However, no
extensive fishery existed in western Alaska until 1928, when about half of the central
Alaska purse-seine fleet fished at Unalaska (Dutch Harbor) in the Aleutian Islands.
(Figs. 10 and 11.)

COLLECTION AND DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLES

SELECTION OF THE SAMPLE

In the collection of samples an effort was made to obtain a truly representative
sample from each load. Care was taken not to select the sample in such a manner as
to influence the size of the fish that were to be contained therein. The usual procedure
was to hold a bucket under the fish elevator in such a manner that the fish dropped
into it without any voluntary selection. (Fig. 12.) This was always done after the
fishermen had shoveled off the top of the load since there is a tendency for the larger
fish to rise to the top of the load and for the smaller fish to sink to the bottom. This
tendency appears to act only upon the upper and lower few inches of the load, so that
by taking samples from the middle of the load one does not incur the danger of under
representing the extreme sizes. In localities where the fish in the same load tend to
cover a large range of sizes, samples of about 100 fish were usually taken. Where the
range of sizes in the same load tended to be small, but the average sizes of fish of
different loads varied considerably, then smaller samples of about 25 to 50 fish were
taken, and an endeavor was made to sample more loads.

DATA TAKEN ON EACH SAMPLE

Having collected a random sample from a load of herring, the next step was to
lay the herring in a row. Then a scale sample was taken from each fish from the
middle of the side below the dorsal insertion. The scales were preserved in serially
numbered coin envelopes and the corresponding number given each fish when its
measurements were entered on the data sheet.

The fish were next measured, the measurements all being taken parallel to the
body axis from a plane at right angles to the body axis at the tip of the mandible
with the mouth closed. These were read in millimeters on an improved model of the
fish-measuring board employed by Thompson (1917) in his investigation of the herring
of British Columbia and later modified by Thompson (1926, p. 60), Elmer Higgins,
and the author for taking sardine measurements at the California State Fisheries
Laboratory (see fig. 13).

In making the measurements the wire on the cross arm of the measuring board
was invariably aligned with its own reflection in the mirror. This always insured the
eye being held vertically above the wire. As soon as eac? fish had ~een measured it
was weighed on a spring balance graduated to 2 grams, Wlth a capaClty of 500 grams.
After the measurements were all completed, the rays in the dorsal and anal fins were
counted and the sex was then determined. The fish was reweighed with the entire
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contents of the body cavity removed. With a sharp sotl.lpel the flesh was cut froID
one side, exposing the vertebrre which were scraped clean and counted.

The complete list of data taken is as follows:

Measurements:
From the tip of the closed mandible to-

The posterior end of the opercle, designated as the "head length. "
The insertion of the dorsal fin.
The insertion of the anal fin.
Where the silvery epidermis of the body ends, more or less truncately, on the sides of the

caudal peduncle, this me~surementdesignated as "body length."
The ends of the caudal rays when the edges of the caudal fin are held parallel to the body

axis, thus securing what is here called the "total length."
Counts:

Vertebrre, excluding the hypural.
Unbranched and branched dorsal rays.
Unbranched and branched anal rays.

Weights:
Total.
With the entire contents of the body cavity removed, designated as the "cleaned weight."
Gonads.

Other observations:
The state of maturity of the gonads.
Age, from sample of scales taken from the side under the insertion of the dorsal fin.

The head lengths and the distances to the insertions of the fins were expressed
in all computations as percentages of the body length, these percentages being cal
culated with sufficient accuracy by means of a slide rule.

TABLES OF SAMPLES

The samples taken in this investigation from 1925 to 1928, inclusive, are pre
sented in the following tables:

TABLE 2.-19$5 samples I

Date
Num
berin
sam·
pl. '

LoCllllty ApPllratuB Remarks

Do.
Do.

Contlned several days In a pound, verY
thin and 1Irm.

Ig~

June 20
26

July 3
5

16
17
26
Zl
28
31

Aug. 3
4
6

7
12
23

65 Clarence Straits, (Gravina Island) •• _. Salmon trap •••..• __
100 Craig • . ._ -_ __ Purse selne___ ____ Confined since Aprllin pound, caught

when spawning, thin and 1Irm.100 Whale Ba~ (BaranoC Island) .. __ .. do . _
100 Tebenkot ~ay (Chatham 8trait) do • . __ 1

75 Point Gardner (Chatham Stralt) • . do ... __ •.• • _
35 •• __.do_ •••• __ • __ ••• ._. _••• •_•••• •• _do • _

:g ~~:gr$:J:~_il;(jjfJlinitonpassagej :::::~~:: ::::::::::::::::
75 Shuyak Stralt. . • do •• .• ._ Taken Crom boat In Evans Bay.

100 Processiol) Rocks (Elrington PIl8llaII6)------ . __ ._do _
50 Shuyak Strait_._ • • • . .do_• . . _
ao do • •_. ._•• • do. _. • __ " _

100 Dogtlsh Bay (Koynktollk Bay) __ . . ••do • .

75 Naked Island . • __ . do. __ . . _
26 Shuyak 8tr$it__ •. __ . _. •.•._..•• •__do . __ . .•••. _

105 Lagoon on Kodiak Island opposite Russian Gill net oC 3-inch mesh_.
Harbor.

1 All measured whlle Cresh. , Only one sample on each date.
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TA.BLE 3.-19B8 ,ample, 1

241

Halibut Cove lagoon (Kacbemak Bay) __ Gill net of 30Inch mesb_______do. Beach seIne, flne meah __
Halibut Cove (Kacbemak Bay) do _

_____ do.• do _
_____ do Gill net of 30inch mash __
Behind McDonald Spit (Kachemak Hands _

Bay).
llomer Spit in lagoon (Kachemak Bay) __ Dip net _
Halibut Cove (Kacbemak Bay) GUI net of 30incb mash__
Elrington Passage. _ Purse seine • ______do do ._

_____do do _
_____do • • do •_.__
_____do do ._. • _
Prince of Wales Passage (Elrington Pas· do_. •• ._. __

sage).
Cape Elrlngton (Elrlngton Passagc) • do • • •• __

_____do • do._•• _
Elrin~ton Passage - do_. " •__
Red Fox Bay, Shuyak Strait. •• do__• _

_____do do _
_____do do _
Old Harbor (near Three Saints' Bay) Salmon trap_. .
Off McDonald Spit (Kachemak Bay) Gill net of 3-incb mesh _______do_______________ _ Purse seine _
Off McEwan Flats (Kacbemak Bay) do _

_____ do do _
_____do do _
_____ do • .do._._. _. _
Off Falls Bay (Eshamy Bay) do. _
Esbamy Bay do _

_____do do . . _
_____do . .do _
Off Glacier Spit (Kacbemak Bay) do _

Golovin Bay, Norton Sound • Beacb seine • _
San Dieilo Bay ._. Gill net. •

Simeonof Bay (Shumagin Islands) • do •
Cbignlk Lagoon_. •__• __ •• Beacb seine _

INurn- Num-
Data Iber of ber in

sam· sam-
ples pIes

~--I----1926
Apr. 12 1 161

22 1 233
'1:1 1 47
29 1 250
29 1 41

May 12 1 125

15 1 100
18 1 10

June 25 1 100
26 4 200
27 1 75
28 1 100
30 1 120
30 1 75

July 1 4 175
2 2 150
8 1 50

18 1 60
30 1 52

Aug. 5 1 22
12 1 115
19 1 100
25 1 168
27 1 100
28 1 100
29 1 100
30 1 100

Sept. 12 1 75
18 1 150
19 1 100
20 1 150
21 1 50

Oct. 25 324
Dec. 13 408

Summer { 456
107

Locality Apparatus

Caught wbile spawning.

Do.

Impounded since July 15.
Do.

Thin spents.

Taken from tender In Evans Bay,
poor condition.

FUll to tbroat.
Part very ripe, part of tbem devel·

oping, wIth amall,onads.
ReoenUy splnt, poorly preeerved.win pr_rved.

TABLE 4.-1927 samples

I All measured while fresh except the followin,: GolovIn Bay, Slmeonof Bay, and Cblgnlk Lagoon, RIte<!; San Diego llay In
formalin.

Date

Num- Num
ber of ber in
sam· sam·
pIes pIes

Locality Apparatus Remarks Preserva·
tlon

---------------1------1---------1---·---_·_-

1
2

1
1
1 I
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

19'1:1
Feb. 3

17
Apr. 25
May 4

11
June 12

13
16

16
17

21
25
25
28

July 1
2
5
6
9

13
13
13
14
14
III

19

25 Yakutat (wbarf) • Dip net All very slWl!1,lmmature_ ••
100 Puget Sound_.... .______________________ (1) •• _••_._. ••••_•• _•• ••__ • _
100 Halibut Cove (Kachemak Bay) Beach selne • ••• ._ •• •

;g ~~~::~~::_-::::_:-::_-----_:-:..:~~:::::::::::::::: :::::~g:: :::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
75 Naked Island Purse selne Impounded from May 29 to

June 6. Pound covered
with spawn. Very thin.130 Macleod Harbor •__ • do • __ Contain some belly fat _

100 Prince of Wales Passage (Elrlngton Pas- do • •__• • __
sage).

100 Naked Island do_ _ From same pound II June 12_
1\0 Prince 01 Wales Passage (Elrington Pas- do _

sqge).100 do •__ • • do • ._._._•••__•• _•••••_•• __•
100 Elrington Passage. • do __ .. • • _
45 Procession Rocks (Elrington Passage) • do •••• ._. • _
75 do_. •• • • •••_._••__• do. _• ._. • •• __ ._._••••_._._••••_

100 Macleod Harbor • do_. • • _
W Procession Hocks (Elrington Passage) .. _. do •__•• • _

1~ :====~~:=:::=::::-::::::::::::::::::==:::::: :::::S~:=:::::::: :::::::::::::=:::::==:::=:::=:50 Macleod Harhor do _
285 Tebenkof Bay (Chatbam Stralt) ._. do Small. poorly preserved._•••
181 I,arch Bay (Chatham Strait) do__ . Poorly preserved _
190 Point Gardner (Chatham Strait) ••__ •• __ • do Pl'eIIIlI'V&tlon lalr._._•••••••_
168 SurprIse Harbor (Point Gardner) do • • Well preserved _
211 Shuyak Strait._. ••_. •__ • __ •__do Preserntlon la1r. ••• __
198 Outside north arm Pliler Bay (Chatham do • Well preMrved _

Strait).199 TebenkofBay (Chatham Stralt). do do__ •__ •• ._.

97241-30--2

Formalin.
Fresh.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Formalin.
Do.
Po.
Do.

~:
Do.
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TABLE 4.-19fr samplea--Continued

Formalin.
Do.

Fresh.
Formalin.
Fresh.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Formalin.

Do.
Do.

Preserva·
tlonRemarksApparatus

~~----~~~--~~~I--------------1

am Stralt) ••••••••.••. _. Purse seine.•••.• Well preserved.••••••••••.••
.•.•••••••.....•.•.•.•.••....do•••.•••••• Preservation lair .••••••••••.

~.~~~.c.~~~~.~~:~::::: . sQi,ggn trap·.·~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
~.~~~.c~~~~~. ~~:~::::: :::::~g::: ::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
_••••••_•••.•••.••....•••••••do.•••••••••••..••.••••••••••...••••.•.•••

~c~=l~r,kand·:::::~g:::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
KRChemak Bay) .

.~.a.c:.~~~~.~~:~::::::: :::::~g:::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

=======================l=J~= ===== ==== ==== ==========================t (Kachemalt Bay) •••• , GlII net, il-inch Well preserved•••••••••••.••
I mesh. .

_ _ 1 do••• _. "'" •••••do••••••• _••..••••••.•••
on (Kachemak Bay).•. i dO•...••••.••.•••do.•••••.•••••••••••.•••

Locality

I

Num·INum.
Date ber of ber In

sam· I sam·
pies I pies

-----
19Z7

Aug. 3 1 201 Larch Bay (Chath
5 1 97 ••••.do..•.•••••••.

10 1 I 00 01I McDonald Spl
18 1 8 Belkolskl~•••••
23 ~, 00 01I MoDo d Spl
24 00 .••••do.••_.•.••••.
25 3 75 •...•do.•••.•...•.•
Z7 2 00 01I Yukon Island (

i:lept. 8 1 25 1 mile 011 between
Barabara Point (

21 I 00 01I Yukon Island (
29 1 75 McClure Bay.••••
30 3 100 .•••.do••••••••••••

Oct. 2 1 25 •••••do...•...•••.•
3 1 25 .....do...••....•.•

Dec. 17 1 52 Halibut Cove Ligh

19 1 87 ••• ••do._..•.......
19 1 100 Halibut Cove Lago

TABLE 5.-1928 samples I

Date
Num·
ber of
sam·
pies

,..
Num·
berln
sam·
pIes

Locality Remarks t Preserva·
tlon

Do.
Do.

Fresb.
Salted.
Fresh.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Frozen.
Fresh.
Frozen.

Do.
Fresh.
Frozen.
Formalin.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Salted.

-----
1928

Jan. Z7

Mar. 25 1
26 2

lune 23 1
24 1
26 1
Z7 1
28 1
211 1
30 1

july 1 1
2 1
5 1
6 1
7 2
8 2
9 1

11 1
13 1
30 1

Aug. 9 1
20 1
21 1
Z7 1

Sept. 9 1
12 1
12 1
13 1
19 1
24 1
25 1

Oct. 2 1
5 1
7 1

Autumn 1

975 "mile south of Eagle Harbor, Stephens Pas· Good condition Frozen.
sage.

100 West coast Fish Egg Island (near Craig)...... Good condition, taken while spawning•.••
200 •••••do••••••.•••...••••••••••••••••.••••••..••••..•do.••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••

1~ ff~~~i=~============:::::::::===:::::~:~c;~J1lt?ot==:::=::::::==::=====:=====
1~ .~~~~o~~~~~.~~~~.t.~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::: :::::~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
90 •••••do•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••do•.••••••••••.••••......•••••••••••••
30 •••••do do..••......•.••...• _•.•...•...•..•.••
30 •••••do•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.. _.••.••do ••.•••••••••••.•.•••••••••••••••••.•

1~ t'~~I:~!!Jl~ibOr::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::~~::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
30 •••••do••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••do••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••
80 •••••do•••••••.•••••••••••••••.••.•••••••••••••••••••do .
60 •••••do••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••do••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
30 ••..•do...••.•..••••.•••••••..••.••••••••••••••• _•.••do ••.••••••••.••••••••.•..•••••••••..•
60 Blull Point, Kachemak Bay••••••••••••••••••••••••do.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
50 McDonald Spit, Kachemak Bay......•••••••• 'raken from boat In Shuyak Stralt. .•••.••
90 Red Fox Bay, Sbuyak Strait•••••••••••••••••• Good condition•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
60 •••••do•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••..••••.•.••••do•.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
40 Dutcb Harbor, Unalaska Bay•••••...••••••••• Impounded 10 days•••••••••••••••••••••••
45 •••••do•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.• Good condltlon•••••••••••• __ •.••••••••••••
60 •••••do••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••.••••••••••• Impounded Aug. 21.•••••• _._._ •••••••••••

100 Macleod Harbor•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••do•.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
50 Dutch Harbor, Unalaska Bay Good condltlon __ .
60 •••••do••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••....•• Impounded Aug. 15•••••••••••••••••••••••
90 Macleod Harbor.••••••••••••••••••...•••••••.. Good condition•••••••••••••••••••••••.••••
50 Dutcb Harbor, Unalaska Bay•••••••.••••.•••..••••do••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
50 Macleod Harbor•.•••••••..•.•..•••••..••••..•• WeY preserved•••••••••.••••••••••••.•••.•
50 •••••do••••••••••••••.•••••••• , ..••••..•••••••••.••••do••••••••••••.•••.••••••••.••••••••••
60 ••••.do•.••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••.••••do•••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••
00 ••••.do.•••••••••••••••••.•••••..••.••.•••••••••••.•.do••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
60 ••.••do•••••••••••••••.•••••.•••••••••••••••••.••••••do•••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

165 Shearwater Bay•••..•••••••••••.••••.••••••••• Preservation good•••••••••••••••••••••••••

1 A sample of frozen ftsb from Sitka Is on band but not yet examined. I All samples caugbt with purse seine.

OTHER SAMPLES

In addition to the above data we were kindly given the length measurements
of many samples of herring collected and measured to the quarter inch in total length
by Clarence L. Anderson, a former technologist of the United States Bureau of Fish
eries, at Franklin Packing Co., Evans Bay. The 1924 samples contained 200 fish
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each, the 1925 samples 100 fish each. The samples whose measurements are used in
this report are as follows:

Date Num· Locality Date Num· Localityber ber
------ ---

1924 1925
Iuly 17 1 Elrlngton Passage. Iune 25 2 Elrlngton Passage.

18 1 Do. 26 4 Do.
18 1 Prince of Wales Passage (Elrlngton Passage). 27 2 Do.
19 1 Do. July 10 2 Do.
21 1 Do. 11 2 Do.
24 1 Do. 12 1 Do.
25 1 Do. 12 2 Cape Elrlngton (Elrlngton Passage).
26 1 Do. 13 1 Do.
28 1 Do. 13 2 Elrlngton Passage.
29 1 Do. 14 2 Do.

15 2 Do.
1925 16 1 Do.

Iune 22 2 Elrlngton Passage. 23 1 Do.
24 2 Do. 25 2 Do.

BIOLOGY OF THE PACIFIC HERRING

SYSTEMATIC RELATIONSHIPS

The family Clupeidre contains many of the most important commercial fishes
of the world. The herring occupies first place, followed by the menhaden, the sar
dines or pilchards, the shads, the alewives, the lake herrings, and many others of
minor importance. The sardine or pilchard, Sardina, is perhaps the closest relative
to the genus Clupea, which contains the herrings. Both genera contain Atlantic and
Pacific species.

It is fitting that a survey be made of the degree of relationship existing between
the Atlantic and Pacific herrings, Olupea harengus and G. pallasii, in order to justify
the use in this investigation of some of the methods of research employed upon the
Atlantic species. In Jordan and Evermann (1896, pp. 421-2), the European or
Atlantic herring, G. harengus L., is described as having 18 dorsal rays, 17 anal rays,
57 scales on the lateral line, and 56 vertebroo; the Pacific herring, G. pallasii Ouv.
and Val., as having 16 dorsal rays, 14 anal rays, 52 scales on the lateral line, and 50
vertebrre. When the Pacific form was described as a separate species, only speci
mens from the southern portion of the range were obtained, and, due to the fact that
they differed widely from the Atlantic species in vertebral count, etc., the two were
considered to be well defined. But we have had specimens of the Pacific form cover
ing its range from San Diego Bay, near the Mexican border, to Golovin Bay in the
northern part of the Bering Sea. Examination of these more representative samples
shows that the differences between the two forms are not clear-cut, as one would
infer from the taxonomic descriptions.

A summary of "racial" work on the European herring, by himself and other
investigators, has been written by Johansen (1924). The total range of the vertebral
count, excluding the hypuraJ, in the North Sea and adjacent waters, is from 50 to
59 or a range of 10. For the Pacific herring (Table 6) the total range is from 45 to
57, or 13. The averages for the European herring (exclusive of the White Sea) vary
from 53.78 for Zuider Zee herring (Delsman, 1914) to about 56.50 for Norwegian
herring. Within the White Sea the averages of different "races" vary from 52.14 to
56.18 (Averinzev, 1926). For the Pacific herring the averages vary from 50.68 to
54.67. It is plain that the vertebral count is not a specific character in this case. In
the White Sea herring the dorsal rays range from 16 to 22, with averages from 18.20
to' 18.95; in the Pacific herring, from 15 to 21, with averages from 18.70 to 19.36.
The anal rays range from 13 to 19, with means of 16.30 to 17.35 in the White Sea;
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and range from 14 to 20, with means of 16.61 to 17.23 in the Pacific. Clearly neither
the dorsal nor anal rays can be used as a specific character.

This leaves only a few minor characters with which to differentiate between
individuals of the two species. However, Averinzev (1928) shows that the number
of caudal and precaudal vertebrre and the number of keeled scales is practically the
same between herring of the White Sea and a sample of Pacific herring from near
Vladivostok. He believes the two species to b£1 connected by forms extending across
northern Siberia.

DISTRIBUTION AND SIZES

RANGE

The Pacific herring is found along both shores of the North Pacific, ranging from
San Diego Bay on the south, north and west to the Aleutian Islands, and across to
Japan and Siberia. They occur on both shores ·of Bering Sea, extending at least to
Bering Strait. On this coast they occur in sufficient abundance in British Columbia
and Alaska to support a considerable industry.

SIZE AND OCCURRENCE OF YOUNGER AGE GROUPS

In the herring, as in most pelagic fishes, the schools are not unifoI'lll as to the
sizes and ages of the individuals contained therein. There is differential schooling,
according to size, age, and sexual maturity. The degree and kind of segregation will
vary at different seasons of the year, the schooling at spawning time depending
chiefly on the state of maturity. The individuals in their first year are very small;
those in Cook Inlet, from scale studies given later, are shown to be about 60 to 70
millimeters in body length when a year old. Fraser says (1916, p. 107) concerning
the herring ~n the Straits of Georgia, "After a couple of weeks there is a gap until the
fish is about 6% months old on October 9. By this time the average length is about
5.2 centimeters and the weight 1.5 grams. The scales are already well started. On
February 16 they have reached a length of 6.3 centimeters; April 4, 6.5 to 7.0 centi
meters; and on May 16 (14 months), 7.6 centimeters." Thompson (1916, p. 848)

.gives the length frequencies of three samples of young herring taken in British Colum
bia in October, 1916, the samples varying from 6.7 to 7.7 centimeters in average
length.

Very little is known as to the distribution of herring of this size, except that they
can often be seen in immense numbers, never far from shore. We obtained a sample
in Halibut Cove Lagoon with a fine-meshed beach seine, and Will F. Thompson
obtained a sample at Yakutat by means of II light and a lift net.

During the summer of their second year the herring are about 120 to 140 milli
meters in body length. In many of the inlets herring of this size are extremely
numerous, and during the summer months the surface of the water close inshore often
appears as though sprinkled with fine rain when they are feeding at the surface.
Herring of this size are only occasionally taken with the larger sizes. The fishermen
rarely deliberately make a catch of this size alone as they gill in the seines causing a
great deal of extra work.

OCCURRENCE OF MATURE HERRING

The mature herring must approach the shore at least once each year in order to
spawn. After spawning, the spent herring may disappear for a time. Whether they
go into deeper water or are merely widely scattered is uncertain. In a few localities,
as San Diego and San Francisco Bays, this spawning period is the only time at which
the herring are observed and taken. In Alaska they spawn in late spring and then
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may disappear for a time. They reappear in early summer and are found feeding close
to the surface. Thus, schools of fattening herring, actively feeding, appear in late
May in Chatham Strait and in early June in those western passages which lead into
Prince William Sound. Schools of fat herring are caught in various parts of Chatham
Strait until August, after which the bulk of the herring taken are caught off Cape
Ommaney at the mouth of the strait, in September. In Prince William Sound the
herring occur in the western passages in June and remain during part of July. In
late September and October, schools of herring of larger and more uniform size occur
in a few of the bays on the western shore of the sound.

In none of these cases does it seem possible, as yet, to trace a well-defined migra
tion except perhaps between Shuyak Strait and Halibut Cove, Cook Inlet. Schools
of large, fat, mature herring occur in Shuyak Strait in July and may remain during
part of August. About six weeks after the appearance of the schools in Shuyak
Strait, schools of large herring appear in lower Kachemak Bay. It is possible that
these are the same schools. They gradually work farther up the bay until in Septem
ber or October they appear off Halibut Cove. By this time the schools also contain
fish of smaller sizes. Herring now enter Halibut Cove and the lagoon, where they
are found unti,l the following spring. Herring of all ages and sizes were found in the
lagoon, apparently wintering there.

After the summer and fallfishery is over, herring occur during the winter months
in some of the bays in southeastern Alaska where they do not usually occur in any
quantity during the summer; for example, Ernest Sound, Stephens Passage, and
Klawack Inlet, all of which are close to spawning grounds. But not enough is known
to justify the view that these are regular migrations.

VARIATIONS IN SIZE OF MATURE HERRING

The variation in size of herring taken in different portions of their range plays a
large part in determining their utilization, since for pickling purposes only large her
ring are desired. The herring are naturally smaller in some parts of their range than
in others. This may be due to enormous differences in growth rate, as that between
Unalaska and Stephens Passage, or largely to differences in age composition, as that
between Prince William Sound and Cook Inlet.

N. B. Scofield (1918) says of the herring entering Tomales Bay, Calif., "They are
considered the best herring in California and many of the fish reach a length of 10 or
11 inches and are fatter than those found in other parts of the State." He is evidently
speaking of the total length. He says further, "The herring of Shelter Cove and
Humboldt Bay are reported as being only 7 or 8 inches in length, * * *." The
longest herring in Thompson's San Francisco Bay material (1916) was about 10
inches in total length.

Fraser (1922) mentions not finding any over 10 inches in length to the base of the
caudal fin in British Columbia, and 10 inches to the base of the caudal was the longest
recorded by Thompson (1917).

In southeastern Alaska herring of mixed sizes occur in the schools. The herring
here may attain 12 inches in total length, but probably less than 10 per cent are over
1O~ inches in total length.

The Prince William Sound herring are larger than those of southeastern Alaska.
In the fall, some loads have as high as 75 per cent of the fish, by volume, over lO~

inches in total length, or about 9~ to 11 ounces in weight. Schools in this district
are composed of herring of mixed sizes.
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In Shuyak Strait the schools taken up to 1927 were made up almost entirely of
large mature herring, many of them attaining a length of 14 inches. In 1928 only
schools of small herring appeared. Herring of the same large size occur in Kachemak
Bay in August, but a month later they are mixed somewhat with smaller sizes.

At Unalaska in 1928 the herring were very large, many of them being almost 15
inches. A very few persons have mentioned to the writer that they measured central
Alaska herring that were 16 inches in length, but these were apparently exceedingly
rare.

INDEPENDENCE OF AREAS

METHODS OF STUDY

Alarming changes in abundance have occurred in many localities. For instance,
in Yes Bay and Kootznahoo Inlet in southeastern Alaska, herring were exceedingly
abundant during the early years of the fishery, but soon became scarce and have
remained so for many years. What caused the failure of such fisheries?

In studying these changes in abundance the first question raised is whether they
are due to depletion or to variations in the migratory habits. Do the herring of the
Alaska coast belong to one population that moves about at will, striking the coast
wherever or whenever conditions impel it, or is each locality inhabited by a local
stock that mingles but slightly, if at all, with the P9pulations of adjacent areas?
In the first case, fishing at any point on the coast wotild affect the supply at every
other point, and if depletion occurred it would be general. In the second case,
intensive fishing in one locality would not endanger the supply elsewhere, but the
danger of local depletion would be highly intensified. The movement of the herring
schools therefore becomes of great importance.

A study of these movements by the direct method of tagging the individual fish
and obtaining records from the fishermen of the places of recapture has been suc
cessful in the cases of the plaice, cod, mackerel, salmon, halibut, and other fishes, but
never in any of the clupeoid fishes. The ease with which impounded herring become
infected with fungous growths, even when only a few scales have been lost, makes it
appear probable that any wounds made in tagging might easily lead to death. Detec·
tion of the tagged individuals among the great numbers of the species taken at one
time would be difficult enough without such heightened mortality. In the case of the
Pacific herring it was felt that if attempted, tagging would never be successful except
perhaps in a few localities. In southeastern Alaska and Prince William Sound, where
the principal fisheries are conducted, a very large proportion of the herring are used
for reduction purposes, and, since these fish are not handled individually, the chances
of detecting a tagged fish, even if recaptured, are infinitely small. Because of these
reasons, tagging was not seriously considered as a feasible means of studying migration
in the herring and indirect methods were concentrated upon. However, owing to
the concrete results to be attained by successful tagging we were unwilling to relin·
quish this method of investigation without giving it some trial.

Halibut Cove, Kachemak Bay, was chosen as the most favorable location for a
test. In this district practically the entire catch is pickled, insuring the detection of
any recaptured fish, since in this method the fish are handled one by one. Accordingly
in the spring of 1927, 3,071 herring of pickling size were tagged with No.3 monel
metal strap tags attached to the caudal peduncle, as in the salmon.a The results,
however, were negative.

IA full ~esc;rlptlonof this type of tag, with illustrations, Is given by OUbert and Rich (1925). The No.3 tlll/;.[uSl'd on the'b~r

rtnl/;, welghs.O.~,grl\m. Is 3.3 millimeters In width. and about 14 mUllmetenlln IBDltb when ollnohed.
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The chance of success with a fish as small and delicate as the herring would seem
to be very slight without the evolution of some special technique for handling the
fish while tagging, and of some lighter and less cumbersome form of tag. It may
well be that further experiments with such a tag would succeed.

Lacking successful direct methods, the widely used study of racial peculiarities
becomes of primary importance. It is a well known fact that within the same species
the isolation of particular stocks of fish tends to develop differences in their character
istics. These differences may exist in their physical structure or certain aspects of
their life history, and may be too slight to detect in the individual but show in aver
ages. They may be entirely the direct result of environment, or they may be inherited.
But if two such stocks were to intermingle freely, so that half in each locality would
have originated in the other, then any such differences would necessarily vanish, as
the averages in each case would be the same. A difference which could originate as
the result of different feeding conditions for a few months would not have the same
significance as a difference which would require isolation for generations, and which
might be deeply seated in heredity. Nevertheless, the existence of differences between
any two localities is prima facie evidence of the more or less complete lack of inter
mingling, and the more deep seated and clear cut the difference, the less the rate of
intermigration must have been. The relative importance of the parts played by
heredity and environment in causing the constancy of these differences between
populations is a moot question, but the important point at issue is not the cause of
such differences, but rather their existence and extent.

",Four of the structural characters were found to be of value-the counts of the
vertebrre, of the dorsal rays, of the anal rays, and the measurements of the head
length. The gill-raker count was taken on a number of samples, but it was found
that accurate counts were not obtained under ordinary field conditions; and time in
the laboratory was not available to make the enormous number of counts that would
be required in order that their analysis might be of value. On a number of samples,
measurements were made to the insertions of the dorsal and anal fins, but the varia
bility was found to be so great that enormous numbers would have to be measured
before any value could be attached to the results.

RACIAL SAMPLING

Samples were obtained from the southernmost limits of the herring's range,
San Diego Bay, and from there in various regions west to the Aleutian Islands, and
north to Golovin Bay in the northern part of the Bering Sea, an area covering 32
degrees of north latitude and 45 degrees of west longitude. Within this great area
was obtained a fairly complete chain of samples. They were taken at San Diego
Bay; Monterey Bay; San Francisco Bay; Puget Sound; southern British Columbia;
southeastern Alaska; Yakutat; Prince William Sound; Cook Inlet; the Kodiak
Afognak district; from Chignik, the Shumagin Islands, and Belkofski Bay on the
Alaska Peninsula, from Unalaska in the Aleutian Islands, and from Golovin Ba.y
in the northern part of the Bering Sea. Unfortunately some of the samples, those
from Yakutat and Belkofski Bay for example, are too small to give reliable averages
for the characters.

Besides having samples from many localities, it is also important to have sam
ples for more than one year from the same locality to study the amount of varia
bility to be found in the same character at the same place. In this regard samples
are present for 2 years from Kachemak Bay, 3 years from Prince William Sound, and
4 years from Shuyak Strait.
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VERTEBRlE

RELIABILITY OF VERTEBRAL COUNT

Of the four characters chosen to show structural differences, the vertebral count
is the most reliable. The count is not altered by preservation and can be mado with
absolute aecuracy and with greater ease than those of the fin rays. The number of
vertebrre is determined at a very early stage, before or shortly after the hatching of
the ova, so that it is not altered by any subsequent environmental conditions. Since
the ova are attached, it is obvious that one adult population can not contribute,
before the characters become fixed, to another adult population with different
structural characters, as might be were the ova floating freely in the currents. On
account of these advantages the differences in the vertebral count have received the
chief emphasis in this analysis.

There are now available for comparison 10,132 vertebral counts of the Pacific
herring. Of these counts, those from San Diego Bay, Puget Sound, and Alaska,
totaling 7,960, are original. Those from Monterey Bay, the first two San Francisco
Bay counts, and those from the Straits of Georgia are by Carl L. Hubbs (1925); the
last San Francis,co Bay count and the remainder of the British Columbia counts are
by William F. Thompson (1916).

COMPARiSON ALONG WHOLE LENGTH OF COAST

The average number of vertebrre increases to tho northward and westward from
San Diego. For the purpose of showing this, Table 6 and Figure 14 are presented.
Table 6 gives the frequency distributions of vertebral counts in various localities
and Figure 14 gives the means for each locality plotted against the distance from
San Diego, following the general trend of the coast. The trend of the line of means
has been drawn in by inspection.

TABLE 6.-Variation in number of vertebr<e in all samples 0/ all localities

Standard
deviation

of dis·
trlbutlon

Num·1 Prob-ber Mean able
, error

Vertebrre

LocalityNo.
45 46147 48 49 50 51 52 53 M 55 56 57

-1------1-··---1---------- -·--
1 San Dleeo Bay __• . j 12 148 20ll 38 1 "_" .. _.. _ _.._ 40H" 50.68 0.023 0.691
2 Monterey Bay••_••_. ••_. 2 ~ 41 26 1 "'" _... 119 51.03 .06 _'_"'_"_
3 San Francisco Bay._ _ 1 .... 1 4 18 256 410 125 5 I' 820 50.78 .019 .797
4 Puget Sound. __ _. •• __ 1 • 3 26 65 6 ::::: ::::: :::: :::: 100' 61. 71 .052 , .768
6 South Brltlsh CoJumbia. _ _'._ •• 1 1 28 354 738 138 ~ :'._.:: .• : .... _.::'. 1,263 51.78 .01 ...__ .... _II Gravina Island_••• __ • _. •__ .•.• .... 7 23 17 _ _.. 50 52.32 .075 .786
7 Cralt.....-- ••---------- •••. • .••_ •__ • 2 22 176 126 ~~ 1---2' ::::!:::: 344 62.40 .026 .712

~ ~::n~~yBiiy.~::::::::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: '-if M ~~ ~~ I 50 ill I.... ~~ I g~: g~ :gi~ :g~~
~~ ~~nalt GBardner ':' --I............ 9 1O~ 2~g ~ !. __ 1. ::::'

1

:::'. 33~ ~~. Z~ .g2378 '~804
12 StePh~nsalassage::::::: :::: :::: --i- :::: --3- --3' --86' 459 368 40 I 2 ""1__ " 962 52:33 :017 :769
13 Yakutat Bay._.. ._..... _ ..__ '1 ---- 2 ----. 10 8 5 1·---- ""i'--'I 25 ..·:.4S .163 J.2Oii
14 Puget Bay. •__ •• " . __ • ._._ .___ 17 7!j 74 ~~ :---i' ::::'::::1 177 [2.45 .038 .75tJ
~g ~rl?ton Passace.__ . ---- ---- ---- •. -- ---. 1 13 118 r~ 2 I 2 ~06!' : 2. 76 .024 .719acood Harbor__ ••• •__ •.. 1 14 116 9 4 • __ .~-- .. , .12,72 .027 .7M
17 Snue Harbor__..__ • • ._ 1 • __ ._ I 16 139 143 22 i----' __ •. 1__ .. 322 52. ,05 .029 .772

~ ~~~t~~[~[I~~~~~~I'~~y~~~~~~H i g'~ ~ bll}~~~ m~; I:m :§
23 KachemakBay _ 1 l ..._ 26 228 378 98 ~ 1 • , 740 52.76 .031 .790
24 ~hliak Stralt __ '- _. "" . __ ./ 1 29 180 261 I 66 3 ! 531 52.72 .022 .757
25 ac ar Bay ••• •• __ • ''' __ __ 2 21 52 12 •__ _ / ~7 52.85 .04~ .670
26 8bearwater Bay •• __ "" __ __ ._ Ii 42 82 35 1 165 52.91 .041 .776
27 Old Harbor....--.- • ._ , __ •• _. 1 30 63 I 17 3 I 115 ,52.95 .050 .700
28 Chlgnlk ...... - __.. "" _.... .... 4 5 55 39 :J 1 107 53.33 .053 .800

~ ~~~~ffBx:~.~~~::::::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: .__ ~_ r 3g I l3g .:~~..~: ~I 45~ g::~~ ...:~:~. .. :~~
31 ,. Unalaska..... • ••••

j
-- .. '--' ---- " , 20 106

1

[,4 3,.. __ 1· 183 53.22 .032 .650
32 Golovin Bay.. __ ... • -•. - .... • __ 21 43 77, 18 .. __ ••. __ ,•• _. 140 52.79 .038 .671

_.._---------------------_...._.-~-_._----'--_._-------_._.-------_.._-----.--_.
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It is obvious that the extreme variations shown in Figure 14 are significant, there
being some underlying correlation between geographical distribution and number of
vertebrre. The correlation is not an even one from south to north since the two
localities farthest north, Golovin Bay and Eshamy Bay (Nos. 32 and 18, fig. 14) at

~ J., ~

o!::

64° 30' and 60° 30 'north latitude, have means of only 52.79 and 52.83, while Chignik,
the Shumagin Islands, and Unalaska, far to the south, have means of 53.33, 54.67,
and 53.22, respectively. Except for the Shumagin Islands and Golovin Bay all of
the localities follow the same trend. The existence of a more or less systematic
change with geographical location indicates the reality of the differences aside from
any consideration of adequacy of sampling.
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Number of Vertebrae
,-4$,4~4~4~49,so.05/,052,5", 54,5~S~.sz;

Son fY'oneiaco Bo~

British Columlola

Stephens PossQge

Dogfish 60'::1

Shu~ok Strait

Shumogin lalCllnde

Golovin eQ~

FIGURE 15.-HlstogrBD18 showing the percentage ot the vertebral distribution talllng at each count
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This method of comparison does not bring out the significance of differences as
clearly from a mathematical standpoint as will the comparison of eight principal
localities given in Table 7. (These eight localities are marked in fig. 14 by circles.)
Here the averages for each locality are compared with those for the other localities,
and their differences considered in relation to the probable errors of these differences,
calculating the probable errors upon the assumption that the samples adequately
represent the populations from which taken.

TABLE 7.-Compariso718 of the means of the vertebral counts of "ome distant localities

[Asterisk shows differences that are not significant)

__,_",_"_",,, -_... _ .. ········-1-······1

.fJ8 .020 29.0

.00 .020 45.0

. 94 .024 39. 2

2. 89 .031 93. 2

1. 44 •033 43. 6

~~\ H
12. 7
12.9

m.9
23.9
10. 2

• 1. 4
58.3
14.6
·2.6
54.2
12.8

• J. 8
33.7
39.2
8.6

.034

.036

.042

.028

.034

.037

.042

.036

.039

.044

.043

.048

.050

2.31
.86
.43
.04

J. 99
.1\4
.11

1. 95
.50
.07

J. 45
J. 88
.43

Localities compared

Differ
ence

Differ- Proba- divided
ence bleerror by

between of dif- proba-

I
means ference bleerror

of dif
ference

Sou.th Britl~~~O;U~bia~d~olo~ I ..
VID Bay__ .. _ _ __ 1.01 0.039

Rtephens Passage and '!'ebenkof Bay. .32 .025
Stephens Passage and Shuyak Strait. .36 .028
Stephens Passage and ShumaginIslands _
Stephens Passage and Uualaska _
Stephens Passage and Golovin Bay__
Tebenkof Bay and Shuyak Strait. _
Tebenkof Bay and Shumagin Islands_
Tebenkof Bay and Unalaska __
Tebenkof Bay and Golovin Bay_. _
Shuyak Strait and Shumagin Islands_
Shuyak Strait and Unalaska _
Shuyak Strait and Golovin Bay.. _
Shumagin Islands and Unalaska _
Shumagin Islands and Golovin Bay__
Unlliaska and Golovin Bay _

0.025
.029
.029
.032
.037
.039
.044

1.10
1.28
2.00
2.04
3.99
2.54
2.11

I
Differ-
ence

Differ- Proba- divided
ence bleerror by

between of dif- proba
means fere nce ble error

of dif·
ference

44.ol
44.1
69.0
63.8

107.6
6,1.2
48.0

Localities compared

San Diego Bay and South British
Coltlmbia ---. ----- - .

San Diego Bay and Stepbens Passage_
San Diego Bay and Tebenkof Bay..
San Diego Bay and Shuyak Strait.. __
San Diego Bay and Shumagin Islands.
San Diego Bay and Unalaska _
San Diego Bay and Golovin Bay_. _
South British Columbia and StephensPassage. • ._
South British Columbia and Teben-kof Bay • _
South British Columbia and ShuyakStrait. . _
South British Columbia aud Shu-magin Islands • ._. __
South British Columbia and Una·laska. _

It will be observed that this method indicates that local stocks of herrings,
which are not shown to be obviously different by the visual comparison used in
Figure 14, are actually sharply distinct from a mathematical viewpoint. Thus
the difference between the herring of Tebenkof Bay and of Stephens Passage is sig
nificant, the difference between the means being 0.32 ± 0.025 or 12.8 times the
probable error.

COMPARISON OF STOCKS OF ADJACENT LOCALITIES

This method of comparison may be applied also to closely adjacent localities
within the same region. Thus Tables 13, 14, and 15 give comparisons of the means
of the vertebral counts for southeastllrn Alaska (localities 7-13 of Table 6), Prince
William Sound (localities 14-21), and Cook Inlet-Kodiak district (localities 22-27).
Tables 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 present the frequency distributions of vertebral counts
upon which these comparisons are made, each minor locality being given separately
and contributing to the totals for the general regions as listed in Table 6.
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1.34- I.3Z-
FlOURlI: l8.-Showing stations where vertebral count samples were obtained in southeastern Alaska: (1) Stephens

PBSSage. 52.36::0.017; (2) Point Gardner, 52.72::0.023; (3) Tebenkot Bay, 52.68%0.018; (4) Larch Bay, 52.66::0.021;
(6) Whale Bay, 52.92::0.078; (8) Craig, 62.40::0.026; lmd (7) Gravlne Island, 52.32::0.076
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....~

/.5.2' /Si /4lJ H6'
FIGUBE 17.-ShowlDg stations where vertebrlll count samples were obtained In Prince William Sound and Cook Inlet:

(1) Kachemak Bay, 52.76::1:0.031; (2) Dogfish Bay, 52.50::1:0.051; (3) Puget Bay, 52.45::1:0.038; (4) Elrlngton PllSSage,
52.76::1:0.024; (6) Macleod Harbor, 52.72::1:0.027; (6) Snue Harbor, 52.55::1:0.029; (7) Eshamy Bay, 52.83::1:0.035; (8)
McClure BaY, 52.90::1:0.030; (II) Naked III!and, 52.80::I:0.otO; and (10) Port Fldlllgo, 52.44::1:0.040

;

I 0
FIGUBE 18.-dhowlng St.atloU3 wh~,a Y<lrl.ebrli! couut samples were obtained from Kodiak Island to Unalaska: (1)

UnlllllSka (Dutch Harbor), 53.22::1:0.032; (2) Belkofskl Bay, 53.13; (3) Shumagin III!ands, 54.67::1:0.029; (4) Chignik,
53.33::1:0.053; (5) Old Harbor, 52.115:1:0.050; (8) Shearwater Bay, 52.91::1:OJl41; (7) Zachar Bay. 52.85:1:0.048; and
(8) Shuyak Strait, 52.72::1:0.022
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/. H

I' luUH.II: lU..~-;:;IJOwillll statiol.lll not Oil ares wSlJe where vertebral count samples were obtained; (I) Golovin BaY,
52.79±0.038; (2) Yakutat Bay, 52,48±0.163; (3) South British Columbia, 51.78±0.01O; (4) Puget Sound, 51.71±0.052;
(5) San Francisco Bay, 5O.78±0.019; (6) MontereY BaY. 51.03±O.060; and (7) San Diego Bay, 5O.68±O.023.

TABLE 8.-Variation in number of venebr:e from California to British Columbia

Prob- ~~~r.a~~~
able or dis.
error trlbutlon

Mean

Vertebrw
-...,--.,.--c--.,---,------:----;--·..,.-~-INum·

berLocality
I
i Date
\ 45 46 47 48 49 liO lil 52 53 54

~-- ~__~ __ J ~-- ~~ _ -_- - ~-- _
San Diego Bay --i 1926 3 33 47 10 1 94 50.71 0.051 0. 739
Monterey Bay~ i (1) 2 20 41 25 1 . 89 51.03 .06 .-

i == 1 1 10 153 249 85 5 • 504 50.83 .02 ._. _
San Francisco BaY---.~ I\ ~~: _._ •. __ • 5 74 122 30 __.. _ . __ . 231 50.77 .03 _••••• _._.

111915 _I:.:=.~_3 _3~~~.=.:.:::.~__~ 50.53 _.~.:.:.::.:..:.:.
Total . . • , • ._l ::..:..:_1 _4_~ 256 410 125 _5_::":":1~ 50.78~~

Puget Sound. .. (1927 1 3 25 65/ 6 100 51. 71~~

British Columbia: I ----- ----------~
Nanalmo • •• __ .. ••• 1915 .• •• •• 4 51 136 19 210 51. 81 .03 • _
Point Grey---.----------------.l 1915 .__ 5 50 88 19 1 163 51.76 .04
Straits or Georgia (1915 .-•••-.- "-- -- .. --'- 1 33 62 12 lOS 51. 79 .04---- .. --------. 1915 __ •• 1 _.__ 1 35 53 10 100 01. 69 .00
Pender Harbor 1910 - • __ -- __ ,.__ 1 7 89 150 32 2 281 51.75 .03

-.---------.---.-. 1915 _._ •• • .• _.__ 2 23 60 11 96 51.83 .04
Kildonan .. .......... _ 1915 • . '.'_ .___ 8 73 189 35 305 51.82 .02

----------------------------Total.. .. __ .. •• ~ .. __ .• _._•. __ • .... 28 354 738 138 3 1,263 51.78 .01
_~_~__~~~.~ .. __~__._ ..l._~ ~~ ..~ ._. ... ~ . ~ .. ,~.__ ~
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TABLE 9.-Variation in number of vertebTIJ3 in 80utheasteTn Alaaka

255

Vertebrm Num- Mean Prob- ~~~~~~~
Locallty Date I_~_~~_-,-~_~ ber able of dis-_. ~~~~I~_~~' ~~~ _66___ error tribution.

Gmvina Island•• ._ 1926 • _••_ 7 23 17 3 •• __ W 62. 32 0.075 0.786

{

1926 _.__ l' 6 26 17 2 - ---- - 60 152.28 .074 - .776

Cmig_________________________________ i~~ .--- ---- .--- -..- ~ ~~ ~ ~ ---- ---- ~~ ~~.~ .g:~ .~~
1928 :::: :::: :::: -or 7 48 38 4 :::: :::: 98 6238 : 049 : 722

I----------------1---.-------
'rotal • • • ._. 2, 22 176 126 18 344 i 62.40 I .026 .712

Stephens Passage .___________ 1928 1 3~ 86 459 1368 40 2 • 962 I 62. 36' . ?17 .769

{

1926 • ---_ 1 10 13 1 26152.66 .686 .638
TebenkofBay 1927 • 212 114 163 12 1 274 62.60 .029 .709

1927 _.__ 61 113 18 192 52.78 .029 .601
North arm of Pillar Bay__________ 1927 • ---- 7 63 102 19 I 192 62.71 .036 .713

Total__ • • __ • __ --- ----;;;;; ---- 2 20 228 I 381 60 I 1 683 [ 62.68_

i
.018 .~

Point Gardner • 1927 •• -- ---- -.-. -.-- 3 62 111 12 ---- ---- ISS 1 62.70 I .021 .668
Surprise Harbor • .------------- 1927 _. • ---- 6 46 00 12 1 164 52.73 .036 .671

Total • ••• _. __ =_ ..__ -.-- 9 168 210 24 1 3621_ 62. 72 [- .023 ----:634
-1=--------------=

1
1927 -- •• -.-- -••- -.-- 1 28 59 6 93 I 62.73 I .040 .671

Larch Bay____________________________ 1927 -.-. -••• -.-- ---- 8 80 73 7 2 --- 170 I 62.60 I .037 .706

TotaL. __._. --~~:-- ~~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~ 1: 1:: :: :-I--~- :~~~ :: I :::: II ::: ::

Whale Bay ._. ._. __ • __ 1926 __ ._1 . _._..... _._. 6 16 4 26 62.92 .078 .680

TABLE lO.-VaTiation in number of vertebrlJ3 in Prince William Sound

Locality Date
Vertebroo

47 48 49 60 51 62 63 M 66

Num
ber Mean Prob· ~~~¥~~~

able of dls-
error trlbutlon

Elrlngton pass~e_.__ • __ -- -------- -- ----.- 11126 --~-
• oo ... ....... _._- ---- 10 211 6 45 52.91 0.063 0.626

Bainbridge sland____________ --- ------ 1926 ---- ---- ---- I 4 33 46 16 100 62.72 .066 .814
Prince of Wales Pass________ ._ •• ___ ••_ 1925 ---- ---- ---- --- .. 2 14 22 6 44 62.73 .076 .760
Elrlngton passage••• __________________ { 11126 ---- ---- ---- ---- 4 21 41 8 76 52.75 .060 .768

1926 ---- ---- ---- ---- I 11 34 4 60 62.82 .066 .6llO
Prince of Wales P&8II. ____________ •__ •• 1927 _.. -- -.._- ___. ---- 2 12 211 5 48 52. 77 .064 .684
Procession Rocks. - .------------------ 1927 ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 17 19 3 39 62.64 .068 .628

- - - - ---- - - ------------
TotaL. ._. • ---.---- ---- -.-- ---- 1 13 118 220 48 401 62. 76 .024 .719

1
1927 n n_ -.-- ---- 6 28 66 11 = 100 62.71 =. 060~
1927 _. .__ 6 211 62 12 2 100 62. 77 . OM .798

Macleod Harbor__ 11127 - __ • ---. ---- •• -- 1 13 211 7 60 62. 84 .064 .674
1928 ._•• _••_ 1 •• _ 22 32 2 67 62. 68 .066 .723
1928 _•••• _. __• __ •••• 2 24 24 10 60 62. 70.068 .780

------------------------
Total•••-••• -.--.--••--------••••• -- •••--.-••••- ---- 1 14 116 192 42 2 367 62. 72 .027 .766

P\li6t Bay••••_._._••• __ •__ • • ·_·____ 1928 •• ._•••-. -.-. 17 75 74 11 177 62.46.038 .760
Port Fldll1ll:o_. __ n •• _. .________ 1928 •• _. _._••__ • 1 7 66 57 6 _.__ 137 62.44 .040 .692

. 11928 _•• _=_. __ == 9 66 65 10 = 160 62. 51 .039 .768
1928 •• __ ••••••• •• 2 11 11 2 _.__ 26 62. 60 .089 .746

Snug Harbor_. • • ·_·_· __ •• 1928 _. ••• ---. 1 _. __ 42 38 7 _._. 88 li2.67 .057 .892
1928 1 _. ••• _••_ 2 8 16 2 ,_.. 211 52.45 .1116 1.567
1928 ow _._. 3 12 13 1 __ ._ 211 52.41 .090 .720

Eaham::~~~~~~~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~{-ii:-- ::~: ;;;; ;;;; ::~: _~;. 1~ 11~ ~ ~~;~ :~ ;;~ ~~ ~~
Total•••••••• __._••• _._._._._ •••_••••••••••• ====-1UIPl16-1--wI-62.83 ---:035---:636

aabln Bay. Naked lIland•••••-.-••••• -... 1926 ••••••••== 1 21' 44 9 ---. 76 62.81 .060 - .647
....... T.I d {1927 _••• _••••• -. -••••••- 6 6 1 13 62. 62 __

South Bay, N ..........an ••••••• -.-••• -... 1927 _••• __ •• _. •• 2 14 26 9 _.__ 60 52. 82 ':073- ------:767
Total_. ._•• ._•••• •• _ •••• -- •• ==== 3 UU19=-m 62.80-:ool~

1

11127 •••• -.-. -.-- .--. 1 21 19 3 = 26 52. 96 _681 - 5gg
1927 •• 1 3 17 4 26 62.96 .089 : 662
11127 -.-- ---- -.-- -." 6

1

17 2 26 52.84 073 643
McClureBay------- --------------------- 1927 3 16 46 10 74 62.86 :062 :791

1927 :::: :::: :::: :::: _•• _ 14 211 6 60 62. SS .066 .682
11127 __ • • __ - -•• _ 5 I 16 6 25 63.00 .685 .632

Total. ._. • • • •. -- ••• -- ====-545Ti4330-1--m62:00--:-OOO~
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TABLE n.-Variation in number ofvertebr~ in Cook Inlet and Kodiak-Afognak district

Vertebrm I I Prob- Standard
Locality Date .-.- Num- Mean able deviation

ber or dls-

---------------- ...-.----------~~~~~-~~ ~~__1__ -==- trlbutlon

Kacbemak Bay:
Halibut Cove lagoon__________________ 1926 .__ 2 16 36 6 1 61 52.80 0.062 0.720
Homer Spit lagoon____________________ 1926 1 32 56 11 100 52.77 .044 .646
McEwan Flats__._____________________ 1926 4 21 29 9 1 64 52.72 .071 .838
McDonald Spit lagoon________________ 1926 4 39 61 18 3 125 52.82 .049 .804

Off McDonald Spit { 1926 ---- ---- ---- 2 29 35 10 ---- ---_ 76 52.70 .056 .726
------------------- 1926 4 36 44 15 1 I 100 52. 73 .054 .798

McDonald Spit 1927 8 16 1 .___ 2.5 52.72 .091 .531
Halibut Cove Llght 1927 4 25 42 14 2 87 52.82 .062 .857
HalibutCovelagoon. • 1927 ---- 1 ---- 4 11 27 7 1 50 52.68 .092 .947
Halibut Cove Ligbt___________________ 1927 1 1 11 32 7 -___ 52 52.79 .084 .927

TotaL._____________________________ 1 1 1 261228 378198 8 ----, 740 52.76 _ .031 .790

1925 = = =1-112if38I'-9 = =1--7-5 52.73 ----:osa-----:680
1925 3 I 14 26 7 50 52.74 .065 .770
1925 1 ---- 1 14 13 3 ---- ----I 30 52.63 .081 .650

1

1926 ----1---- ---- 1 8 11 I 4 1 ----I 25 52.84 .119 .880Sbuyak Stralt 1926 1 ---- 1 7 15 2 ---- ---- 25 52.72.090 .666
1926 5114 2.3 9 1 52 52.75 .086 .920
1927 1____ 1 3 71 106 I 27 1 ---- 209 52.76 .034 .728
1928 , ---- 2 12 13 1 2 ---- ----I 29 52.52 .091 .724

1
1928 .:.::..:!.:.::..:.:.::..:~I~~i-3 ':'::":':'::":,__3_6. 52.50~~

Total • •

I
::.::.:1::.::.:_1~,~~I.~_3 ::.::.:i~~ 52.72 .022 .757
-·----------1----==Dogfisb Bay .________________________ 1925 1____ 1 9 34 51 i 5 , 100 52.50 .051 .763

Old Harbor 11926 ----i---- ---- 1 30 63117 3 1 i 115 52.95 .0.50 .790
Sbearwater Bay. • 1928 , 5 42 82 3.5 1 I 165 52.91 .041 .776
Zacbar Bay_______________________________ 1928 - : ---- 2 21 52[12 ---- I 87 52.85 .048 .670

-----_ •.._--------- - ._-~----------------------_._--_._--_ .._~_._- -------------_.-----------_.-._ ..._----------_ ..._-

TABLE 12.-Variation in number of vertebr:e in western Alaska

Locality Date

Vertebrm

51 52 53 54 55 56 57
Mean

Standard
Prob- deviation
able of dis-
error trlbution

4 5 55 39 3 1 107 53.33 0.053 0.806
1 7 36 130 213 62 7 456 54.67 .029 .928

1 5 2 ----- ---- ---- 8 53.13 -------- --------~-

= - ------ - - ------
3 21 15 1 ---- ---- 40 53.35 .067 .654

---. 6 22 16 ----- ---- ---- 44 53.23 .068 .668
---- 6 33 11 --T ---- ---- 50 53.10 .055 .574
---- 5 30 12 --_ ... --_.. 49 53.22 .065 .677
- - ------ - - -------

-----------------I---I--I--!--I-- -- - - --_. . - .-- --1---
Chlgnik . __ 1926
Shumagin Islands_____________________________ 1926
Belkofski Bay •__ ____ __ ___ __ 1927

Unalaska•• -------.----- ----- --------------------- f~fi
TotaL • - 20 106 54 3 183 53.22 .032 .650

===========
GolOVin Bay_________________ 1926 I 2 43 77 18 -- --__ 140 52. 79 .038 .671

In southeastern Alaska (Table 13) the three localities in Chatham Strait, Point
Gardner, Tebenkof Bay, and Larch Bay show no differences which could be regarded
as significant even were the samples truly representative. Both Craig and Stephens
Passage show significant differences from these three Chatham Strait localities.
Craig and Stephens Passage do not differ significantly from one another, but con
sidering their geographical location, with the three Chatham Strait localities inter
posed, it may be supposed that they represent separate populations. In support
of this contention, there are large spawning grounds, occupied at the same season
of the year, both at Craig and in Stephens Passage. The samples from Gravina
Island, Whale Bay, and Yakutat are only considered to be sufficient in numbers to
give a general indication of the true mean.
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TABLE 13.-Comparisons of the means of the vertebral counts in southeastern Alaska

[Asterisk shows dill'erences that are probably significant]
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Differ· Dill'er·
enca ence

Differ· Prob- divided Differ· Prob· divided
enca able by ence able by

Localities compared between error of prob· Localities compared between error of prob·
means differ· able means differ· able

ence error of ence. error of
dlll'er· differ·
ence ence

-------, ~----------
CBIEV LOCALITIES KINOS LOCALITIES

Craig and Stephens P8SSage......•••. 0.04 0.031 1.3 Gravina Island and crai~....•__•.. _. 0.08 0.079 1.1
Craig and Larch Bay••..•••....... _. .26 .033 *7.9 Gravina Island and Larc Day._..... .34 . 078 *•.•
Craig and Tebenkof Bay•••...•...••• .28 .032 *8.7 Whale Bay and Crait ............ --- .52 .082 *6.3
Crait and Point Gardner..•••.....••• .32 .035 *9.1 Whale Day and Larc Bay..... _..... .26 .081 3.2
Step ens P8SSage and Larch Bay.... .30 .027 *11.1 Yakutat Bay and cra:1...•. -----.--- .08 .165 .5
Stephens P8SSage and Tebenkof Bay. .32 .025 *12.8 Yakutat Bay and Lar Bay.... _.... .18 .165 1.1
Stephens P8SSage and Point Oardner. .36 . 029 *12.•
Larch Bay and Tebenkof Bay•••••••• .02 .028 .7
Larch Bay and Point Oardner. -_-... .06 .031 1.9
Tebenkof Bay and Point Gardner••.. • 04 .029 1.•

In Prince William Sound (Table 14), the differences between the localities
are not as great as in southeastern Alaska. It will be noted that there are three
localities-Puget Bay, Snug Harbor, and Port Fidalgo-that do not differ signif
icantly among themselves, but each of which differs from all of the other localities
in Prince William Sound by an amount over four times its probable error, the signif
icance of which will be discussed later. The only other differences of any possible
significance occur between McClure Bay and Elrington Passage, and between McClure
Bay and Macleod Harbor.

TABLE 14.-Comparisons of the means of the vertebral counts in Prince William Sound

[Asterisk shows those statistiCally significant]

Dlfl'er· Differ·
ence ence

DitTer. Prob· divided Dlfl'er· Prob- divided
able by able by

Localities compared enca error of prob- Localities compared ence error of prob·between between
meaDS dlll'er· able dlll'er· able

ence error of means ence error of
differ· differ·
ence ence

-- -----
Elrlngton P8SSage and Puget~•... 0.31 0.045 *6.9 Puget Ba:lland Port Fidalgo._._._ ... 0.01 0.055 0.2
Elrlngton Passage and M eod Macleod arbor and Snug Harbor•.• .17 .040 *4.3

Harbor...• , •• -"""'" .••..••..•.. .04 .036 1.1 ~acleodHarbor and Eshamy Bay•. _ .11 .045 2.4
Elrington passage and Snug Har· Macleod Harbor and MoClure Ba.r" .18 .040 '4. 5

bor•••.•.•.•••·•••••••·•·••••••••••• .21 .038 *5.5 Macleod Harbor and Naked Islan .• .08 .048 1.7
Elrlngton P8SSage and Esbamy Macleod Harbor and Port Fidalgo•.. .28 .048 *5. 8

Bay••••...•••. ·······-············· •07 .043 1.6 Snug Harbor and Eshamy Bay...... .28 .045 *6.2
Elrlngton P8I8age and McClure Snug Harbor and McClure Bay••.... .36 .042 *8.3

Bay•..•••.•.•. •••·•••••·•·•···•·• -. .14 .038 3.7 Snug Harbor and Naked Island•...•. .25 .049 *5.1

El~~~~~~.•~~~~••~~~.•~~.~•.I~~.
Snug Harbor and Port Fldal'o••••••• .11 .049 2.2

.04 . 047 .9 Eshamy Bay and McClure a.r...-- • .07 .046 1.5
ElrlngtonP~ and Port Fidalgo•• .32 .047 *6.8 Eshamy Bay lind Naked Islan •••••• .03 .053 .6
Puget Bay and acleod Harbor••••• .27 .047 *5. 7 Eshamy Bay and Port Fidalgo••.••.. .39 .053 *7.4
Puget Bay and Boug Harbor......... .10 •057 1.8 McClure Bay and Naked Island. __ •• .10 .050 2.0
PUllet nay and Esbamy Bay......... .38 .052 *7.3 McClure Bay and Port Fldalgo __ ._ .. .46 .050 *9.2
Puget Bay and McClure Bay•••••••• .45 •048 *9.4 Naked Island and Port FldaJllO.. __ .. .36 .057 *6.3
Puget Bay and Naked Island •••••••• .36 .055 *6.4

In the Cook Inlet and Kodiak-Afognak districts (Table 15) the extreme dif
ferences between localities are slightly less than in Prince William Sound, but there
are several differences of probable statistical significance. Dogfish Bay differs
from both Kachemak Bay and Shuyak Strait, the two nearest localities, by four

97241-30--3
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probable errors. Shuyak Strait differs from both Shearwater Bay and Old Har
bor by four probable errors. All of the differences in these districts are of slight
magnitude.

TABLE 15.-Comparisons of the means of the vertebral counts in the Cook Inlet and Kodiak-Afognak
districts

[Asterisk shows those statlsticaJly significant)
~ - ,-

I
,

Differ~ Differ·
ence ence

Differ· Prob· divided Differ· Prob· divided
ence able by

ence able by
Localities compared between error of prob- Localities compared

between error of prob·
differ· able differ· ablemeans ence error of means ence error of

differ· differ·
ence ence

----- --_...~~--~---- ----
Kachemak Day and Dogfish Day ~. ~ ~ 0.26 0.060 ·4.3 . Dogfish Bay and Old IIarbor ...... ~~1 0.4.1 0.071 ·6.3
Kachemak Bay and Shuyak StraIL~. .04 .038 1.0 Shuyak Strait and Zachar Bay~~•. _.. .13 .053 2.5
Kachemak Bay and Zachar Bay _.. ,. .09 .057 1.6 Shuyak Strait and Shearwater Bay .. .111 .046 .4, 1
Kachemak Bay and Shearwater Bay_ .15 .051 2.9 Shuyak Strait and Old Harbor__ ~.~ .. .23 .055 ·4.2
Kachemak Bay and Old Harbor.•.. ~ .111 .059 3.2 Zachar Bay and Shearwater Bay._~~. .06 .063 1.0
Dogfish Bay and Shuyak Stralt.. ~~.~ .22 .055 ·4.0 Zachar Bay and Old Harbor ... ~ ... ~~ .10 .069 1.4
Dogfish Bay and Zachar Bay..... _~~ .35 .070 ·5.0 Shearwater Bay and Old Harbor.__ .. .04 .065 .6
Dogfish Bay and Shearwater Bay._._ .41 .065 ·6.3

In western Alaska (Table 7) the Shumagin Islands, Unalaska, and Golovin Bay
have already been compared and the differences found to be large. The mean of
the Chignik sample (Table 12) is lower than that of the Shumagin Islands, only 90
miles distant, by 1.34 ± 0.060 or 22 probable errors-a large difference from a mathe
matical standpoint.

VALIDITY OF DIFFERENCES IN VERTEBRAL COUNT

It is necessary to bear in mind that there are sources of variability other than
those of pure chance, since the latter may not prevail in what we have regarded as
random sampling. The actual significant variability which thus arises within each
population must be determined empirically, since such internal variability could not
be regarded as significant from the standpoint of the determination of the distinct
ness of populations. Without an understanding of the extent of these variations,
one may be led into the fallacy of bt'lieving that any difference that is statistically
significant denotes a raCial difference, since the whole theory of probable errors pre
supposes that the samples compared represent adequately their respective popula
tions. The variation which can be shown to actually arise within each stock furnishes
a means of measuring the significance of differences between adjacent stocks. If the
latter exceed the maximum internal difference, it is probably significant of isolation.

In Table 16 is given a comparison of different age classes from the same locality.
The data are not extensive and the numbers involved are rather small, yet both
Naked Island and McClure Bay show significant differences between the means of
different year classes. The maximum significant difference found was 0.67 ± 0.113 or
5.9 times the probable error between two age classes of McClure Bay.
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TABLE 16.-Variation between the means of the vertebral count of different year classes from the same
locality

[Asterisk shows those statistically significantl

--------1----1------ --------1----- ---- ------~----

Locality

j
1920, 1921
1920,1922

EI I 1920, 1923
r ngton Passage- ------- 1921, 1922

1921,1923
1922, 1923

{

1922,1923
Macleod Harbor. 1922,1924

1923,1924

Differ·
ence

Differ- Prob- divided
cf~:s ence able f bY

b
compared between e.nff~~ ~~Ie-

means ence error of
differ·
ence

Locality

-_-__- c~~----=~_-_--~~_,=,,_=c--~--c=1=~===========,c==_====c,'=_,==,=======

I
Differ·
ence

Ditrer. Prob·divided
Year ence able I by

classes between er~or ofI prob·
compared means dIffer· able

ence 1error of
I differ·
I ence

--1----1-------'--

0.07 0.0741 0. 9

:~~ :~~ I d
.14 .084 1.7
.20 .081 2.5
.06 .081 .7
.36 .133 2.7
.25 .165 I. 5
.11 .117 .9

1920,1921 0.19 0.073 2.6
1920,1922 .06 .082 .7

McClure Bay• ___________ 1920,1923 .48 .103 *4.7
1921,1922 .25 .095 2.6
1921,1923 .67 .113 *5.9
1922, 1923 .42 .119 3.5

Eshamy Bay.____________ 1920,1921 .09 .128 .7
Naked Island._. __________ 1920, 1921 .50 .112 *4.5

This goes far toward explaining the variations to be found between samples from
the same locality, as the mean of each sample will depend on the proportions of each
year class present, As a rule, with samples of mature fish, one will have several year
classes represented, so that means of successive samples will not fluctuate widely,
However, in some cases, especially with schools of young fish, the sample may be
composed very largely of fish of one year class. If this happens to be a year class that
deviates widely from the average of the means of the year classes for that locality
then the mean of the sample may differ considerably from the average for the locality.

Thus, in comparing two samples from the same locality one could expect to find
a difference in means as great as 0.67 plus or minus its probable error (as in Table 16)
if each of the samples contained fish of only one age, but of a different year class in
each case. In comparing samples of fish from the same locality composed of several
age groups such a large difference can not be expected, as the presence in the samples
of fish spawned in several different years will cause the samples to show less variability
than if composed of one age group.

Therefore, in evaluating the differences between any two localities, we must, if
each sample is composed of one age group, have a difference of over 0.67 plus or minus
its probable error before it approaches racial significance. This condition is seldom
fulfilled, but, if not, we are confronted with another problem. Owing to changes in
the proportions of each age group in different samples from the same locality there
will be differences, aside from those due to chance, and the magnitude of these expected
differences must be known so that they can be discounted in comparing samples from
adjacent localities.

The magnitude of these expected differences for any two samples taken the same
year in th€' same locality is shown by Table 17. These differences are not great, the
average for the table being only 1.7 times its probable error, In Tebenkof Bay and
Larch Bay the differences have statistical significance, being 4.4 and 5.2 times their
probable errors, but in both of these cases the sample that varied most from the mean
for the locality was composed largely of very small fish (between 120 and 150 milli
meters), presumably largely of one age class. The effect this might have on the
means has already been discussed. The actual difference between the means in
Tebenkof Bay and in Larch Bay is 0.18 and 0.26, respectively. Elrington Passage
and Unalaska have differences between samples of 0.19 and 0.25, respectively, which
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approach statistical significance, and as in this case none of the samples were com
posed of fish of only one age class, one may conclude that in comparing samples from
adjacent localities a difference of 0.25 plus or minus its probable error must be ex
pected, and that any such difference should not, without further proof, be considered
as due to the existence of distinct populations.

TABLE 17.-Maximum variations between the means of the vertebral count of any two samples taken the
same year in the same locality

DI1fer· D11fer·
D11fer· ence dl· D11fer· ence dl-
ence be- Prob- vlded ence be- Prob· vlded

Y881' tween able by Year tween able by
Locality sam· means error ot prob· Locality sam· means error ot prob-

pled ottwo differ· able pled ottwo dltfer· able
samples ence error ot samples ence error ot

ditter- ditfer·
ence once

---- ------
San Francisco Bay_______.._ 19,23 0.06 0.036 1.7 Snug Harbor. __ ............. 1928 .16 .106 1.6
Straits ot Georgla•• __________ 1916 .10 .004 1.6 Eshamy Bay... __ .... __ .... _ 1926 .02 .074 .3
Pender Harbor•••• __ •____ •__ 1916 .08 .050 1.6 McClure Bay.. _..........._ 1927 .16 .112 1.4
Cralg_•••• ___ ._•• _.••..•_. ___ 1928 .06 .071 .9 Kachemak Bay....... _.. ___ • { 1926 .12 .074 1.6
Tebenkot Bay ___ ._•••• __ •__ • 1927 .18 .041 14.4 1927 .14 .111 1.3
Point Gardner..... _._.. _____ 1927 .03 .041 .7 { 1926 .11 .104 1.1Larch Bay__ ._..__ ._._....___ (:l .26 .060 16.2 Shuyak Strait. ._ ...... _.. _._ 1926 .12 .149 .8

.19 .076 • 2.6 1928 .02 .128 .2
Elrington Paasage.. -........ 1926 .07 .082 • 9 Unalaska__ .... _________ . ___ • 1928 .25 .087 12'9

1927 .13 .093 1.4

Macleod Harbor..__ •_--. -... 1927 .13 .081 1.6
1928 .12 .094 1.3

I Statistically slgnillcant. • Approaching statistical slgnillcance.

But, aside from chance, the mean of any population will vary, not only between
samples taken the same year, but between those taken in different years, owing to
the changes in the proportions of the age classes and to the annual addition of a new
year class. The magnitude of these variations is shown by Table 18. The average
differences are 1.9 times their probable errors, only slightly higher than the difference
between samples taken the same year. Tl,le largest difference found between any
two samples is that of 0.30 ± 0.082 or 3.7 probable errors for San Francisco Bay.
This difference, however, will not be applied to the present analysis for two reasons;
first, because the two samples were counted by different investigators (1915 by
Thompson, 1923 by Hubbs), and second, because the two samples were taken eight
years apart, admitting of the possibility of this difference being caused by a long
time fluctuation that will not enter into our samples, none of which were taken over
four years apart.

TABLE IS.-Maximum variations between the means 01 the vertebral count of any two samples taken
different years in the same locality

(Asterisk indicates those approaching statistical slgnillcance)
- -

Differ. Diller·
Diller· ence Diller· ence
ence Prob- divided ence Prob· divided

Years be- able by Years be- able by
Locality compared tween error prob· Locality compared tween error prob·

means ot dlf· able means of dlf· able
ottwo terence error ot two terence error

samples ot dlf· samples ot dlf·
terence terence

-- ----
San Francisco Bay••..••. 1916,1923 0.30 0.082 ·3.7 Kachemak Bay........... 1926,1927 0.11 0.104 0.1
Cralg. ___ ••-.--.- -••.•-.-- 1925,1928 .16 .083 1.9 1925,1926 .21 .144 1.5
Tebenkot Bay_____ . __ . __ . 1925,1927 .22 .001 ·2.4 1925,1927 .13 .087 1.5

f925,I926 .16 .080 2.0 Shuyak Strait. -- --- -- .... 1925, 1928 .24 .111 .2. 2
Elrlngton Passage•. ------ 1925,111' 7 .27 .088 ·3.1 1926,1927 .08 .124 .6

19"6, 19?7 .18 .088 2,0 11126, IIl28 .34 .149 .2, 3
Macleod Harbor...... ___ . 1927,1928 .26 .091 ·2.9 1927,1928 .26 .096 -2.7
Naked Island.... -- ... ---- 1925,1927 .01 .088 .1

I
----~-~- . -~
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Eliminating the San Francisco Bay samples, the maximum differences that
approach statistical significance (between 2.7 and 3.1 times their probable errors)
are those of Elrington Passage, Macleod Harbor, and Shuyak Strait, 0.27, 0.26, and
0.26, respectively. Although these differences are not of statistical significance, yet
the fact that they appear in three localities attests to their validity. Hence in com
paring samples from adjacent localities the significance of the differences must be
open to question if they are smaller than 0.27.

Returning to the differences in vertebral count between distant localities (Table
7), it is apparent that they are very far in excess of any differences found between
samples from the same locality, except in three cases (marked in Table 7 by an
asterisk), in each of which the two populations compared were far apart and sepa
rated by others that are very distinct. This lack of difference is probably due entirely
to accidental similarity.

In southeastern Alaska (Table 13), Craig and Stephens Passage (Nos. 7 and 12,
Table 6 and fig. 14), both differ from the three Chatham Strait localities (Nos~ 8,
9, and 10, Table 6 and fig. 14) by more than the maximum variability found between
samples from one locality, 0.27 (Table 18), except in the case of Craig and Larch
Bay, where the difference is only 0.26. In this case, however, the difference is 7.9
times its probable error, while the maximum difference found in the same locality
(Table 18) is only 3.1 times its probable error, indicating that the difference between
Craig and Larch Bay may be valid. Craig and Stephens Passage do not vary sig
nificantly between themselves, but their geographical position, with the distinct
Chatham Strait stock between them, would indicate their independence.

In Prince William Sound (Table 14), as aforementioned, there are three locali
ties-Puget Bay, Snug Harbor, and Port Fidalgo-that do not differ among them
selves, but each of which shows a statistically significant difference with all of the
other localities in Prince William Sound. In all three of these localities the range
of sizes was small, varying chiefly from 150 to 190 millimeters, and so presumably
the samples were composed very largely of 3-year-olds. As the fish in these samples
were largely of one year class, the expected variability would presumably be analogous
to that of the differences found between age classes of which the maximum was
0.67± 0.113, or 5.9 probable errors. The largest difference, that between Puget Bay
and McClure Bay, is only 0.45 ± 0.048, or 9.4 probable errors so, although on the
assumption that the sampling was truly random the difference is significant, we will
not regard it as denoting a race because we know that the samples do not represent
the same populations in age. McClure Bay differs from Elrington Passage by
0.14 ± 0.038, or 3.7 probable errors, and from Macleod Harbor by 0.18 ± 0.040, or
4.5 probable errors. Both of these differences are less than the 0.27 maximum
variability between samples from the same locality, so they will not be considered as
valid. Our data do not, therefore, demonstrate the existence of more than one
stock of herring in Prince William Sound.

In the Cook Inlet and Kodiak-Afognak districts the maximum differences be
tween localities are small. Dogfish Bay shows statistically significant differences
between both Kachemak Bay and Shuyak Strait, but the actual differences 0.26
and 0.22, are slightly less than 0.27-the maximum difference found between sa~ples
in one locality-hence Dogfish Bay can .not safely be considered as racially distinct,
especially as only one sample was obtamed. Shuyak Strait differs from both Old
Harbor and Shearwater Bay by four probable errors, the actual differences being
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0.19 and 0.23, respectively. Although these actual differences are less than the
ma.ximum actual difference, 0.27, found between samples in the same locality, yet
there is good reason for considering them to be valid. The Shuyak Strait mean is
derived from nine samples taken over four years and representing a number of year
classes, so that it should not be expected to vary as widely as the mean of a single
sample. The Old Harbor and Shearwater Bay samples, from practically the same
locality, containing 115 and 165 specimens, respectively, differ only by 0.04, although
taken two years apart, in 1926 and 1928. This would attest to the reliability
of their means. Hence we have provisionally considered Shuyak Strait and Old
Harbor-Shearwater Bay to be racially distinct.

In western Alaska (Table 7) the Shumagin Islands, Unalaska, and Golovin Bay
have already been shown to differ by amounts well in excess of any differences found
in the same locality. The mean of the Chignik sample (Table 12) is lower than that
of the Shumagin Islands, only 90 miles distant, by 1.34 ± 0.060, or 22 probable errors.
This also is considerably in excess of any variations found in the same locality, so
Chignik may be considered racially distinct.

SUMMARY OF VERTEBRAL COUNT FINDINGS

1. Following the general trend of the coast northward and westward from San
Diego the means of the vertebral counts increase with the distance, the general
trend being practically linear and widely departed from only by the herring of the
Shumagin Islands and Golovin Bay.

2. Statistically significant differences are found between the vertebral count of
different age classes from the same locality.

3. Successive samples from the same locality show differences larger than any
assignable to chance.

4. In practically every case distant localities show differences greatly in excess
of any that can be assigned to variations within the same population, as determined
by the maximum variation between the means of samples from the same locality.

5. Many closely adjacent localities also show differences in excess of any assign
able to variation in the same locality.

6. The analysis of the means of the vertebral counts indicates the distinctness
of the populations in the following areas from the stocks of other areas sampled:
California, southern British Columbia, Craig, Chatham Strait, Stephens Passage,
Cook Inlet-Shuyak Strait-Prince William Sound, Shearwater Bay-Old Harbor,
Chignik, Shumagin Islands, Unalaska, and Golovin Bay.

DORSAL RAYS

We have for comparison 3,864 dorsal-ray counts distributed from Puget Sound
to Unalaska (Table 19). To avoid all errors in counting due to preservation, we
have only used counts made on fresh specimens. Counts are available from other
investigators but we do not care to use them in comparison with aUf own due to the
chances for personal error in counting.
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TABLE 19.-Variation in number of dorsal rays

263

Locality Date

Number of rays
i--,...--:--:---,---,---,--- Num· Mean

ber
15 16 17 18 19 20 21

Prob· ~:~?.:it~~
able of distri.
error butlon

~------_._----_."-~~------_._._----"._~--- - - - ---- -_.------ -------
========== =

Puget Sound••....• _... ._ .._.... _· ..• __ .. •. _ 1927 34 54' 3 _... 98 18.73 0.043 0.627

Southeastern Alaska:
{ 1925 3 38 52 7 100 18.63 .045 .660

Craig..•. _____ . _' __ --. - - ..• -••..... -. - ....•• -... 1928 2 34 44 7 88 18.67 .055 .763
1928 ---- -- -- ---- 25 60 13 98 18. 88 .042 .610
1928 -- -- ---- 3 31 52 II 97 18.73 .048 .696

- - - ------ - ------------
I ---- I 38 54 4 1 99 18. 62 .049 .723

5 28 58 9 -~ -- 100 18.71 .047 .699
1 46 52 2 101 18.55 .037 .556
9 249 562 128 6 955 18. 86 .015 .670

- - - ------- ------------
I 24 489 934 181 8 1,638 18. 79 .011 .676

- - - = = = - --------

Total for Craig . _ ._ ._._ .•.. -... 8 128 208 38

Whale Bay.. . __ . .. __ .. _. 1925
Tebenkof Bay..... -- . __ ..... __ .. _.. __ ._ _ _. 1925
Point Gardner.. _. __ . ._. _.• _ 192.1
Stephens Passage •. . ._ ... __ 1928

Total for southeastern Alaska_. __ .. _.• '-''''''

Yakutat. ••.... .. __ -- .. -. -. - - ...•....... -..... ---

Prince William Sound:
Elrlngton Passage .

Prince of Wales Passage .
Procession Rocks .. - -- - -""" .
Elrington Passage - -- .. -. -- .. --

Do.. . • __ -- ••... -- ..

Total for Elrlngton Passage........... 6 98 166 44

383 18.73

315 18.80

.023

.027

.673

.706

- - - ------ -
Snug Harbor. __ ... _.. - .• - ... ---- .. -..• -'" .. -- .. 1928 1 12 27 10 -~-- 50 18.92 .067 .716
Eshamy Bay. _.. __ ... ____ ....... _..... _... -- ... 1926 2 33 74 16 -- -. 125 18.83 .039 .604

- - - ------ -
McClure Bay.. ___ .. _______ .............. _....•. { 1927 2 19 45 8 -- ~. 74 18.80 .052 .657

1927 -.-- ---- ---- 5 17 3 -._- 25 18.92 .075 .559

Total for McClure Bay....... _...... __ ...... __ •__..... _.••• _ 2 24 62 II.... 99 18.83

Naked Island · ·. .. · 1925 .... -- .. -_.. 23 43 9 .... 75 18.81
Port Fldalgo .. _._ _ _•• · __ • __ ··__ 1928 I.... 2 23 41 10.... 77 18.73

Total for Prince William Sound•. I - 15 282 550 130 2 980 18.81

.043

.049

.063

.015

.636

.628

.815

.686
========= =

Dogfish Bay .• __ .. . ·________________ 1925 15 65 16 3 100 19.05 .046 .684
=============-===

Kachemak Bay:
Halibut Cove lagoon.• __ .... __ • ______ ._ .... ___ .. 192n I 12 31 6 50 18.84 .061 .644
Homer Spit lagoon...... ___ .. ____ ._ ..... __ • _____ 1926 3 34 51 12 100 18. 7:1 .048 .710
McDonald Spit 1agoon.... _____ . _______ .. _____ .. 1926 2 04 04 15 125 18.66 .043 .710

{ 1926 3 36 DO 15 )(h1 18.71 .051 .779
Oft McDonald Spit. ____ . ________ . ____ . ______ ._. 1926 3 37 54 6 100 18.63 .043 .643

1927 -- -- . --- -~ -- 6 15 3 24 18.87 .1177 .599
------------------------

Total for Kachernak Bay.. .. . ....... .• 1 12 179 255 57 . 504 18.70 .021 .702

1
1925 ~~ ~--~ 3 -25- - 36 11 I 75 -18. 73 .059 - .755
1925 "'_ 3 12 27 6 2 50 18.84 .082 .860

Shuyak Stralt. •. _. __ . · __ · ·· .. -. 1925 ---- '''' 8 17 5 'I 30 18.90 1 .080 .650
1926 _.. 1 24 23 2 50 18.52 .058 .600
1926 __ _.__ 7 14 1 .. __ 22 18.73 .077 .539

Total for Shuyak Strait._ .... _•. .. __ ... __ -.-.- •• _==_7I~~~~_~~~~

Old Harbor.. __ ._ ..... _·._· ···· .. · ···_· __ · __ · 1926 ~"': .... _:.1 11 51 -15 ....1_109 18.73 .046 .715

{

1928 ==-21M21-3-1=-4018.62--:074~

U lask
1928 --.- - 2 10 29 3 1 45 18.80 .072 718

na a -- ------··- ------ ·---------- 1928 __ "112 25 12 49 19.00 .067 :'700
1928 . __•• __ . 14 26 9 . 49 18.90.065 .677

Total for Unalaska._ •. ... ·_·. ·_ -'-"--- ==-4-WW127!-118318.84--:036-----:710
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Table 19 shows that the means of the dorsal-ray counts do not exhibit any general
change throughout the range, as do the vertebrre, but appear to vary independently
of geographical location. The nine principal localities are compared in Table 20.
Out of 36 comparisons there are 16 that may be significant from a mathematical
standpoint (see footnotes 1 and 2, Table 20). However, before considering these
differences as valid we must know the amount of variability to be expected within
anyone locality.

TABLE 20.-Comparisons of the means of the dorsal-ray counts of the principal localities

-
Dl1fer- I Differ'
ence ence

Dlffe,- Prob- divided Dltfer· Prob- divided
ence able by ence able by

Localities compared between error or prob· Localities compared between error or prob-
differ- able differ· ablemeans ence error or means ence error or

differ· I dltfer-
ence ence

----- i ----
Pugot Sound and Southeastern

1.3i
Yakutat and Kachemak Bay_____ ._. 0.66 0.086 17.8Alaska ____________ •____ . ___________

0.06 0.045 Yakutat and Shuyak Stralt. .._______ .64 .088 17.3
Puget Sound and Yakutat.._________ .63 .093 16.8 Yakutat and Old Harbor.. __________ .63 .094 15.2
Puget Sound and Prince William Yakutat and Unalaska_______________ .52 .089 15.8Sound_. _________ •____ •____________ .08 .046 1.7 Prince William Sound and Dogfish
puget Sound and Dogfish Bay_____ ._ .32 .063 15.1 I Bay-- --------------. --------•• ----- .:U .048 15.0
Puget Sound anti Kachemak Bay____ .03 .048 .6 Prince William Sound and Kaclie-
Puget Sound and Shuyak Strait. _•• _ .01 .054 .2 mak BaX--------------- _______ •____ .11 .026 14.2
Puget Sound and Old Iiarbor_____ •• _ .00 .0fi3 -----_ .. Prince WIlliam Sound and Shuyak
Puget Sound and Unalaska_._ •• _____ .11 .056 2.0 Strait. ________ •_________ .. _________ .09 .035 2.6
Southeastern Alaska and Yakutat__ ._ .57 .083 16.9 Prince Willia.n Sound and Old Har·
Southeastern Alaska and Prince bor_____ . _________________ . _________ .08 .048 1.7William Sound_________________ •• __ .02 .019 1.1 Prince William Sound and Unalaska_ .03 .038 .8
Southeastern Alaska and Dogfish Dogfish Bay and Kachemak Bay __ . _ .35 .050 17.0Bay_.• __ •___ •_______________ •______ .26 .047 15.5 Dogfish Bay and Shuyak Stralt______ .33 .OM 15.9
Southeastern Alaska and Kachsmak Dogfish Bay and Old Harbor ________ .32 .065 14.9Bay______________ . _______ •_________ .09 .024 13.8 Dogfish Ba1Jand Unalaska.._________ .21 .057 13.7
Southeastern Alaska and Shuyak Kachemak ayand Shuyak Strait___ .02 .038 .5Strait. ___________________ •___ . __••_ .07 .033 2.1 Kachernak Bay and Old Harbor. ____ .03 .050 .6
Southeastern Alaska and Old Harbor_ .06 .047 1.31 Kachernak Bay and Unalaska________ .14 .040 3.5
Southeastern Alaska and Unalaska __ .05 .036 1.4 I Shuyak Strait and Old Harbor.. _____ .01 .056 .2
Yakutat and Prince WllJlam Sound.• .55 .083 16.6! Shuyak Strait and Unalaska_ ••. _____ .12 .047 2.6
Yakutat and Dogfish Bay__ .• _. _____ • .31 .094 3.3 II Old Harbor and Unalaska.._________ . .11 .057 1.9

1 or possible racial slgnlficanoe. I or probable statistical slgnlficanoe.

The maximum differences between the means of any two samples taken the
same year in the same locality are shown in Table 21. In three localities the differ
ences between the means of the samples approach statistical significance (3.0 to 3.3
times the probable error) the maximum difference being 0.28 ± 0.084 or 3.3 probable
errors. This would cast serious doubt on the significance of any difference not greater
than 0.28, thus invalidating five of the differences in Table 20 that are valid from a
mathematical standpoint.

TABLE 21,-Maximum variations between the means of the dorsal-ray counts of any two samples taken
the same year in the same locality

[Asterisk indicates those approaching statistical sfgnUlcance)

- -- - -
IDiffer· Differ'

Dltrer· Prob- enoe di· Ditfer· Prob· enoe dl·
Year enoe be- able er· vlded by Year ence be· ableer· vlded

Locality sam. tween ror or probable Local1ty sam· tween ror of btCrob•
pled ~~~~ differ· error of pled means dllIer· a eer'

ence dUfer· of two ence ror or
__rmPles samples differ'ence ence

--- .-_._- --Craig______ . ______ . __________ 1928 0.21 0.069 ·3.0 Kachemak Bay.. ________ ._._ 1926 0.21 0.075 2.8
Elrlngton PasS8~e______ . __ ._ 1925 .28 .084 ·3.3 Shuyak Strait _____________ ._ { 1925 .17 .100 1.7
Macleo('J HarboL ___________ { 1927 .25 .084 ·3.0 1926 .21 .097 2.2

1928 .06 .079 .8 Unalaska_____________ . ______ 1928 .28 .100 2.8McClure Bay _______________ 1927
• 12 1 .083 1.4.
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The maximum variations found between the means of any two samples taken
different years in the same locality are shown in Table 22. In two cases the differ
ences are probably of statistical significance, being 0.25 ± 0.062 or 4.0 at Craig and
0.38 ± 0.099 or 3.8 probable errors for Shuyak Strait. As the maximum difference
found between any two samples from the same locality, 0.38, is of probable statistical
significance we can not claim as racial any lesser difference. This invalidates, from a
racial standpoint, four more of the differences that are significant from a statistical
standpoint (Table 20), leaving only seven differences that can be regarded as having
possible racial significance.

TABLE 22.-Ma.,;imum variatioM between the means of the dorsal-ray counts of any two samples taken
different years in the same locality

[Asterisk Indicates those of probable statistical significance]

Differ·

IDiffer·

Differ.
ence ence

Differ· Prob· divided Prob· divided
Years ence able by Years once able by

Locallty sampled be· error of prob· Locality sampled be· error of prob-
tween differ- able tween differ- able
moans once error of means enco error of

differ- differ-
ence ence

-~-

1925, 19281--;;:;

-- ----
~:c~eo(lrrarbor~:::::::::

0.062 ·4.0 Kachemak Bay___________ 1926,1927 [ 0.24 0.088 2.7
1927,1928 .22 .091 2.4 Shuyak Strait. ___________ 1925,1926 .38 .099 ·3.8

Returning to Table 20, those differences that are statistically significant and
exceed the maximum variability found between samples of the same locality are
shown by footnote 1 reference. It is noted that all of these differences are between
Yakutat and other localities, Yakutat differing significantly from all except Dogfish
Bay. None of these differences are excessive, and we are inclined to doubt seriously
their racial validity, for the Yakutat sample, besides being small in numbers, was
composed entirely of very small fish (64 to 85 millimeters in length) which might
introduce two sources of error, one being due to counting the rays of such exceedingly
small fish in a different manner than those of larger specimens (a low power of the
microscope was used), and another to the fact that they were all of one year class,
which as we have seen in the case of the vertebral count, might easily account for
large differences between the means.

In conclusion it may be said that the dorsal-ray count has not shown the dis
tinctness of any populations.

ANAL RAYS

The anal-ray data contains 1,175 counts of fresh specimens (Table 23). In
making the anal-ray count, doubt often arises owing to the diminutive size of the
first, and often the second, unbranched ray. For this reason we have not compared
our counts with those made by Thompson (1917) or Hubbs (1925), as there is no
means of correctly evaluating any personal error that may have arisen as a result of
this difficulty.
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TABLE 23.-Variation in number of anal rays

Number of rays Prob- (~:~i'a~i~~
Locality Date Nb~':'- Mean able of dlstrl-

14 15 16 117 18119[20 error bution

-- --,---- -------------
Puget Sound....................................... 1927 =---; 40 I 37 11 I 1 1= 94 16.61 0.056 0.808

Southeastern Alaska: =====-==1=1===
Craig...•.•. _ 1925 2 7 45 37 6 3 '''' 100 16.47 .061 .900
Whale Bay__ _ 1925 6 19 55 15 4 W 16.92 .056 .817
Tebenkof Hay , 1925 5 22 40 23 9 "" W 17.09 .06R 1.000
Point Gardner._ j 1925 1.:.=.:.:._5~-.:~~_3_.:.=.:.:.~~~~

Total. __ 1 2 23 1151171 68 19 I.... 398 16.85 .032 .950

Prince William Sound: I I I 1
Naked Island ~ 1925 3 17 38 10 7.... 75 17.01 .074 .946
Deep Bay. Elrington Passage , 1925 4 8 20 12 1 45 16.00 .095 .940
Prince of Wales Passage (Elrington Passage) _. .1 1925 2 10 15 15 3 45 17.16 .099 .990
Procession Rocks (Elrinboton passage)._ 1 1925 I"" I 16 45 28 911 100 17.31 .062 .915
McClure Bay __ , 1927 1 I 11 30 24 7 74 17.30 .076 .967

Total. ! 11 11 62 148 89 27 I I 339 17.17 .035 - .957

Dogfish Bay .. .' 192.5 1=318 ""421288'-1 -----wo l7.23 ------:005---:970
Halibut Cove , 1926 I 13 26 9 ._...... 49 16.88 .069 .718
Shuyak Strait.. _ .. , 192,5 I I 9 49 73 21 2 155 16.71 .046 .844
Unalaska _.. __ __ ' 1928 1_'" 1 13 18 8 '''' _'" 40 16.82 .082 .770
--------_.__._--_.. - ---- ----------- ---_._-~---~_._--------------~----

The means of the anal-ray counts do not show the same tendency to changa with
the distance along the coast as is present in the vertebral counts, as shown by Table 24
which compares the means of the principal localities. There is as great a tendency for
large differences between adjacent localities as between distant localities. Thus of
the 11 differences that may have statistical significance, 4 are betwe.>.n adjacent
localities, and of the 10 differences that probably have no significance 8 are between
distant localities.

TABLE 24.-Comparisons of the mean.~ of the anal ray counts of the principal localities

Localities compared

I
I Prob·

DitTer·, ahle
cnce I error of

between ditTer.
means cnce

Differ
ence

divided
by

prob.
able

error of
differ
ence

Localities compared

DltTer- Prob-
ence ahle

between er~or or
means (~g:-

DItTer
ence

divided
by

pr3b
able

error or
ditTer
ence

Puget Sound and southeastern Alaska 0.24 0.064 13.8 Southeastern Alaska and Un~iaska_. 0.03 0.088 0.3
Puget Sound and Prince William I Prince William Sound and Dogfish

p~:~n3ound'and IS,iitish'jlay::::::: .46 .006 ' 7.0 Hay__ ...... __ .............. __ .. __ .. .06 .074 .8
. (j2 .086 '7.2 Prince William Sound and Halibut

Pu~et Sound and Halibut Cove...... .27 .089 3.1 Cove_____ ...... _................... .29 .077 13.8
Puget Sound and Shuyak Strait. __ .. .10 .072 1.4 Prince Wi!IJam Sound and Shuyak
Puget Sound and Unalaska ____.. _... .21 .099 2. I Strait. ...... ,_",,, __ .,, ........... .46 .058 '7.9
Southeastern Alaska and Prince Wi!· Prince William Sound and Unalaska. .35 .089 13.9

Iiam Sound................. _______ .32 .047 16.8 Dogfish Bay and HaIJbut Cove...... . 3.~ .095 13.7
Southeastern Alaska and Dogfish DogClsh Bay and Shuyak Strait.. ____ .52 .080 '6.5

Bay............
and"iiaiitiiii.- .38 .072 , 5. 3 D0f;Clsh Bay and Unalaska___________ .41 . IO.~ '3.9

Southeastern Alaska Ua ihut Cove and Shuyak Strait.. ... .17 .083 2.0
Cove___ ..•.... -.- .... -....... -... "1 .03 .076 .4 Halibut Cove and Unalaska. ___ . _____ .06 .107 .6

Southeastern Alaska and Shuyak Shuyak Strait and Unalaska...... __ . .11 .094 1.2
Strait ... -........•.•.. -...... -.. -"1 .14 . 056 2.5

------_.
1 or probable statistical significance. ' Possihly a vaIJd racial ditTerence.

In inquiring into the validity of these differences it may be noted that in Elring
ton Passage the means of two samples taken the same year differ by 0.35 ± 0.113, or
3.1 probable errors. The maximum variability between any two samples from the
same locality may well be larger, but at least this provides some measure of the ex
pected differences.
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Using this measure of variability it is found that in only six cases is the difference
between the means of two samples greater than the 0.35 maximum variability found
between samples from the same locality. Dogfish Bay is found to differ significltntly
from Shuyak Strait, Unalaska, southeastern Alaska, and Puget Sound. It differs
from Halibut Cove by 0.35, which, being exactly the same amount as the maximum
variability found between samples from the same locality, can not be considered as a
valid racial difference. Puget Sound differs significantly from Prince William Sound.
Prince William Sound differs from Shuyak Strait by 0.46 ± 0.058, or 7.9 probable
errors, which is somewhat in excess of the variability found within one locality.

To conclude, the anal-ray count does not show any general change associated
with distance as is the case with the vertebral count. Differences between distant
localities are shown in a few cases. Taking into consideration the variability within
one locality, it suggests that Shuyak Strait is independent of either Dogfish Bay or
Prince William Sound.

HEAD LENGTHS

The length of the bead increases with the growth of the fish but does not increase
as rapidly as the length of the body. For this reason only head lengths of fish of
approximately the same body length are strictly comparable. This being the case
the head lengths have been expressed as percentages of the body length. (Table 25.)

TABLE 25.-Average per cent head is of body length at each centimeter

Pugot Sound Craig Stephens Southeastern Rlrington Elrington F~lrington

Passage Alaska. total Passage. 1925 Passage, 1926 Passage. 1927

Length in millimeters ~~m.l A;er~ ;~:_-Aver- Num-:-I~ver- ~um~1 Aver~ ;u-=-II~-er- Num-I Aver- Num-I Aver-

~ - ~ - ~ - ~ - ~ - ~ - ~ -
160-169__________________ 11 24.1 31 24.4 65 23.7 68 23.7 ------ ------·- 1 1 23.2
170-179__________________ 7 23.8 23 23.8 129 23.6 152 23.6 5 2:J.O 1________ 8 22.6
180-189__________________ 29 23.3 60 23.7 205 2:1.5 2".1 2.1.5 13 22.6 4' 22.2 17 22.3
190-199__________________ 34 1 23.0 68 2:J.4 204 23.4 272 I 23.4 11 21.9 5 22.1 22 22.1
200-209 24 22.7 54 23.2 lIS 23.3172 2:J.2 21 21.8 12 21.8 9 21.7
210-219 422.94323.061 23.1104 2:J.0 28 21.5 2·\ 21.3 6 21.5
220-229 122.73122.86422.89522.8 :Jl 21.53521.3 III 21.6
230-239 ------,-------- 15 22.8 24 22.8 39 22.8 24 21. 1 25 21. 0 22 21. 2
240-249 ------:-------- 1 22.6 2 2;1.0 3 22.8 13 21.4 11 21.0 18 21.1
'150-259 -------------- ------ -------- --.--- --------,--____ 15 21.3 3 21.8 2 21.3

~.:••.•..:.••:.•.•. ·:.::·':.::j11~.i·· .I ••_l.:.~_~ ••••...•';. ::.21~:: .::~:::I::::~:!·:::~:.:
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TABLE 25.-Average per cent head is of body length at each centimeter-Continued

,

I
Prince Wil·Macleod )<;shamy Bay, McCiureBay, Naked Is· Naked Is· lian:; Sound, Dogfish Bay

Harbor, 1927 1926 1927 land, 1925 land, 1927 totBl

Length In miIllmeters ------1--.,.---.1--,---- -----,---1----.---
Num· Aver· Num· Aver· Num· Aver· Num· Aver· Num· Aver INum. Aver· Num· Aver·
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

-------1--------- ---------------.------

Et:::::::::::::::::: :::::: :::::::: ::::::1:::::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::::t:::: :::::::: :::::: ::::::::
~~mm:m::::: :-} j; ::::':::!::::I:::::::::~_:::::~::'-I~:~'~--Ill::::
1110-1119.................. 1 23.3 .•.•.• """" · .. ·· ..T· """" i· "'23"'8" 4 23.3 -.
160-169 _ _ 7 23.2 _ _. . 9 23.3 _ .
170-179.................. 16 22.6 1 24.1 •••..•.•.•••.•.•.•.•••... ,.. 1 24.2 31 22.8 .
180-189 _.._...... 31 22.4 1 22.4 1 22.4 1 23.2 19 ~.4 73 22.6 .•.•..........
190-199 _.. 66 22.1 4 22.6 3 22.4 4 22.9 1 .7 128 22.2 .
200-2011.. __ 39 22.0 3 21.8 12 22.3 7 22.1 2 22.6 115 22.0 .
210-219.................. 15 21.6 16 21.7 7 22.2 19 21.8 5 22.8 119 21.6 ,
220-229..••.. _ _... 7 21.1 27 21.4 13 21.5 27 ~~.~ 18 22.4 164 21.5 22.3
230-239...... 6 21.0 90 21.3 20 21. 4 8 . 4 22.0 209 21. 3 22.1
240-249.................. 6 21.6 41 21.0 29 21.6 1 21.7 9 21.8 128 21.3 6 21.8
250-2119 2 21. 9 11 21. 1 11 21. 1 2 21. 6 3 20. 8 49 21.2 21 21. 7
260-269:::::::::::::::::: ........ 2 21.0 1 21.0 4 21.3 2 21.1 36 21.3 47 21.5
270-279 _ _ _....... 5 20.7 2 21.7 2 20.8 1 21.1 23 21. 0 20 21. 3

5~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~H~~~~~~~~I::::~: :::~~.:\~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ::::~: :::~~~h:::~: ::::~~~~

Length in millimeters

I.ower
Kachemak
Bay, 1926

Lower
Kachemak
Bay, 1927

Halibut Cove, Halibut Cove,
1926 1927

Shuyak
Strait

Shuyak
Strait,

Halibut
Cove, Lower
Kachemak
Bay, total

Russian
Harbor

----i' "--ig:a
10 19.7
26 19.8
25 20.0
19 19.6
19 19.9
5 19.8

Num· Aver· Num.1 Aver· Num· Aver· Num· Aver· Num· Aver· Num· Aver· Num· Aver·
~ ~ ~I~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

~~ii))l,)I:~,:)/:iii 1~!(:W:ii:Y0
1

1~Lii:i:)ii:)
130-139.. .. _ _..... 1 I 24.4 8 24.2 - -.-. - -. 9 24.2 ...•.•..••. ---

l~l~;····-·-·-·····-··· .. ~.I ~·.~. ::::::::::::::: ; ~:~ :::::: :::::::: ::::::.:::::::: Ig ~:~ :::::: ::::::::
~~~~f:::::::::::::::: ::.. ~ ::._~. ::::::l:::::::: -~ ~J ""a' --'23:5' ::::::1::::::::, ~ ~: g :::::: ::::::::
180-189 1 21.3 4 22.2 183: 23~~i'·:.O~~ .·.·:·:.·.i~··::.. ·:·:.·.2O~·.·:.:·.68-.·:1 8 22.4 .190-100:::::::::::::::::: '" .••..••. 1 21. 7 6 22.1 7 22.2 ,
200-209.................. 5 2l.6 4 21. 6 8 22.2 25 22.1 .
21G-219 _........... 7 21.3 19 21.1 "'ia' 35 21.4 .
220-229.................. 2 21.3 33 20.9 21.5 65 21.2 .
230-239 __ . 11 20.6 27 20.8 13 20.9 13 21. 7 10 21.0 74 21.0
240-249.................. 12 20.5 16 20.8 10 20.9 9 21.2 19 20.6 66 20.8
UiO-259 __ 34 20.1 16 20.5 30 20.6 3 21.1 40 20.3 123 20.5
260-269.••..•. _. 66 20.0 21 20.0 51 20.5 4 21.5 58 20.4 200 20.3
170-279••.• _............. 88 19.7 33 20.2 49 20.3 3 21.2 79 20.2 252 20.1
l8O-289••....... _........ M 19.7 25 20.0 18 20.1 4 20.7 27 19.9 128 19.9
29G-299.................. 23 19.6 4 20.0 10 19.9 1 20.8 22 19.7 60 19.8
300-309.................. 4 19.9 1 19.9 2 20.2 ,.. 1 20.2 8 20.0
31G-319...•.. _ __ 2 19.1 ,. __ " '''''' ••...". 1 19.4 3 19.2 .

In treating the data the percentages have been averaged for centimeter body
length catagories, not using any averages from a category having a frequency of less
than five. For each centimeter body-length category, the average per cent head
length was used to calculate the average actual head length for that .category. A
straight line was then fitted to each actual head-length body-length relation by the
method of least squares. The points on this straight line were then converted into
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percentages at each length and replotted. The resulting smoothed curves gave a
fair fit, as illustrated by Figure 20, showing the average percentages in each centi
meter category and the smoothed curves for Elrington Passage in 1927 and Stephens
Passage in 1928.

The smoothed head-length curves are shown in Figures 21, 22, and 23. Figure
21 shows that Craig and Stephens Passage are very similar, but southeastern Alaska

26 'Ilo----------------------------1

2.5" f---~~--___:------------------"1

Sfephen3 Pas:1age 1928

£/rington Pa:JsQge 1927

ZI

~ ~: - ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~
a a a ~ a
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

LJOLJYLE:NGTH IN MILLIMe:rrRS
FIGURE 2O.-Percentl>\lehead is of body. "moothed curves and actual data for Elrington Passage, 1927, and

Stephens Passl>\le, 1928, to Illustrate the closeness of fit of the smoothed curves

(the combination of the two curves) shows distinct differences from both Prince
William Sound and the other central Alaska curve.

The component samples of the Prince William Sound curve are given in Figure 22.
The McClure Bay and the two Naked Island samples are slightly above the main
group but do not approach the southeastern Alaska group.

There is one disturbing factor in the comparisons of these head-length curves, and
that is condition. The two Naked Island samples are a good illustration. The 1925
sample was taken in August when the fish were fat, while the 1927 Naked Island fish,
with longer head measurements, were taken early in June and were extremely thin.
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...... A

It would seem that when fat, fish might be expected to have a lesser head length than
when thin, as the bulging of the sides of the fat fish, by increasing the angle between
the opercle and the axis of the body, would tend to shorten the head-length measure
ment, which is taken to the posterior edge of the opercle.

Figure 23 gives the curves for the remainder of central Alaska. The dotted
curve does not include the Dogfish Bay or Russian Harbor samples. All of the com
ponent curves, except that for Halibut Cove in 1927, fall in one group. Here again
condition is a disturbing element. The 1927 Halibut Cove curve comes considerably
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l!JO/)Y LeNGTH IN MILLlME:TE:RS

FIGURE 21.-Percentage head length is of body length. Showing: A, southeastern Alaska, (1) Craig;
(2) Stephens Passage; B, Prince William Sound; and C, Shuyak Strait. lower Kachemak BBY. Bnd
Halibut Cove

above that for 1926. Reference to the section on condition shows that the 1927 fish
were much thinner than the 1926 fish.

The Dogfish Bay curve is 1 per cent higher than the combined curve for Shuyak
Strait, Kachemak Bay, and Halibut Cove-a difference of 2.5 millimeters in fish of
250 millimeters in body length. The Dogfish Bay fish, although taken in August,
were very thin, yet it seems improbable that such a difference could be entirely
dependent on condition.

Certain conclusions may be drawn from the head-length analysis:
1. The head lengths in general decrease from the south toward the north and

west, thus showing a change with distance, as do the vertebral counts.
2. While the differences between the curves can not be calculated mathematically

owing to the differences in slope, the fact that the curves for the individual localities
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from each main group do not overlap the curves for the other main groups, except in
the cases of Dogfish Bay and Halibut Cove, 1927 (which, as mentioned before, may be
due to condition), is sufficient proof of the real significance of at least the main groups.

3. The head lengths separate the populations of Prince William Sound from those
of the Kodiak-Afognak district and of Kachemak Bay-a distinction of stocks not
shown by the vertebral counts.

OTHER CHARACTERS

Besides the structural characters there are other differences between the stocks
of herring that while not strictly" racial" differences yet indicate the degree of inde-
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BODY LENGiH IN MILLlMc.TI!RS
~'IGURE 22.-Percentage head length is ot body length. Showing: A, Southe(lStern Al(lllka; B, Prince William Sound,

(1) Naked Island 1927, (2) McClure Bay 1927, (3) Naked Island 1925, (4) Elrlngton Passage 1925, (5) Macleod HlU'bor
1927, (6) Eshamy Bay 1926, (7) Elrington Passage 1927, (8) Elrlngton Passage 1926; and C, Shuyak Strait. lower
Kacbemak Bay, and Halibut Cove

pendence of the various areas. Since these other "characters," such as growth rate,
size and age composition, condition, and spawning season are treated fully in their
various sections they will only be alluded to here. The differences in size and age
composition (and growth rate) between the herring of Prince William Sound and the
other central Alaska localities, for instance, are large enough to indicate the essential
independence of Prince William Sound and the areas farther west. And such dif
ferences in growth rate as those between Unalaska and central Alaska or Stephens
Passage are certainly indicative of the independence of the stocks of herring involved.
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CONCLUSIONS

A summary of the conclusions reached by the analysis of each character permits
us to say with confidence that the following populations have been demonstrated to
be independent: California, southern British Columbia, Craig, Chatham Strait,
Stephens Passage, Prince William Sound, Kachemak Bay-Sh.uyak Strait, Shearwater
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BOD." LENGTH IN MILLlMt:T£RS
FIGURE 23.-Percentage helld length Is ot body length. Showing: A, 80utheastern Alll8ka; B, Prince Wl1llam Bound;

C, Shuyak Strait, lower Kachemak BaY, and Halibut Cove, (1) Dogfish Bay, (2) Halibut Cove 1927, (3) Halibut
Cove 1926, (4) Lower Kachemak Bay 1927, (6) Shuyak Strait, (6) Lower Kachemak Bay 1926, and (7) Russian Harbor

Bay-Old Harbor, Chignik, Shumagin Islands, Unalaska, and Golovin Bay. Dogfish
Bay may also be a distinct stock, but more data is needed to confirm this.

SPAWNING
SPAWNING HABITS

The spawning habits of the Pacific and Atlantic herring differ somewhat. The
Atlantic herring spawn on the gravelly bottom of the sea, usually in many fathoms
of water, and in several cases on banks far from land. The Pacific herring, on the
contrary, deposit the adherent spawn thickly on pliable vegetation, such as eel grass
and seaweed that grows along the shore. The spawn is all deposited from near the
high-tide line to only a few feet below low tide. The Pacific herring has never been
known to spawn in deep water. Relative to spawning in shallow water, Fra.ser says
(1922, p. 4):
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They come into shallow water at times and feed on the nauplius and cypris larva' of the barna
cles and for days at a time they remain in the barnacle zone. This is most noticeable about spawning
time, hence, although it is usually stated that they come into shallow water to spawn, it is possible
that the reason of their presence is entirely or largely due to the food supply, the spawning in shallow
water being merely incidental.

From San Diego to the Bering Sea the Pacific herring spawn in shallow water,
and no evidence has ever been adduced to show that they spawn elsewhere. We do
not believe that this is due to the food supply, since examination of the stomachs of
herring in Halibut Cove, just previous to and during spawning, showed a complete
absence of food, whereas soon after spawning the herring were seen actively feeding.

In the Atlantic there are in many regions two groups or populations of herring
known as spring spawners and autumn spawners, according to the season of the year
at which they spawn; but in the Pacific, although the time of spawning may vary from
December until June according to the locality, there is but one spawning season in
each area.

In the Pacific species there seems to be a schooling or migration in the autumn or
early winter, at which time the herring come quite near the shore and remain in close
proximity to it throughout the winter months until just after spawning. As the
herring approach the shore in the fall they often enter small bays and lagoons, many
of them with extremely narrow, and often very shallow, entrances. Many of these
places are entered annually, and the herring may stay for weeks or months, often not
leaving until spawning time. The lagoon at Halibut Cove, described below, is the
best example of this, but there are many others. For instance, at Seldovia the herring
enter a lagoon, roughly about 500 yards across and about 1 or 2 fathoms in depth.
The entrance channel is about a mile long and at low tid!3 runs dry except for a
small fresh-water stream that .enters the channel about midway of its length. Many
years ago this little lagoon was crowded with herring every fall, and It few stragglers
still enter it. Other instances can be mentioned, such as the lagoon at the head of
Kiavik Bay' on Kodiak Island, and the lagoon opposite Russian Harbor on the
southwestern tip of Kodiak Island.

The small size of many of the lagoons entered and the numbers of herring that
occasionally crowd into these small bays is indicated by the following quotation from
Bower and Fassett (1914, p. 127):

Last January at Klawak on the west coast of Prince of Wales Island there occurred an unusually
enormous run of herring. So numerous were the fish as they crowded into the bay that hundreds
of thousands or cven millions were stranded and suffocated. When the tide receded they were left
in a solid mass over the beach to a depth in places of several feet.

This habit of entering such small bays and lagoons where they are subject to
easy capture may be one factor that causes the herring of Alaska to be readily
depleted.

Some rough idea of the relative abundance of herring would well be gained by
observing the numbers on the spawning grounds, since at this season all of the mature
herring come into shallow water to spawn, where they are easily observed. Only in
a few places, such as Fish Egg Island (near Craig) and Sitka Sound in southeastern
Alaska, are they known to spawn in any abundance. How, then, as some assert,
can one believe that farther offshore there are vast schools of herring yet untouched
by the fishery?

97241-30----4
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OBSERVATIONS ON SPAWNING IN KACHEMAK BAY IN 1926 AND 1927

In the spring of 1926 observations were made on the spawning in Kachemak Bay.
(Fig. 24.) The herring in this bay usually enter the lagoon at Halibut Cove some
time between October and January of each year and remain at a depth of several
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FIOURE 24.-Map of Kacbemak Day
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fathoms until nearly time to leave the lagoon to spawn. The lagoon is between 25
ana 45 fathoms in depth with steep shores. The entrance channel, which is about
a !nile long, is very narrow, not over 50 feet wide and 2 or 3 feet deep at low tide.
Consequently on big tides the current flows at several miles an hour.

On April 12 a sample of herring, gill netted at a depth of 20 fathoms, was obtained
fmm Halibut Cove lagoon. (Table 26.) All of the herring were mature and most
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of the roe contained translucent eggs, although there were a few in which the eggs
were still opaque and a very few in a transition stage. The eggs in the herring are
opaque during most of the year but turn translucent when fully ripe.

TABLE 26.-Actual and percentage length of herring taken before and during spawning

~__~_~ ===c"=C====:=C====:=====;======C~===

Craig, Mar. Stephens Pas-
25, 26, and sage, Jan.

28,1928 27, 1928

Homer Spit
lagoon,

May 15, 1926

Halibut Cove, Halibut Cove Halibut Cove, McDonald
gill netted lagoon, beach beach seined Spit, spawn·

'seined ' lng, MayApr. 12, 1926 Apr. 22, i926 Apr. 27, 1926 12, 1926

Length in millimeters I--'---+---C---'I--,---I~-------~-.----li-__:--+--.-

Num- Per Num· Per Num· Per Num'l Per 'Num- Per Num- Per Num· Per
ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent ber cent

--------1-------------------- --~------ -----

17Ij-j79 ._____ I .4 2 4.2 1·________ I 1.0 13 4.4 69 7.1
180-184__________ _~ .1 __ ~ ._ 3 1. 3 2 4. 2 __ . _.. ______ __ 10 10. 0 22 7. 4 90 9. 2
185-189·----------------1------!-------- I .4 ------ 1 2 ~.6 11 11.0 38 12.8 117 12.0
190-194 . ~ 4 1.7 I 2.1 4 3.21616.03210.7106 10.9
195-199__ ~ 1.-----1-------- 3 1.3 1 2.0 8 6.4 18 18.0 36 12.1 Il8 10.0
200--204 .- -----T------- 10 4.3 3 6.4 16 12.8 17 17.0 I 33 11.1 72 7.4
205-209 1

1

8 3.5 2 4.2 7 5.61313.021 7.047 4.8
21O-214 ~ --~---- 3 1.3 .__ 7 5.6 6 6.0 18 6.0 33 3.4
215-219 1________ I .4 -----. -----.-- 6 4.8 I 1.0 25 8.4 28 2.9
220-224-----------------'1'------------ 6 2.6 5 10.6 11 8.8 4 4.0 20 6.7 32 3.3
225-229-

T
._____ 8 3.5 4 8.5 10 8.0 I 1.0 11 3.7 32 3.3

230-234 -------- 2 .9 6 12.8 9 7.2 2 2.0 12 4.1 16 1.6
235-2.~9------------------------i·------. 5 2.1 510.6 8 6.4 I 1.0 3 1.0 8 .8
240-244 ------- 5 2.1 2 4.2 3 2.4 .. 1 .3 2 .2
245-249__________________ 4 4.0 6 2.6 2 4.2 10 8.0 ._. •__ • _
250-254____ 11 11.0 8 3.5 3 6.4 2 1.6 ••• , ._ .. _
255-259__________________ 8 8.0 8 3.5 1 2.1 3 2.4 ------ -------- ------ 1 _
26Q-264 ~___________ 18 18.0 11 4.7 4 8.5 3 2.4 _

1 2.1

On April 21 we entered the lagoon at high tide. Over all the lagoon the herring
were commencing to approach the surface in small schools. About 50 belugas (a
species of small white Arctic whale) were raising havoc, and thousands of sea gulls
were scattered everywhere. Cormorants, murres, surf scoters, and divers were
there in tens of thousands, and scores of bald eagles were circling about.

Reentering the lagoon on the morning of the 22d we discovered that the herring
had risen to the surface. An attempt was made to obtain a sample with a 30-fathom
beach seine, but the sun was too bright to catch them. That night a sample was
taken just inside the narrows with the beach seine. This seine had about IX-inch
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mesh, stretched measure, so that all sizes were obtained, from several only 3 inches
in length to one great herring of 15 inches-the largest encountered in four seasons
of field work.

On examining this sample it was noticed that some of the mature herring had
spawn which ran easily-the eggs being clear and translucent with a faint yellowish
tinge-while other mature herring had eggs practically as large as the translucent
ones, but opaque and white. The opaque eggs were found equally in all sizes of
fish, making it appear as though age or size does not influence the exact time of
ripening of the eggs, but this point, however, will bear further investigation.

During the next few days we watched for the herring to leave the lagoon as
they were expected to spawn outside. On the 26th of April we noticed a small
school of herring outside of the lagoon in Halibut Cove in the morning and a large
school in the evening, which must have come out on the night tide of the 25th, which
we were unable to observe.

In the early afternoon of April 27 we entered the lagoon on the flood tide. Acres
of herring were breasting the current on the lagoon side of the narrows. As soon
as the tide slackened enough for them to make headway against it they commenced
to leave and. were carried through the channel on the first of the ebbing tide, passing
as a steady stream of herring for over half an hour.

Later we learned that a school of herring spawned on the early morning tide of
the same day on Homer Spit, a distance of about 7 miles from the lagoon. A few
also spawned on Homer Spit on the 1st and 2d of May. We had occasion to visit
Homer Spit on May 10 and discovered that the herring had entered a lagoon that
extended lengthwise of the narrow gravel spit for about 3 miles and was from 100 to
200 yards in width and a few feet in depth. This lagoon is entered on the Kachemak
Bay side of the spit through an entrance about 25 yards wide, so shallow that only
about a 17-foot tide flows through it. There is no vegetation on the muddy bottom
of the lagoon, which is in reality an immense tide pool. The herring had entered
the lagoon on an 18-foot tide, one of the highest tides of the month, causing the water
to overflow the banks of the lagoon and covering to the depth of a foot or more much
of the short, sparse, wiry grass that fringed them. Not having any other vegetation
available, the herring had spawned in this scanty grass above the reach of ordinary
high tides. .

When the place was visited over a week later the sea gulls were still gathered
in thousands, and for a couple of miles the grass was trampled flat. So thoroughly
had the birds done their work that it required careful search to find any of the eggs,
and nowhere did we find more than one or two to the square inch. Practically all
of the eggs found were shriveled by the sun and wind. That many of them could
survive a several days' wait for another tide high enough to immerse them appeared
impossible.

From the 27th to the 29th of April several schools of herring were observed in
Halibut Cove, and on the 29th a sample was seined in the little harbor behind Ismailof
Island. These herring were the ripest so far encountered, as in this sample the eggs
and milt flowed freely while brailing them into a skiff with a scoop net, whereas in
all previous samples they would flow only under a slight pressure.

On the 30th of April the harbor behind Ismailof Island was again full of large
herring swimming close to the surface around the shores, but none spawned.

On the following day all of the large herring had departed. The shores of
Ismailof Island and Peterson Bay were searched without success. On May 2 we
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entered the lagoon, but found little sign of herring; even the gulls and sea birds had
left.

For several days the shores of Kachemak Bay, from Bear Cove to Seldovia, were
searched without success, but finally on May 12, returning from Homer Spit, a flock
of sea gulls was noticed behind McDonald Spit. It was 3 o'clock in the afternoon
and high tide when we entered a lagoon behind a sand bar that comprised about a
square mile. The water was clear, smooth, and transparent. Schools of herring,
showing a marked range in size with the smaller fish in the majority, were swimming
about everywhere, exhibiting little fear of our boat. As soon as the tide commenced
to fall they approached the shore and rippled the surface as they swam restlessly
about. When the tide was about a quarter out they commenced to spawn all around
the shores of the lagoon in the eel grass which grew abundantly about a foot in length.
Many, left stranded by the falling tide, were being devoured by thousands of sea
gulls that had gathered as if by magic.

At first the herring spawned only around the shores, but when the tide had fallen
farther, they spawned over the entire floor of the lagoon, which at low tide was covered
with about 2 feet of water and carpeted luxuriantly with ('leI grass. For a while the
water was a light brown from the agitated mud, but gradually as the milt became
disseminated the water became lighter until finally it was so milky that the eye .could
penetrate it a bare 6 inches.

In spawning, the female, quivering from head to tail, turns on her side and
moves slowly about, often describing a circle, meanwhile extruding the eggs in a
thin stream which she rubs against the seaweed and eel grass. The eggs, coated with
a gummy secretion, stick instantly to anything with which they come in contact.
In like manner the male follows a few inches behind the female covering the attached
eggs with a stream of milt.

The herring seemed to be spawning in pairs, but several times we noticed one
busily spawning away by itself. The spawning continued throughout the night and
they were still spawning the next morning on a rising tide.

On the 15th of May we obtained a sample of herring from Homer Spit that had
spawned that morning. It would have been 10 days before the tide would again
be high enough to cover their eggs. Many of the short spears of wiry grass not over
a millimeter in diameter were covered with eggs until the mass was over a centimeter
in diameter. These herring were all small and none were more than 4 years of age
and many only 3, so that it was the first spawning for many, if not all, of this school.
We were informed that the herring that had spawned at Homer Spit two weeks
previously were larger.

For several days the harbor at Halibut Cove had been filled with small herring,
so small that on the 17th and again on the 18th of May we could only catch a dozen
ove~night in a gill net with 3-inch mesh, stretched measure. These few stragglers
were extremely ripe. Na more herring were obtained in Kachemak Bay until the
summer fishing.

In 1926 the herring were not seen leaving the lagoon until the 27th of April,
whereas in 1927 when we arrived at Halibut Cove on the 17th of April the herring
had already left the lagoon and large numbers had been congregated in the harbor
behind Ismailof Island for over a week. The herring did not spawn for another three
weeks, and yet, unlike the previous year, they were almost fearless. The harbor
must have contained several thousand barrels of herring. They were so crowded
and so unafraid that one rubbed the oars against them when rowing.
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Figure 33 shows that they were much thinner than in 1926. A great many of
them, especially the larger ones, were a little "scabby," having scales missing in spots
on their sides and often from the top of the caudal peduncle. To just what extent
their apparent fearlessness can be attributed to this emaciated condition can only
be surmised. In the three weeks from the 18th of April to the 11 th of May the water
temperature only increased from 30 C. to 5.5 0 C., and the herring were not feeding.

On April 21 we entered the lagoon. A small school of belugas and a few sea gulls
indicated the presence of a few herring, but it was evident that the main body of her
ring had left. On the 24th of April we again entered the lagoon. We noticed the
sea gulls catching an occasional herring, so we made two hauls with the beach seine
without success. The previous year we had caught a few yearling herring between
60 and 80 millimeters in body length mixed among the other herring in the lagoon,
but we did not obtain any herring under 2 years of age in many beach seine hauls
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made behind Ismailof Island, although not over a mile and one-half from the entrance
channel of the lagoon.

The herring remained in the harbor behind Ismailof Island until the 8th of May,
when a small school was observed spawning on the western end of the island. On
the 9th of May the herring spawned all along the shore from the light on the eastern
end of Ismailof Island almost to the entrance to Peterson Bay. This stretch of
shore is bold and rocky. The spawn was extruded on the seaweed until in places the
shore appeared gray. Immediately after spawning the herring disappeared.

No herring spawned on Homer Spit, but they spawned behind McDonald Spit
on the 14th and 15th of May and also about a week previously. A few spawned at
Aurora about the 13th of May.

By the 28th of May the eggs were commencing to hatch on Ismailof Island and
by June 3 the seaweed was bare of spawn.

TIME AND LOCALITIES FOR SPAWNINC

The time of spawning varies considerably between different localities. Figure
25 shows the duration of spawning in some of the places for which we have been given
dates that are fairly reliable. This shows a distinct tendency for the herring to
spawn later toward the north and west, due possibly to.the herring awaiting a favor
able water temperature before spawning. There""are some few localities such as.... - ,
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Fish Egg Island nea.r Craig and Sitka Sound, where the herring spawn annually, but
most of the evidence shows that the herring do not spawn in exactly the same locality
every year. (Fraser, 1916, p. 100.)

The following list of places where herring have been reported to have spawned
doubtless contains some inaccuracies both as to time and place, but it i.. given for
what it is worth:

San Diego Bay.-Obt.ained 11 Rample wit.h ripe spawn on December 13, 1926.
San Francisco Bay.-Carl Hubbs (1925) mentions t.he breeding season commencing on

December 21 and ending on April 17. Scofield (1918) gives January t.o April.
Scofield (1918) ment.ions spawning in Tomales Bay from December to March, and also men

tions the following places: Morro Bay, Drakes Bay, Bodega Bay, Shclter Cove, and Humboldt
Bay.

Captain Freeman informed W. F. Thompson that he had seen herring spawn at the following
places in British Columbia: Spider Island, March 20 to April 20; Scudder Point, April 14 t.o
April 30; Burnaby Narrows, April 21 to May 8; Seaforth Channel (south side), last of March;
Kitkatla Inlet, about middle of April; Rennell Sound, March 10; Kano Inlet, March 10; Port
Neville; White Beach Passage; Quatsino Sound; Nanaimo; Reed Island; Smith's Inlet, Takush;
Browning Pass; Shedwell Pass, Bardswell group in narrow channel; Swindle Island; Price Island in
narrow channel; Georgetown, between Prince Rupert and Port Simpson; Ikeda Bay (not every
year); Jedway (Queen Charlotte Islands); Schooner Point; Cumshewa; Lyle Island in narrows;
Skidegate; and Tartoo.

Dr. C. M. Fraser (1916) mentions noting spawning at Nanoose Bay and Departure Bay in
1913. In 1914 he carefully noted the following localities: Yellow Point, February 20; Breakwater
Island, February 26; Gabriola Pass, February 26; north shore Pylades Channel, February 26;
Pilot Bay to Berry Point on Gabriola Island, March 9 to 11; northeast coast of Gabriola Island
from Berry Point to Flat Top Island, March 12 to 13; East side of Gabriola Island, to March 17;
Big Qualicum, March 8; entrance Nanoose Bay, March 10; and Ganges Harbor, Saltspring Island
March 20.

Edward W. Nelson (1887) describes the spawning in the vicinity of St. Michaels, Alaska, in
June.

The writer has had the following list of spawning places reported by various
persons:

In southeastern Alaska.-Loring, last of April and first part of May; Port Stewart, last of
April and first part of May; Vixen Inlet (Ernest Sound), one week later; Spacious Bay; Morgan's
Cove, Trunk Island, Cape Caamano; Union Bay; Meyer's Chuck; Fish Egg Island (Craig), March
27 to April 1 in 1914, March 10 to March 20 in 1915; In Bay on Clam Island, same time; Sugar Point
(near Craig), same time; Tonowek Narrows; Big Harbor; Sierra Sound; Rose Inlet; Warmchuck on
Heceta Island (occasionally a few); Eleven Mile (near Craig); Tuxekan Pass; Shakan Pass; Horn
brooke Island; Sitka, Silver Bay to Whitestone Narrows, March 20 to April 15; Biorka Island;
Killisnoo La.goon (Angoon), April 1 to eno. of April; Calico Bay (Kootznahoo Inlet); Hood Bay,
May 1 to May 25; Stretchers Cove; Redfish Bay, a little later than Sitka; Port Alexander, May 18;
Pybus Bay, May; Seymour Canal at Pleasant Harbor, Mole Harbor and head of the bay, mid
April to mid May; Duncan Canal; Port Houghton; Hamilton Bay; Rocky Pass Inlet; Kake; Port
Frederick; Idaho Inlet; Mud Bay; Flynn Cove; Tee Harbor, first part of May; Stephens Passage
from Point Stephens to about 1~ miles south of Point Lena; Point Louisa; Auke Bay; Coghlan
Island; and north end of Douglas Island.

In Prince William Sound.-Ellamar, April; Kniklik, April to middle of May; inside of Fairmont
Island, April to middle of May; Knight Island (upper end); Sawmill Bay (few); and both shores of
Main Bay between Port Nellie Juan and Crafton Island.

In Cook I nlet.-Port Graham, middle of May; Seldovia Bay; McDonald Spit, first half of May;
Tutka Bay, same; Homer Spit, last of April, first of May; Halibut Cove, first of May; Mallard Bay,
same; Aurora, same; and Bear Cove, same.

In the Kodiak-Afognak district.-Shangan'lJ Bay, Shuyak Island; Uganik Bay, first part of June;
Zachar Bay, June; Shearwater Bay, last of May; and Three Saints' Bay, last of May, first of June.

In the Bering Sea.-Unalaska.
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AGE AT MATURITY

The only "data obtained that give much indication of the age at maturity in
central Alaska were taken from the sample caught with a beach seine in Halibut Cove
lagoon. In this sample no 2-year-olds were mature; out of twenty-five 3-year-olds,
13, or 52 per cent, were mature; out of twenty-four 4-year-olds, 20, or 83 per cent, were
mature; all of the 5-year-olds were mature.

The sample of mature herring from Homer Spit on May 15 were all 3 and 4 years
of age. From the scale readings there were twenty-nine 3-year-olds and sixty-one
4-year-olds, 32 and 68 per cent, respectively. If we take only the mature 3 and 4
year olds from the Halibut Cove lagoon sample we find that 39 per cent of them were
3-year-olds and 61 per cent were 4-year-olds, making the proportions between mature
3-year-olds and mature 4-year-olds in the two samples rather similar.

In Stephens Passage, southeastern Alaska, all 2-year-olds were immature; out
of twenty-two 3-year-olds, 19, or 84 per cent, were mature; all of the 4 and 5 year olds
were mature.

Comparing Stephens Passage with Halibut Cove, in Stephens Passage 62 per
cent more spawned at 3 years and 20 per cent more spawned at 4 years than at
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FIGURE 27.-Length frequency of herring under 230 mlllimeters in length taken in the lagoon at Halibut Cove with a

beach seine. Aprfl 22. 1926. The large figures show the position of the nge groups as determined from scale readings
of Halibut Cove samples

Halibut Cove. This is even more remarkable considering the much faster growth rate
at Halibut Cove.

AGE AND GROWTH

DETERMINATION OF AGE

A knowledge of the proportions of fish of various sizes in the commercial catch
is necessary in determining the causes and extent of the fluctuations in abundance.
But information as to the sizes present is chiefly of value in the light of knowledge as
to the ages and rates of growth.

We have determined the age of the Pacific herring by the well-known method
of making a microscopic examination of the scales and counting the number of annual
rings (Fig. 26). Our age determinations among the younger age groups are partially
confirmed by size frequencies. Figure 27 shows the length frequencies 9f herring
under 230 millimeters in length, taken in Halibut Cove lagoon, April 22, 1926. The
large figures are placed at the mean lengths of the younger age groups as taken from
the curve in Figure 29. Figure 27 shows the I-year group (in this case almost exactly
1 year old) quite distinctly, but the other year groups are not very clearly shown, as
the number of specimens is too small. Figure 28 shows the length frequency of
463 Cape Elrington herring taken on August 25, 1925. This curve shows well the
2-year group (in the second summer) between 130 and 160 millimeters. The 2 and 3
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year groups do not enter the commercial catch in any numbers, while the 4-year group
is well represented. Because of this fact, the 3-year group, being close to the 4-year
group and overlapped by it, doe~ not show clearly in the length-frequency curves.
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FIGURE 28.-Length frequency of 463 young herring from Cape Elrlngton, Prince William Sound, August 28, 1025
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Otoliths and scales were collected from 50 herring from Elrington Passage, Prince
William Sound, on July 6, 1927. Both the scales and the otoliths were legible for
45 of these 50 fish. The results of the readings are tabulated in Table 27.

TABLE 27.-Relationship of age readings by means of scales and otoliths

Ago as shown by scales
Age lIS shown by

otoliths

The two readings agree except in five cases. In two cases the scale readings
showed the fish to be in the sixth year, whereas the otolith readings showed the fish
in the fifth year. In three cases fish seven years by the sellies were six years by the
otoliths. There was no disagreement among the younger age groups. In each case
of disagreement it was due to the otolith lacking one year. The otoliths are very
small, and the outer rings are so dose together in the older fish as to make.,i.t difficult
to distinguish them by either reflected or transmitted light.

The positive correlation between the readings of the scales and of the otoliths
helps in confirming the results of our seale readings and shows that the annual rings
on the scales are due to some general physiological change, probably associated with
growth or spawning, that affects other hard parts as well as the scales.

During the middle of April, at Halibut Cove, the last ring had not yet formed
on many of the scales but was barely discernible on the majority. This is in accord
ance with Lea's results with the spring spawning herring of Norway (1911). On
following the growth of the herring in one locality throughout the year he found that
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during April the percentage of fish showing a ring near the very edge of the scale
increased steadily until all had it. At Halibut Cove the herring spawn during the
last part of April and May. In a sample of 8pa~ning herring from San Diego Bay
in December, the ring could barely be discerned on a small percentage of the fish.

The scale reading presents some difficulties. As just stated, the ring seems to
form about the time of spawning, which would indicate that it is due to the growth
of the herring being almost or completely at a standstill at that time. The clearness
of the ring would thus depend a great deal on how completely and for how long a
time the growth was retarded.

Thompson (1917) describes in some detail the difficulties that he encountered in
attempting to read the scales of the herring in British Columbia. He mentions
finding a winter zone in which the circuli seem to differ from the remainder. The
inner margin of this zone tends to be marked by a "check" of some distinctness, but
the winter mark is formed at the outer margin of this zone. He says that this is so
often met with that it can not be regarded as otherwise than a normal phenomenon.
Other difficulties were exceedingly wide summer zones, numerous more or less distinct
"checks," and the uncertainty of distinguishing the winter rings near the margin of
scales of older fish.

We have met with similar difficulties, but judging from Thompson's text and
plates the scales of Alaska herring are very much clearer than those of British
Columbia. The scales of the San Diego Bay herring are slightly less clear than
those of Alaska.

One difficulty met with in the very old fish, besides the difficulty of distinguish
ing between the marginal rings, is that of distinguishing the first and often the second
annual ring of the scale. vVbether this is due to the more numerous layers of scale
substance in the older fish changing the refraction of light is uncertain.

All of the samples contained fish with well-defined rings on their scales, likewise
all of the samples showed fish with regenerated scales, which are worthless for age
determinations. The proportion of regenerated scales on the individual fish varied
greatly, so that in reading the age of an individual from two to a dozen scales were
usually examined, this often being necessary in order to obtain ones that were fully
legible. For this preliminary report we have read chiefly scales from central Alaska.
(Table 33.)

GROWTH RATE

A knowledge of the rates of growth in the various localities is desirable because
of its many applications. Whether the difference in average size between any two
localities is due to a difference in rate of growth or to a difference in the age composi
tion (poss:bly due to a reduction of the numbers of older fish in one of the localities)
is important in studying depletion. The differences in growth rate are also a valuable
aid in stl1dying the independence of areas, as, where the differences are great, it
shows a lack of migration. For instance, the differences in growth rate between
Unalaska and Stephens Passage herring are enormous, those at Unalaska (Dutch
Harbor) at 6 years of age being 6X centimeters greater in body length than those of
Stephens Passage.

To grasp the real significance of these differences in growth rate the comparisons
should be made on the basis of weight, as any given increase in length represents a
far greater amount of growth in a larger fish than in a smaller fish. The weight
varies a great deal within the same locality at different seasons but only slightly
between different localities at comparable seasons of the year. Therefore. not
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having weight-length curves at comparable seasons for all of these localities, we shall
use the weight-length· curve for Halibut Cove (fig. 33) in making comparisons
between the weight for any given age in different localities shown in Figure 29.

Using these weights, at 6 years of age the Stephens Passage herring would weigh
91 grams, the Dutch Harbor herring 253 grams, or 2.8 times as much. Since the
smallest-sized herring packed as a "medium" is over 10~ inches in total length, or
about 225 millimeters in body length, and 170 grams in weight, the Stephens Passage
herring do not attain a size suitable for packing as "mediums" until about 9 or 10
years of age. On the other hand, the Dutch Harbor herring at only 6 years of age
are being packed chiefly as "large" (11~ to 12~ inches). The differences between
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]o'IGURE 29.-0rowth curves showing the age-length relationship

the other localities are not so great, 6-year-old Dutch Harbor herring being only
about 19 per cent heavier than those of Halibut Cove and 62 per cent heavier than
those of Elrington Passage.

The evidence shows that the growth curve for Stephens Passage is not repre
sentative of southeastern Alaska as a whole. If the data for Larch Bay were plotted
(Table 28), the curve would corne very slightly below that of Elrington Passage.
Since the Larch Bay sample was preserved in formalin the curve would probably
be very close to that of Elrington Passage, if one allows a trifle for shrinking of the
length.

Farther south in British Columbia, Thompson (1917, p. S64) obtained data at
Nanaimo and Point Grey in the Strait of Georgia, and at Kildonan on the west
coast of Vancouver Island, that show them to have a rate of growth comparable
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to that of Stephens Passage. A very few age readings from San Diego Bay indicate
a rate of growth but slightly higher than that of Stephens Passage.

It may be pointed out that although there seems to be a tendency for slower
growth to the southern and eastern portion of the range, it also seems that the growth
rate is in each general area slower in inclosed waters. To illustrate, the Prince
William Sound growth rate is slower than that of Shuyak Strait, and the Stephens
Passage rate of growth slower than that of Larch Bay.

Similar results have been obtained in the study of the European herring, those
from the White Sea, the Lysefjorden (West Norway), the Zuider Zee, and the east
coast of Sweden being slow growing, while those from the western North Sea, 'the
Atlantic Ocean, around Iceland, and the outside waters of western Norway are all
fast growing. (Hjort, 1914.) The herring in some of the fjords on the Baltic coast
of Sweden were found by Hessle (1925) to be slower in growth than those of the
main Baltic.

The growth-rate curves shown in Figure 29 are not constructed from calculated
growths, but each point in the curve is the average length of the fish actually taken
at that age. Growth curves based on scale measurements will be presented in a

. later report.
TABLE 28.-0bserved lengths at each age in millimeters

I I
I I' , Elrlng.
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Age (years) rilay
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8 .I __ .! 21:1.2 234.8 265.9 :'265.5 .. 268.1 264.5 '255.0 _ 250.0 '284.8
9 i 220.8 i 221.8

1

, '232.0 271.8 _. 272.6 271.2 261.4 '268.0 261.6 _ .
10::::::::::::::.'."_"_"'1' '2'24.2 -------.. 275.2 276.8 i .. __ 273.7 272.7 26.1.3 '260.0 261.0 '299.3
11. .... .' .225.0, .. .. 282.8 269./l1_________ 279.4 275.2 262.6 '267.0 266.9 ...... __ •
12----.---------1--... ---., '227.5 i '24:1.0 '281.7 .282.0

1
--------- 284.1 287.5 266.8 ._. '279.0 '307.5

H:::::::::::::r:::::::,::·:~~:~t::::::::::::::::i::::::::{::::::: --.-~~:~. __:_~~~~!. ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::
ii -•••• -':-.--- -.- .•• -. -.,-••:••• -1-, ~~.or-- .-' :::::....'.~;.:.... .:....r-.:.- .-: (.~:.

, Prcsprved in formalin. • Average eontains a frequency of less than 5.

CONDITION

CONDITION FACTOR

It is desirable to know the condition or "fatness" of the herring at different
seasons and in different localities since the value of the raw herring depends to a
very large extent on the condition. It is a great economic waste to catch herring
for oil and fish meal when the oil content is low, or to catch herring for pickling and
discard large fish that are too thin. If the changes in the condition of the herring
are known, regulations for opening and closing the fishing season may be so framed
as to reduce this waste to a m.inimum thus aiding in the conservation of the supply.
For these reasons the investigation of the condition is of great importance so that
accurate information may be available.
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Weights have been taken to enable us to follow the changes in the condition of
the fish during the seasons of 1926 and 1927. Owing to the erratic appearance of
herring in central Alaska, we have been unable to obtain a complete series of weights
over the entire season in anyone locality for use as a basis of comparison to discount
seasonal and size changes.

We have data for both years for Halibut Cove, lower Kachemak Bay, and
Elrington Passage and vicinity in Prince William Sound. We also have weights for
Shuyak Strait and Eshamy Bay in 1926, and from McClure Bay, Naked Island, and
Macleod Harbor in 1927.
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FIGURE 3O.-Condition factor for herring In Prince WlIliam Sound
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As a standard of comparison we have shown the relation of the weight to the
length by using a condition factor obtained by the formula:

lOOW
K=--Yr-

in which K is the condition factor, W the weight, and L the length. The weight does
not increase exactly as the cube of the length, but this factor is valid for comparing
fi<;h of the same length. (Clark, 1928.) Besides a difference throughout the season
and in different localities, there is also an annual variation, not only in the time when
a certain condition is reached in each individual but also in the maximum condition
obtained. The condition factor naturally changes with the size of the fish represented
in the catches.

In Prince William Sound the fish were in better condition in 1927 than in 1926,
as shown in Figure 30. During the period from the 25th of June to the 2d of July,
1926, in Elrington Passage and vicinity in Prince William Sound, the herring up to
225 millimeters in body length were in fair condition !tnd contained an abundance of
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"belly fat" or ister (fat stored in the body cavity among the entrails), but the herring
above 225 millimeters in body length in the same samples contained very little fat
and wel'e rather thin. In the female gonads from one to half a dozen ripe eggR were
often found, and the male gonads had blood clots. Both the female and the male
gonads were flabby. All of these facts tend to show that it was probably not long
since they had spawned.

The data for Elrington Passage for 1927 are shown as two separate curves. The
first of these curves, from June 16 to 21, 1927, was taken on the average about 10 days
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FIGURE 31.-Condition factoF for herring ill Kachemak nay

earlier than the 1926 curve; while the second curve, from June 28 to July 6, 1927, waS
taken about 3 days later than the 1926 curve. Both of the 1927 curves are consider
ably above the 1926 curve.

The same superior condition of the 1927 samples is shown elsewhere in Prince
William Sound. In Eshamy Bay, from September 12 to 20,1926, the herring were all
rather thin with only a trace of ister; a few, especially the larger ones, were too thin
to salt. No herring were caught in Eshamy Bay in 1927, but we have samples from
McClure Bay. The two localities are only 12 miles apart, so they can be compared
for the two years. The McClure Bay samples were taken from September 29 to
October 3, 1927, an average of two weeks later than the Eshamy Bay samples of 1926,
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but the Eshamy Bay fish were rather thin while the McClure Bay fish contained an
abundance of ister and were in excellent condition.

In 1927 the herring in Elrington Passage in June and the first part of July
attained a fair condition eadier than in 1926, and in McClure Bay they were in
excellent condition at the 1st of October in 1927, while in Eshamy Bay they were thin
in the middle of September in 1926. Thus it appears that in Prince William Sound
in 1927 the herring were in good condition for a much longer time than in 1926 and
probably also attained a much higher maximum condition. Only study for several
years can tell which year comes closer to being normal.

Similar comparisons for Kachemak Bay are given in Figure 31. Halibut Cove
herring were in better condition just before spawning the last part of April, 1926, than
the last part of April and first part of May, 1927, just the reverse of conditions in
Elrington Passage. Herring from lower Kachemak Bay for the last part of August
were quite similar in condition in 1926 and 1927. In September, 1927, the condition,
while still excellent, had commenced to fall slightly.

Samples were taken at Shuyak Strait on July 15 and August 5, 1926. The
herring were in excellent condition and their condition-factor curve is very nearly the
same as that for lower Kachemak Bay from August 19 to 30, 1926.

Besides a difference in condition in different years and at different times, there is
also a difference between localities. Samples were obtained from Naked Island and
from Macleod Harbor in Prince William Sound on the 12th and 13th of June,
respectively. (Table 29.) The sample from Macleod Harbor was but little below
the samples from Elrington Passage taken a few days later, whereas the herring from
Naked Island were much lower. The latter herring were quite thin, containing no
ister, and had spawned on the webbing of the pounds in which they were confined.



TABLE 29.-Condition factor and weight at different lengtM in 19136 and 19137

[Points marked with an asterisk have a frequency of less than five]

(A) CONDITION FACTOR

I I
McDon- I : I EI .: I

Halibut McDon- MeDon- ald Spit, McDon-' I Elring- Elring- nng- , I McClure
! Halibut Cove, Ss~~.ii'f' aid Spit, ald Spit, Kache- ald SPit,1 Nsked 'I Macleod ton ton p~e I Macleod I Eshamy Bay,

Length in millimeters i Cove, Apr. 25, Iuly 15- Kache- I Kache- mak Bay, Kache- Island, Harbor, Passage, Passage, Iune~ I Harbor, I Bay. Sept. 29,I Apr. 12- May 4 Aug 5 mak Bay, msk Bay, Aug. 23. Imsk Bay. Iune 12, I Iune 13, 'I Iune 25- Iune 16, Iuly 5 Iuly 1-9,' Sept. 12- 30, Oct.
, 27, 1926 and 11, 1926' Aug. 19-1 Aug. 10, 24, 25'1 Sept.8--! 1927 I 1927 Iuly 2, 17, and and 6 I 1927 1 20, 1926 2 and 3,

I
1927 30,1926 1927 and 27, 21,1927 I I 1926 21,1927 1927' " I 1927

1927 I I I i I
------------1------I.----------- ---- -------------1---------'-------- ---

[ij~!::::·:··:·::.1 '.~' , .." .
110-119 . . __ . __ ..
120-129 . . _._
130-139 . . _. .. _
140-149 . ... _. _
150-159 . . _. __ . _
160-169 _ I 1.011 '1.074 ,---------- .1. 291 1 ._

1
. . 1 1 '1.074, '1.440 1.256 '1.526 '1.538 '1.563 '1.202 ----------

}19Q-~~199~:_-_::_:_:_:_:_:_:_-_::_·:_-_::_-:_:_.:_-:.:_·_::_':.:.-_::_:_:_ 1.037 . 993
1 ---------- ----------1---------- ----------1 '1.343 i 1.356 1.286 1.569 1.504 1.500 '1.101 ----------1.053 _965 .1.3271 + 1 1.250' 1.456 1.308 1.593 1.420 1.463 '1.263 '1.303

1.094 1.021 ,__________ '1.575 '1.604 1.260 i 1.471 1.381 1.591 1.499 1.516 1.212 '1.312
200-209___________________________ 1.128 1.076 '1.364 1.650 '1.438 1.338' 1.183 1.464 1.367 1.543 1.523 1.450 1.291 1.39.
210-219____________________________ 1.097 1.118 '1.363 1.581 1.537 1.474 1.291 '1.550 1.400 1.5691 1.526 1.435 1.295 1.425
220-229___________________________ 1.237 1.129 '1.446 1.482 1.533 1.513 1.347 '1.568 1.459 1.551 1.569 1.657 1.322 1.453
230-239___________________________ 1.282 1.110 1.433 1.412 1.554 1.547 1.525 1.312 '1.553 1.450 1.650 I 1.542 '1.529 1.349 1.502
240-249___________________________ 1.362 1.110 1.564 1.543 '1.606 1.569 1.542 1.345 '1.418 1.421 1.571 1.597 '1.490 1.346 1.511
250-259___________________________ 1.:r86 1.146 1.532 1.520 1.603 1.543 "1.496 '1.346 1.433 '1.4461 1.607 '1.552 1.355 1.489
260-269___________________________ 1.380 1.169 1.618 1.596 1.501 1.624 1.541 "1.255 1.412 ·1.481! 1.517 ,__________ 1.343 1.509
270-279___________________________ 1.413 "1.231 1.625 1.615 '1.697 1.594 1.575 "1.174 1.328 '1.463 1 ,__________ 1.369 '1.306

5~~ ~ ~~ :~~~~~~:~~:~~~ :~~~~~J:::~~s: :::;~~~~;: ::::~~:: Jm:::;~~~: t~~t:~~~~:I~~~~~~~j~~~~~~~J~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~I~~~~~~~~~~:~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~:~ ::::;~~~
! I ' !! "



(B) WEIGHT

~ ~m)))---~-~-~~~~m~:~)~:~:~ .~i\)••\.\•••\.\•••\.\.~ ~•••.1J••••\\••••I•••\-.-•••!••• ~••\•••••••.".,•••_.~,.: •••••••••••:::.~:\ ••••••••••••••••·.:·1••••••••••1••••••••••

f ~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 21.0 ·21.0 i ·25.0 I ·33.0 -- -- - 31.0 29.3 I

r-~i~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~! ----:[i{~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~;~;~ ~~~~~~~~~~ -:~~~~~~~t~~~~~~~~ ::::~~T ----:~r--'5J ·~~f :~i ::::;~T ::::~~;~: :~::::::::
180-189 ~_______________ 66. 7 56.3 !_______ __ .84. 0 70.0 84. 9 82. 8 92. 9 82. 7 85.3 ·SO.O ·76.0
190-199___________________________ 81.1 70.0 ·108.0 ·110.0 86.4 100.9 102.4 109.1 102.8 104.0 89.9 ·90.0
200-209___________________________ 97.2 86.1 ·117.5 ·132.0 ·115.0 107.0 94.6 117.1 117.8 123.4 121.8 116.0 111.2 111.4
210-219 ·109.0 103.5 135.5 146.4 142.3 136.5 119.6 ·143.5 139.1 145.3 141.3 132.9 128.7 132.0
22lr229_ HO.9 120.2 ·144.0 ·164. 7 157.8 163.2 161. 1 143.4 ·167.0 166.2 165.1 167.1 176.4 150.6 154.7
230-239___________________________ 166.4 135.1 ·186.0 183.3 189.1 188.2 185.6 159.6 ·189.0 188.2 200.8 187.6 ·186.0 175.1 182.8
~249___________________________ 200.3 153.5 230.0 221.2 ·222.0 216.9 213.2 185.9 ·196.0 209.0 217.2 220.8 ·206.0 197.9 208.9
250-259___________________________ 229.8 179.0 254.0 252.0 250.4 241.1 ·233.8 ·210.3 237.6 ·226.0 251.1 242.5 224.6 232.6
260-269___________________________ 256.8 205.5 301.0 297.0 263.8 285.5 270.8 ·220.5 262.8 ·260.3 266.6 250.0 265.3
270-279__ 293.8 ·242. 3 338. 0 335.8 ·334.0 313.8 310.0 ·231. 0 276.1·288. 0 284.7 ·257.0

~:••:.-=:-=:1---;~!-i·~:••••~~L_:~!·~~. -.~'1t!'F:: 1---..I-~~'~:I- -•••••::·:1 E···IT"
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LENGTH WEIGHT RELATIONS

Figures 32 and 33 show the length weight curves for some of the localities
smoothed by the method of least squares, using the equation W = KD', where
W = weight, L = length, and K and x = constants.

The equations for all of the curves are:

Halibut Cove:
Apr. 12-27, 1926 W=.0584 L3.G3

Apr. 25-May 11, 1927 W=.0371 L3.43

Lower Kachemak Bay:
Aug. 19-30, 1926 W=.0272 L3.43

Aug. 10, 1927_ _______________________________________________________ W = .0125 V·lt

Aug. 23-27, 1927 - - - - - W = .0126 V·lt

Sept. 8-21, 1927 - - - - - - - - - - - - W = .0210 V·34
Red Fox Bay, Shuyak Strait: July 15-Aug. 5,1926 W=.0651 V·OI

Elrington Passage and vicinity:
June 25-July 2, 1926 W=.0123 V·18

June 16--21, 1927 W=.0177 L3.31

June 28-July 6, 1927 - - - - __________________ W= .0262 V·42
Eshamy Bay: Sept. 12-20, 1926 W=.0185 V·28
McClure Bay: Sept. 29-0ct. 3, 1927 - - - -'- ___________________ W = .0240 L3.38

Naked Island: June 12, 1927 W=.0382 V·4t

Macleod Harbor:
June 13, 1927 W = .0369 V·54
July 1-9, 1927 W=.0169 V·2t

Neither the condition factor nor these values of K and x can be used for racial
studies until a far more thorough study of them is made for each race. A constant
difference between the fish of two localities may be due to environmental conditions
only, but this difference may be of value in the study of migration.

CLEANED WEIGHT

In comparing the weights of fish of any given length by Figures 32 and 33, it
must be borne in mind that a considerable difference in weight is caused by either
gonads or ister. Figure 34 shows the total weight, cleaned weight, and gonad weight
for 1927 for Halibut Cove, April 25-May 11, and for lower Kachemak Bay, August
23-27. Note that the actual difference in weight resulting from cleaning for each of
the two localities is very similar, despite the fact that the Halibut Cove material
was taken just before spawning. In the Halibut Cove data most of the difference
between the cleaned weight and the total weight is in the weight of the gonads. In
the lower Kachemak Bay data the gonads are but slightly developed, and the differ
ence between the cleaned weight and the total weight is caused chiefly by a large
amount of ister in the body cavity. •
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TABLE 30.-Cleaned weight at different lengths

____ , -=~'~7===__====_====
Lower Lowher I KLowher South. IMcClure

Hf\lihut Kf\che- Kac e-I ac e- Bay, Macleod Prlllee of Proees- Proees- Mf\eleod Bay,
L th I Cove, mak mak mak Naked Harbor, Wales sian sian Harbor, Sept.
mi~rr~ete~s MflY 4 Bay Bay, Bay, Islaud June 13, Passage, Rocks, Rocks, July 9 29-30

and 11, Aug. io, AI~g. 23" Sept. 8 June 12, 1927 June 21, June 28, July 5--6, 1927' I Oct. 2'3,
1927 1927 24,25,27'1 and 21, 1927 1927 1927 1927 I 1927I 1927 1927

!~!~••• ··.~':::j,m,: :)~1: •••••:••.·••:II•.·•••·:.·:::::~:l: ..;.~;. [:mm.:~~:.~!: :::::~:,:I~mw,'[m.
180-189 147.7. ._. 166.7 74.6 78.9 75.5 72.4 74.9 1(;8.0
190-199 164.0 195.0 194.0 76.2 87.2 91.9 89.3 88.9 91.7 179.3
200-209 .. 70.6 '111.0 '99.5 94.7 83.9 100.3 107.0 105.7 104.3 99.9 98.1
210-219__ __ 88.4 -129.0 125.2 121. 0 1103.7 1 128.5 , 124.0 , 136.0 118.3 107.8 117.3
220-229 95.1 136.1 141.8 139.8 128.6 143.0 1 139.0 144.6 141.5 '165.0 135.0
230-239_______ 107.9 162.6 163.2 162.1 140.3 1145.0 1171.5 1120.0 162.2 159.4
240-249_______ 123.3 1189.7 187.9 183.9 170.7 'l69.0 1151.0 11SO.0 180.7 1156.0 179.0
260-2li9_______ 1137.3 213.0 209.5 1200.0 1183.0 1181.0 1211.0 203.3
260-269_______ 1167.8 226.0 246.8 236.0 1195.0 '226.7 227.2

i~~~~~~~~_~~~J ...:J~~t :i~n ---,-:~~. :::I:~r~~: ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~t~~~~~HI==~=:=~~~~
, Averages contain a frequency of less than 5.

CONCLUSIONS

1. In Prince William Sound the date at which the herring reach a condition
suitable for packing or commence to be rather thin for packing in any certain locality
will vary at least two weeks in different years.

2. There may be a considerable difference in the condition attained in different
localities in Prince William Sound by the same date.

3. The maximum condition attained will probably vary con~iderably from year
to year.
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CONDITION OF THE FISHERY

It is our purpose to discover how the species is faring under the changed condi
tions of survival incident to an intensive fishery. In determining this condition we
must first discover what changes in abundance have occurred. Our only measure
of the abundance is obtained from the catch of the commercial fishermen which is
influenced by various economic factors and by changes in the amount and kind of
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It)

gear used. Hence, in determining the actual abundance, as shown by these reco~ds,
one can not use the total catch, but must employ some other measure of abundance,
such as the catch per unit of fishing effort. Furthermore, the catch of each area must
be segregated and analyzed separately, for the study of the independence of areas
(see p. 246) has shown that, in the Pacific herring, the population of each region is
independent of those of neighboring regions.

In determining the causes of these changes in abundance within each area a
knowledge of the size and age composition of the catch is fundamental. In many
species of fishes, dv.e to variations in hydrographic or other conditions, the amount
of success attending spawning varies greatly from year to year, it being quite usual
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to have periods of years when but few young survive, and occasional years in which
exceptionally large numbers of young survive. These unusually abundant year
classes, termed "dominant" year classes, have been found in the cod, the plaice, the
mackerel, and in the very close relations of the Pacific herring-the California sardine
(Higgins, 1926; Scofield, 1926) and the Atlantic herring (Hjort, 1914; Lea, 1919,
1924)-and the presence of these dominant year classes causes natural fluctuations
in abundance. A temporary decline in abundance, due to the passing out of the
catch of a dominant year class, must not be confused with a decrease due to over
fishing. Therefore, in attempting to explain the fluctuations in abundance of the
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Pacific herring, one of our first aims was to demonstrate the existence or nonexistence
of this phenomenon of dominant year classes and its effect on the catch.

COMPOSITION OF THE CATCH

SAMPLING FOR SIZE AND AGE COMPOSITION

In order to connect the changes in the composition of the catch with fluctuations
in the yield of the fishery, it is necessary to follow such changes as may occur in the
size and age of the population.

For this knowledge of the herring population we must depend upon the portion
taken by the fishermen. Of this portion consisting of many thousands of barrels
of fish only a few thousand individuals can be measured. Hence, the question natur
ally arises, How accurately do these few individuals represent the population?
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Sette (1926) made a study of this sampling problem with the California sardine
(Sardina ccerulea) at Monterey. He obtained a very complete series of samples
throughout the season and made the assumption that these represented the commer
cial catch. He then endeavored to discover by mathematical means how frequently
samples need to be taken in order to represent the series with reasonable accuracy.
He found that by taking samples at least semiweekly the desired result could be
obtained.

No such series of samplcs is available for the herring. The hening "runs" are
more erratic than those of the sardine, because in many localities the herring can be
sampled for only two or three months out of the year, and the total catch of the year
may be made on as few as 10 different days. Indeed, in Red Fox Bay, Shuyak Strait,
in 1926, the whole catch of about 13,000 barrels was taken in two nights' fishing.
Sampling twice a week might be theoretically correct, but under such conditions it is
impossible from a practical standpoint, except perhaps for the duration of a "run."

With the herring it is highly probable that in each locality a much smaller popula
tion is sampled than with the sardine. So far but very little evidence ha'S been found
to show the existence of local races in the California sardine (Hubbs, 1925, p. 12),
while studies have shown the Pacific herring to be divided into many local races.
The catch landed in a given port may come from several of these, making the sampling
of the herring much more complex.

These facts tend to show that in the case of the Pacific herdng sampling can not
be made as exactly as in that of the California sardine, so that in order to prove the
validity of our sampling a more complete dependence must be placed upon the
repeated occurrence of con'Sistent variations (Thompson, 1926a). The inability to
obtain samples over a long period during each season will make it less likely that our
samples will represent the same portion of the population year after year, thus decreas
ing our chances of proving the consistency in occurrcnce of any variations and making
it more difficult to foretell in advance what fluctuations in abundance may be expected.

Even if it were true that the commercial catch is taken each year from the same
section of the population, it might be difficult to demonstrate clearly the exact
manner in which dominant year classes would come into evidence. Thus in the
sardine of California the dominant year classe'S affect the commercial take unequally
at different sizes and ages, and prophecy of the catch is thereby limited. (Thompson,
1926a.)

EVIDENCE OF DOMINANT YEAR CLASSES

In order to provo the existence or nonexistence of dominant year classes, samples
are needed over a period of years from one locality. (Table 31.) The longest period
for which consecutive samples are available extends from 1924 to 1927. These were
taken in, or in the immediate vicinity of, Elrington Passage, one of four channels
connecting the western side of Prince William Sound with the open ocean. All of the
data for 1924 and a portion of those for 1925 consist only of length measul'ements,
which were obtained from Clarence L. Anderson, a former technologist of the United
States Bureau of Fisheries. Ages are available for a portion of the 1925 data, and
for most of those of 1926 and 1927.
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TABLE 31.-Length frequencies of summer herring
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Southeastern
Alaska Elrington Passage Macleod Harbor Eshamy Bay

Length in millimeters 1925 1925 1926 1927 1927 1928 1926
----·--l---;,---Ii---;--I----,--I--,--I-~--I-~-

Ac· I Per Ac· Per Ac· Per Ac· Per Ac· Per Ac· Per Ac· Per
tuai cent tual cent tual cent tual cent tual cent tual cent tual cent

--------1-- ----------- ---- --.------------
100-104._._ ...•••••••.... _..••.. _•••... ""'" ...• _. __ •.. _..... ,., ....•••. "_"'. 0.5 ...•••. ""'" ...••••.••••••
115-119••...••••.• _..._.•.. _•... _""" . __ •... _""' __ ._ •.. _ ••••••• 2 0.3 ""'" ...•....".,., ...•.••..••••.••_••••
120-124._ .•.••••••...••__ .._•..• _•..••• __ ""_ .•,.", ._ •.•••. _..... 2 .3 1 .5 •...• _. __ •...• _••...••..••••
125-129.••_.•••..••...••• ""'" _.•• _.. _..••.....••,. ...•.•• •.••••. 10 1.7 1 .5 ...••..•...••• _.•.••..•••••_
130-134••.••..•••.•••••.• _" •• '_ •..•••_ ••.•••..•.•.•••.••.•. ""'" 8 1. 4 ""'" _•...•• _.••..•..•.. __ ._...• _ .••••••
135-139 7 1 2 1 .5 _•.•••• _" •.•.••...•.•••••••
140-144:::::::::::::::::: :::::.-:: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: 12 2: 1 .•_•.• _ .•.••...• _•.•....•.• _ .• __ •.. ""."
145-149•••...•..•••...••• _" .. '. _"'... ...••.. ••.•..• 2 0.2 2 .3 , •. ,._, ""'" .• _•.•. _._ •. _. _•... _•••••.••
150-154.••• _••.••.••..••• __ •.•..•••.•. __ •..•.. _•. _." 5 .5 1.2 .5 2 0.6 •..• ""'"
155-159•..• _..••...•..•.•. ,_,._, •••.....•.•._, ••.•• ,. 8 .8 ...•. _•.•.•..•••••..• ""'" 11 3.4 .•.••••••.••• ,
160-164••.•.••.•• """" 2 0.4 ..".,..•.•. ,. 18 1. 7 1 .2 4 2.0 20 6.3 _.•••.••••••••
165-169••.. _•.•.•.•..•_._ 4 .8 .•.•. , ..•.••. , 18 ;, 7 2 .3 3 1.5 23 7.2 2 0.5
170-174 _....... 4 .8 _ 30 2.9 12 2.1 6 3.0 22 6.9 1 .2
175-179.. _.. _•..• _..•• _•. 4 .8 52.6 333.2 142.4 105.0 25 7.8 1 .2
180-164•• _..••..• _.._.... 8 1. 7 7 3.7 33 3.2 30 5.1 15 7.5 36 11. 3 1 .2
185-189.•••.••..•.• __ ...• 7 1.5 6 3.2 39 3.7 37 6.3 16 8.0 4514.1 1 .2
190-194.•...•..••••_..... 13 2.7 3 1. 6 22 2.1 53 9.1 29 14.5 36 11.3 5 1. ~
195-199.•...••..•.•_..... 24 5.1 8 4.2 42 4.0 46 7.9 37 18.5 15 4.7 3 .7
200-204. __ ...•.. _.• _..... 34 7.2 9 4.7 43 4.1 34 5.8 29 14.5 8 2.5 1 .~

205-209•._.. _.•.. _....... 38 8.0 12 6.3 68 6.5 36 6.1 10 5.0 20 6.3 5 1.~
210-214.. _•..•• . ... 37 7.8 15 7.9 98 9.4 17 2.9 8 4.0 16 5.0 5 1.2
215-219..•.••.......•••_.449.3 136.8 938.9 152.6 73.5 154.7 21 5.0
220-224•• _....••....•.•_. 54 11.4 21 11.1 84 8.1 ~~ I 4.3 2 1.0 10 3.1 40 9.5
225-229_..•...•..._...... 52 11.0 10 5.3 126 12.1 4.61 5 2.5 8 2.5 43 10. ~
230-234••••••..• _........ 31 6.5 16 8.4 108 10. 4 42 7.2 4 2.0 1 .3 95 22.5
235-239. __ ._._ ..•...• _... 398.2 84.2 807.7 488.2 21.0 3 .9 8720.6
240-244.................. 32 6.8 7 3.7 42 4.0 41 7.0 4 2.0 3 .9 56 13.3
245-249_ _..•._........ 18 3.8 6 3.2 11 1.1 34 5.8 2 1.0 .••••.• 23 5.5
250-254.• __ ...•.•.•...•.• 11 2.3 8 4.2 7 .7 8 1. 4 2 1. 0 .3 11 2.6
255-259 _..•...• __ .•. _ 10 2.1 7 3.7 11 1.1 5 .9 __•••••••••.••.•.•• 6 1.4
260-264.•.•.. __ •.••...•.. 8 1. 7 11 5.8 7 .7 7 1. 2 ""'" .•..••• .•••... .•....• 6 1. 4
265-269...•....••••••.....",._. ""'" 10 5.3 3 .3 2 .3 ""'" """. '.'.'" ""'" 3 . 7
270-274_ ..• __ ..••••.•••••••...•• ""'" 6 3.2 4 .4 2 .3 _""'" 5 1.2
275-279 __ ...• _......•• _.• ""'" 1 .5 5 .5 3 .5 ""'" •• _....••••.....•• _.. 1 .~
280-284__ . __ ...•....••... _.•..• ""_,, 1 . 5 _•.. __ . _..•... ""_" ' __"" ""'" ••••••• _._.•...._•.•.. _....•
285-289.•.•...•.•.. __ ._ .....• _.. -.•.. " .. -.- .• ---- .. - - -.- -.-- ..... -•. - •.....• - ---- ... _._ •.••.•••........ __ .•_•.........•
290-294..••• _.. _•...• __ . __ - - .• - ••.•.. ""'" ""'" "-"" ••.••.. ""_" ••.•..• _._ .•._
295-299. __ .. __ _•.. _._ •...•.•. , .." .....•.... -.-- .. ""'" - -.- "-'-'- .. --.-. - ... -- .• _._ .•••••..•......•. _•..•.. ""'"
300-304 _........ ...••.. .•••••• ..•..•• •••.•.. 1 .1 _•.• _.. ""'" .• _••.. ""'" .•••..•. __ •.•. __ _. __ .
305-309••.•.....• _•... _._ .•.• _•••...•...•.. --..-- - -. -.----- -- .. _ -.- __ ._..••• '."_" _.. ""'_' •....••
31()-314••.• _..•.••••• _.•• -."-" •••••••••. , .•• ,."." •.....••• -.- .•• -- .. --,'-- •... ,- -••••••", .. ,." .. , .••.•.•....•••

Total frequency.•. -'474 1==190~ 1;"041=="5851==1--;;-=='320=="""422==
NumberofSllmPles-····~I~~j':':':~~~~I~I~I~I==:~~~

McClure Bay Dogflsb Bay Shuyak Strait Kachemak Bay Russian
Harbor I

--··----\-----\-----7'----,-----,.-----1----
Length in mlllimeters __~~2_7 ~~:5 1925 1926 1926 I 1927 1925

Ac· I Per Ac· Per Ac· Per Ac· Per Ac· I Per I Ac'l Per Ac· Per
tual cent tual cent tunl cent tunl cent tual cent tunl cent tunl cent

r--~-;-:f-;-~~-.-:-.-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:I-:-:-~-.::I::::::- .ti::: [~::: ~: !:~::!i :~~~.::I_:::.:: :~:: ••:·•..•;.1•••":.1;:::.:.:.~.:U!! •• ~: •••

220-224.. _•. _. ._..... 9 4.5 1 1.0 1 .01 1 0.9 4 .0 27 7.7 ::::::: :::::::
225-22lL ... -------------- 12 6.0 ---.--- -----_. --.---- ------- ------- ------. 6 .9 34 9. 7 =:~=~== =====~=
230-234 •. ""'--""'" 17 8.5 1 1.0 2 1.1 I 1 .9 6 .9 27 77
235-239= __ =______________ 27 13.5 2 2.0 4 2.2 5 4.7 11 1.6 23 6:6 ======= =======
240-244•••• -- .•.••••_.... 37 18.5 2 2.0 8 4.4 2 1.9 15 2.2 17 4.9 ""'" "_''''

I Gill netted, other samples purse seined.
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TABLE 31.-Length frequencies of summer herring-Continued

McClure Bay Dogfish Bay Shuyak Strait Kachemak Bay RussiaD
Harbor

Length in millimeters 1927 1925 1925 1926 1926 1927 1925

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~I~ ~ ~ ~ ~
________I_t_u_al_ cent tual cent tual cent ~~ cent tual cent tual cent tual cent

245-249 26 13.0 4 4.0 6 3.3 3 2.8 17 2.5 15 4.3 1 1.0
250-254 16 8.0 1212.0 15 8.3 6 5.7 29 4.3 11 3.1 3 2.9
255-259 105.0 99.0 158.3 109.3 385.6 14 4.0 7 6.6
260-264__________________ 3 1.5 28 28.0 18 10.0 9 8.4 46 6.8 19 5.5 14 13.3
265-269 3 1.5 1919.0 28 15.6 1312.1 7911.6 20 0.7 12 11.4
270-274 2 1.0 1818.0 29 16.1 1917.7 104 15.3 25 7.1 14 13.3.
275-279..________________ 1 .5 i U ~ lU 1~ lU 1~~ iU ~~ ~:~ i~ lU
~=:::::::::::::::::: -----i- ----:5- 1 1. 0 ~ ~. ~ 1~ liJ ~~ g 1~ U 1~ Ig: ~

im~~~~m~m~mm ~~~~j~~~~~~~ ~mm ~m~~~ =:===i: :::~~~: :::::~: ::::::~: Ii IJ :::::~: ::::~~: t __J~~
Total frequency --;ool~'- 100 1~---rso==107~ ---ri79~~~---w5~

Number ofsamples =;;=1~~I~I~~==a~=;;=I~==;'1~I~I~

FIGURE 35.-Length frequency distributions for the sum
mer herring_of Elrlngton Passage and immediate vicinity
from 1924 to 1927

/926

/925

/924
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The lengths were first grouped in half
centimeter categories and then smoothed
twice by three's to remove minor modes
due to chance sampling. (Fig. 35.) These
smoothed length distributions reveal a shift
ing of sizes from year to year, the mode
shifting from 20 centimeters in Ul25 to
just over 22 centimeters in 1926. This
same mode appears to have shifted to
23.5 centimeters in 1927. The bimodal
distribution of 1924 suggests that the single
mode of the later years is composed of
at least two age groups. The mode at 19
centimeters in 1927 appears at 17 centi
meters in 1926. This group is numerous
enough in 1927 to cause the mode at 23.5
centimeters to appear relatively less im
portant than in the previous year. Some
of the modes are no doubt partly con
cealed, others distorted or exaggerated by
various factors, but, nevertheless, these
factors are not sufficient to seriously ob
scure the presence of a dominant size group
and its progression through the commer
cial catch.

Although the data in this form show
well the dominance and progression of cer
tain size groups, yet they do not show the
relative lack of certain size groups, not

only as compared to the other sizes for the same year but as compared to the
average of the same sizes over the entire period of four years. The average curve
for these four years was obtained by summing the weighted frequencies (percentage
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1~2T

4

-2

+2

+2

-2

frequencies) 0.£ each of the four yearly curves and dividing by four to get the arith
metic mean for each ordinate. (Fig. 36, top curve.) With this average curve as
a base, the deviations of each of the four years from the average curve were plotted
80 that frequency greater than the average ap
pears above the line (as solid black), less than
the average below the line.

Figure 36 shows more clearly than Figure 35
the progression of sizes through the commercial
catch from small fish (roughly 16 to 19 centi
meters) in 1924 to large fish (roughly 22.5 to
25.5 centimeters) in 1927. It shows even more
clearly the progression of a poorly represented
size group, which, commencing at 15-17 centi
meters in 1925, moves to 17-20 centimeters in
1926, and to 18.5-21.5 centimeters in 1927. The
group between 17 and 21 centimeters in 1927 +2

appears from the size distributions of Figure 35
to be of great importance, but Figure 36 shows
it to be below the averages for those sizes, while

-2
the group from 11 to 15 centimeters in 1927 ap-
pearing from the size frequencies to be unim
portant is shown by Figure 36 to deviate almost

I-.
in its entirety above the average frequency for ~

the four years. ~+Z

The view that the progression of sizes in ~ 0

Elrington Passage is due to the growth of fish of r~~~r
dominant age groups is sustained by age analy
ses. (Fig. 37, Table 32.) The age histogram
for 1925 represents only a small portion of the
fish in the length distribution, but those for 1926
and 1927 are quite representative. The shift of
the 1919 and 1920 year classes from 4 and 5 years
of age in 1925 to 6 and 7 years of age in 1927 is
very apparent. While there is undoubtedly a
small percentage of error in the age readings yet
they are of great value in interpreting the signif
icance of the size modes, and the consistency of
the results obtained by the two methods is fur
ther evidence of their validity.

KJ I-f. It1 ,lZ 26 ~oEshamy Bay and McClure Bay, about '-,NGrI-t IN CENTIMETCRS

10 miles apart, show no racial differences, so FIGURE 36.-Devlatlons of the length frequency
distributions of each year from 1924 to 1921 from

their length and age distributions have been the average of the four years for summer herring
compared for 1926 and 1927. (Figs. 38 and of Elrlngton Passage and Immediate vicinity

39.) Both of the length frequencies present very distinct and sharply defined
modes, the 1926 Eshamy Bay mode being at 23 centimeters and the 1927
McClure Bay mode at 24 centimeters, a forward progression of 1 centimeter. The
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age histograms show that this shifting in the length mode was due to the growth of
the dominant 1920 year class, which was 6 years old in 1926 and 7 in 1927.

The age frequencies presented in Table 32 show that in no case is there a sym
metrical distribution of ages around a mode, such as one would expect to find in a
population in which the annual increments of new members were about equal. In
fact, very unequal proportions of different age groups seems to be the rule. There
fore, it is safe to conclude that our data demonstrates conclusively that dominant
year classes are ordinarily present in the Alaska herring.

TABLE 32.-Frequency at each age

-------~~===='i===-=-~===c--=----------------

- . I Stephens -- I Halibut Halihut D Lower
Age San DIego, Passage Larch Bay, I Cove, gill Cove, b.cach ogllsh Kachemak Shuyak

(years) December, Januar' Aug'lst, I netted seine'l Bay, Au- Bay, Au- Strait,
1926 I 1928 y, 1927 i April, Ui26 April, Ui26 gust, 1925 gust, 1926 July, 1925

l-:: ~;~~:I~~JII~l~~t;:I~i~~ .~:II ~l ~~r~~. N1n ~t; :~~~
.1_________________________ 109 59.2 20 .'/.8 I 21 2.2 31 9.1 1 1. 2 14 5.7 2 1. 3
6_________________________ 4 8.7 4 2.2 15 23.8, 1 1.1 10 2.9 1 1.2 30 /2.S 4 2.7
7 · 35 76.1 311. 6 8 12.71 ;n 3•. 8 22 6.5 3 3.5 9 3.7 28 18.8

~:::::::::::::::::::::::::i---i;--ii-ii- 19 ~: ~ ~ n 3~ I3~: ~ 2~ U ~ U ~~ iU 1~ 1:: i
10

1
_.. 4 2.2 , 11 12.. 8 2.4 43 50.6 12 4.9 63 .S..~

11. 1 ------ 2 I 1.1 ------ ------1 6 6.7 8 2.4 22 25.9 14 5.7 20 13.•
12 ! 1______ 21 1.1 1 1.6 1 1.1 2 .6 4 4.7 33 /3.5 4 2.7

il:::~:~::'i'I·'H·:j: :·.:r::;·,: 1!~i:::::d
TotaL 46=1184r~~:~=I89='I3WI=85-I=I245i=r149=

-,

Age Shyak Strait, Elrington pas-I Elriflgton Pas- Elrington Pas- Eshamy Bay, McClure Bay, Dutch Harhor,
(years) Julv, 1926 sage. July and sagA, June and sage, June and September 1926 Septembe 1927 August 1928

J August, 1925 i JulY,1926 July, 1927 ' r, ,
I--"'- -. ---'--1----'------.------ -...--------- ----. ... ----I--

Number Percent Number Percent Numllfr Percent Number Percent Numberlpercent Number Percent Numberl Per cent

L:::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::::1::::::::1:::::::: ----·2i- ----4:ii- :::::::: :::::::: ------i- ----ii:i;- ::::::::[::::::::
L:::::::: ------i" ----i:a- l~ 2~:~ I 1~~ I "U 2M .u 1~ ~:~ 3~ 17:~ . ._~ . __ ~._~
.1__________ 6 7.9 59 35.8 I 82' 21.2 "2 /2./ 27 15.2 31 18.2 1 _

6__________ 10 13.2 11 6.7 120: "/.0 38 8.9 114 6•. / 23 13..1 D8 68.2
7__________ 2 2.6 11 6.7 :J I .8 78 18.2 6 3.4 68 40.0 161 18.8
8__________ 16 £1.0 6 3.6 3,.8 2 .5 1 .6 1 .6 4 4.7
9__________ 16 21. 0 4 2.4 1 .3 9 2.1 1 .6 7 4.1 _
10_________ 3 3.9 9 5.5 Ii .3 4 1.0 2, 1.1 6 3.5 4 4.7
11.._______ 6 7.9 10 6.1 3 I .8 3 .7 1 I .6 1 .6 ._1 _
12_________ 13 17.1 _ 2 I .5 1 .2 r, 2.8 ... _ 2, 2.4

:l;~~:. -,:-~:~~:~W:~~h"·i ••--" ••••·~I:· ••.••.... ';': .•.•·1····~'i=~I=-il~
OCCURRENCE OF DOMINANT YEAR CLASSES

Whether the conditions thl1t cause certain year classes to survive in unusual
numbers are entirely fortuitous or whether these conditions recur in cycles, is a
question. Linked with this comes the question as to the effect the spawning of a
dominant year class will have on the stock of the following years. Gilbert and Rich
(1927) found that in the Karluk River the red or sockeye salmon (Oncorhynchus
nerka) presents 5-year cycles. Quoting:

The graph shows clearly the cyclic character of the runs of red salmon in the Karluk River.
Since the Karluk salmon are predominantly 5-year fish, we anticipate a correlation between the
run of any year and that of the fifth year preceding, the fifth year following, etc. * * * If it
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can safely be assumed that spawning escapements are in the main roughly proportional to the
catch, it becomes apparent that they are the predominating factor in determining the size of the
runs.

In the salmon, which spawn but once in a lifetime, such a correlation between
spawners and offspring is easier to trace than with a fish that may spawn several
times during its life. However, Jensen (1927) has attempted to trace just such a
correlation in the case of the South Baltic autumn herring, a single local race of her
ring around Bornholm, spawning in September and October. He found that the
catch anomalies (per cent from normal) of the herring fishery at Bornholm showed
fluctuations covering three or four years. During 26 years he noted seven fluctuations
averaging 3.7 years. Jensen says:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 /0 II /2
AGE

~ 19Z5

~~

/927

1926

The periodicity is to be explained as a consequence of the varying amount of fry produced by
the varying number of spawning herrings. The Baltic herring generally matures in its third year
and the shoals of spawning herrings accordingly consist of fish 3 years old and more. As the her
rings of the year classes III and IV in the Baltic greatly
predominate over the older year classes, and therefore as '>.
a rule produce the largest quantity of fry, the observed \j

periodicity can be explained in this way. ~

On the other hand the great fishery for the ~

Atlanto-Scandian spring herring shows violent ~

fluctuations due to dominant year classes that ap- l(

pear at irregular intervals (Lea, 1924), seemingly
without regard to the number of spawners present.

Even in the case of a clear-cut periodicity
as in the Karluk salmon, or of a lesser correla
tion as in the salmon of the Gudenaa (Jacobsen
and Johansen, 1921, p. 12-15), it would seem that,
owing to the fact that the salmon do not all return
to their native stream the same number of years
after leaving it (in the Karluk about 85 per cent

FIGURE 37.-Age histograms ot Elrlngton Pas-
return at 5 years of age and 10 per cent at 6 sage, Prince WlIIiam Sound, tor 1925, 1926,

years of age), in a comparatively limited number and 1927

of years the effect of the spawning of a dominant year class would be so distrib
uted that soon its successors in the 5-year cycle would no longer be dominant.
That such is not the case causes one to ask if there may not be some other condition
present, possibly meteorological, that favors such a 5-year cycle.

If the dominant year classes in the Alaska herring recur in regular cycles, as in
the Bornholm autumn herring, then the trend of the fishery should not be hard to
establish; but if they recur at irregular intervals, and if successive dominant year
classes are of greater or lesser dominance, as in the Norwegian spring herring, then
the solution may be more difficult.

EFFECT OF DOMINANT YEAR CLASSES ON THE CATCH

The presence of dominant age groups may have a far-reaching effect; at times a
race may be exceedingly abundant and at other times exceedingly scarce, for there
may be periods of several years between dominant year classes, the population
becoming much reduced before another dominant year class appears in the catch.
The appearance of such a year class may cause excessive abundance for a time.
When a very dominant year class first enters the commercial catch its members will
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be small, lowering the average size of the fish in the whole catch. Later, as the fish
of this year class grow older, the average size of the fish in the commercial catch will
be gradually raised, until another dominant year class appears and temporarily
lowers it. Evidence of such changes in size, due to the progression of dominant
year classes, is shown in Elrington Passage by accurate records kept by one of the
packers, giving the proportion of the catch pickled each year and the trade eategories,
according to the size of the fish. To make each year comparable the records have
been compared for the month of July:

Year Number Per cent Per cent Per cent Per cent
barrels pickled matJes medium large

------------
1924__________ 8,125 10.0 71. 5 14.4 14.11925__________ 4,355 9.3 56.6 25.6 17.8
1926__________ 3,239 15.9

----i3~2--
90.9 9.1

1927__________ 2,271 29.1 77.6 9.2

/6

1.2

/2

Matjes are herring from about 9% to 10% inches in total length (197-215 milli
meters in body length); mediums from about 10}6 to 11% inches in total length (215

232 millimeters in body length); large
from about 11% to 12% inches or over
(232-249 millimeters in body length).
Of course, the proportions of each kind
pickled will depend to some extent on
market conditions, and the sizes in
cluded under each name will fluctuate
slightly from year to year, but, in the
main, the proportion of the catch
pickled and the percentage of each
class will depend on the raw material
available. There are two features so
pronounced as to appear valid; one
is the increase in the total amounts
pickled in 1926 and 1927, the other
is the shift in sizes pickled. These
changed from over 70 per cent matjes
and 14 per cent mediums in 1924 to
no matjcs and over 90 per cent me
diums in 1926. In 1927 the percent
age of mediums packed is less than in
1926 owing to the packing of 13 per •
cent of matjes, but the percentage of
the total catch pickled as mediums in
1927 is actually greater than in 1926
and the same is true of the large.

°14----..--=~;;.."----2-'Z-.---2-6--;;:a·3..0 Comparing these annual changes
LENGTH IN CENTIMETERS in the sizes and amounts pickled with

FIGURE 38.-Length frequency distributions lor the EshaDlY Bay and the percentage of herring at each size
McClure Bay fall herring lor 1926 and 1927, respectively as shown in Figure 35 the existence of

a rough correlation is at once apparent, lending support to our biological findings,
and thus demonstrating an important point; namely, that the effect of the progres-
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sion of sizes due to the growth of dominant year classes, as shown by our sampling,
is reflected in the commercial catch.

DOMINANT YEAR CLASSES SHOW RELATIONSHIP OF AREAS

M~CLUR£ BAY
NUT

£SHAMY BAY
1,9.i!(5

===/ J!. " 4 oS (5 7 8 .9 10 II Ii!. I.J
AG£

FIGURE 3G.-Age histograms o( Eshamy Bay, 1926, and McClure Bay.
1927

In nearly every case the age distributions of any two localities differ considerably
in the proportions of fish of each year class. Thus the age frequencies of Elrington
Passage show no similarity to those of samples taken farther to the westward, and
the dominant year classes may well be different. This lack of. agreement in most
cases may be due to different physical conditions in each locality at the time of
spawning, although the correlation of these dominant age groups with the physical
conditions is far in the future. While this lack of agreement may possibly be
wholly environmental in cause, it
indicates the lack of migration
between stocks of different locali
ties. Indeed, the age frequen
cies differ between all localities,
for which ages have been read, t
which are shown to be racially dis- ~

tinct (see Independence of Areas
p. 272), thus corroborating the evi- e
dence of lack of migration between ~
certain stocks set apart by the in
vestigation of their structural differ- ~
ences. ~

There is a slight possibility ~
that this lack of agreement between ~
the age frequencies in different local- ~

ities might be due largely to chance.
That the reverse is true is strongly
suggested by a comparison of the
1926 age frequencies of the sum
mer herring of Shuyak Strait and
KachemakBay. (Fig.40, Table32.)

The Shuyak Strait samples
were caught on July 15 and the Kachemak Bay samples from August 25 to 28,
about six weeks later. Herring were caught in Shuyak Strait for two days following
the opening of the season on July 15 and then disappeared, so that it is quite pos
sible that the Kachemak Bay samples came from the same school.

Assuming that the sampling was truly random and the age readings correct, a
mathematical means of testing the significance of the similarity exists, and a measure
of judging the probability that two frequency distributions are samples of the same
population may be obtained by the formula:

(Pearson, 1914)X2=NIN281(~-~)1
11 +12

where 11 is the frequency in a given class of one frequency distribution and 12 is the
frequency in the corresponding class of the other frequency distribution. N 1 and
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N2 are the total number of items in the respective frequencies. S is the summation
of these values for each class.

The probability, P, that chance alone would cause the same or a greater diver
gence between two random samples of the same population is obtained by the formula:

(
X2 x4 x6

XY
-

3
)

P=E-~x2 1 +2+2X4+2X4X6+ •... +2X4X6X .... X(y-3

where y equals the number of classes, and E equals the base of the Napierian system
of logarithms.

From the calculation we obtain P as 0.621, meaning that the age frequencies
of 6 out of every 10 samples of the same population would differ as much as these
two frequencies.

Application of the formula to the size frequencies gives a value for P of 0.0898,
quite different from that of the age readings. This may be due to erroneous age
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FIGURE 4D.-Age histograms of Shuyak Strait and lower Kachemak Bay lor 1926
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readings or to chance, but an examination of the length frequencies (Table 31)
causes one to believe that it is largely due to growth as the two frequencies are very
similar, the chief difference being that the modal length in Kachemak Bay is half
a centimeter greater than in Shuyak Strait. As mentioned above the Kachemak
Bay samples were taken six weeks later than those of Shuyak Strait. The period
thus covered, from July 15 to about August 27, is one in which the herring make a
large part of the season's growth. These facts could account for the half centi
meter difference in modal length, which would CRuse P to be very low, whereas
without the growth in the period intervening between the collection of the samples
P would undoubtedly be much higher.
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The racial analysis shows that these two localities do not differ significantly in
any of the characters compared, their condition factors (Table 29) follow almost
exactly the same trend, and their rates of growth (Table 28) are comparable, so
there is no reason for supposing them to be separate stocks.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Owing to the short periods during which samples are obtainable from one
locality, the proof of the validity of sampling must be placed largely upon the
repeated occurrence of consistent variations.

2. Dominant year classes are normally present.
3. The progression of sizes due to the growth of dominant year classes is

reflected in the commercial catch.
4. The similarity or difference between the dominant year classes in two adjacent

localities gives indications for or against the independence of the two populations.

ANALYSIS OF CATCH STATISTICS

SOURCES OF STATISTICS

The statistics which have been used in studying the changes in abundance have
been derived from a number of fairly reliable sources. For the very early years of
the fishery (previous to 1904) we have had to rely wholly on published records. Moser
(1899 and 1902) and the United States Senate (1912) published the best records of
the Killisnoo plant, and Cobb (1906) summarized all of the early records obtainable.

Since 1904 the Bureau of Fisheries has required every individual or company
fishing in Alaska to make.a sworn annual return of the total amounts and kinds of
fishery products prepared, and of the amounts, kinds, and value of fishing gear,
boats, and other apparatus used. These sworn returns constitute one of the main
sources of information. Another major source of information is the annual statistical
review and the monthly numbers of the Pacific Fisherman, a trade journal published
in Seattle, Wash. Many of the herring companies have kept careful records of
their catches for several years, to which we have had access. A fifth source of
information, available since 1926, is contained in detailed records giving the amount,
date, and location of every catch made by each individual boat. These records are
kept by the herring companies on duplicate receipt books issued by the Bureau of
Fisheries, a system which we patterned after that planned by Will F. Thompson
and used successfully for several years by the Division of Fish and Game of Cali
fornia. These sources have been supplemented by field notes.

TREATMENT OF DATA

The records do not give the quantities of raw herring captured (except in the
case of halibut bait), but give the amounts of various finished products prepared.
In analyzing the statistics, it was necessary for purposes of comparison that all
amounts be put on a common basis. The unit selected was the pound of raw herring
as delivered to the plant. Some of the factors used in converting the weights of
finished products into the weights of raw herring were more or less empirically
determined, which may have allowed some small errors to creep in. However the. ,
advantages of such a method of treatment are obVIOUS, and such errors as may have
arisen as a result are too small to have any appreciable effect on the analysis. For
the conversion of canned herring into raw, 75 pounds of raw herring have been
allowed for every 48 pounds of canned herring. No statistics are available on the
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amount of shrinkage undergone in the kippering of the herring prior to canning,
but the total shrinkage here adopted is considered to be a very close estimate by
one of the packers who has canned about two-thirds of all that has been prepared
in this manner in Alaska. Any errors due to inexactness of the conversion factor,
will affect only a few years, as the total amount canned was never large except in
1919.

All of the oil and fertilizer produced in southeastern Alaska from 1882 to 1918
were made by one plant at Killisnoo, and the records of the raw herring used are
available up to and including 1911. From 1912 to 1920, when this company failed,
44.9 pounds of raw herring were allowed for each gallon of oil, the factor being calcu
lated for the period from 1'909 to 1911, inclusive (a new cooker was installed in 1909,
United States Senate, 1912). For the rest of southeastern Alaska from 1919 to 1928
(and for the new company that organized to run the Killisnoo plant since 1923)
the raw herring used for reduction has been calculated by allowing 50'pounds of raw
herring per gallon of oil and 65 pounds of raw herring per pound of fish meal. The
two results were then added and divided by two as the meal and oil came from the
same fish. These two factors were calculated from careful records kept by the plant
at Red Bluff Bay from 1922 to 1927, inclusive. In Prince William Sound the con
version factors used were 61.2 pounds of raw herring per gallon of oil, and 8.25 pounds
of raw herring per pound of meal, as calculated from careful records kept from 1923 to
1927, inclusive, by a plant in Evans Bay. The factors vary some from year to
year, but it was found that the factors for oil and meal hardly differed in their relia-

bility the coefficient of variation (V= 100 u) for the oil factor being 0.213; for the
, Mean'

meal factor 0.162.
For the pickled products, 20 per cent shrinkage of the raw herring has been

allowed in all districts; that is, the finished product must be increased 25 per cent
to represent the raw herring actually used in its preparation. (Figs. 41 and 42.)
In addition, certain allowances must be made for waste of small herring. No waste
is allowed for. herring pickled by companies operating reduction units, as this waste
is included with the raw herring for the oil and meal. For the other companies
varying allowances have been made in the different districts.

The waste allowed in southeastern Alaska previous to 1918 was only 20 per cent
as practically all of the herring were cured by the Norwegian method in which quite
small herring are used. To allow for this, the amount of raw herring actually used
in the finished product was increased another 25 per cent. From 1918 to 1928 the
records differentiate between the Norwegian and Scotch cured products. During
this period the waste on the Norwegian cure is the same, but 40 per cent waste was
allowed on the Scotch cure, which utilizes only the larger fish.

In Prince William Sound accurate records are available for the amounts of raw
herring wasted by a company without a reduction plant in 1922 and 1923. In 1922
they wasted 18 per cent; in 1923, 26 per cent; which means that the raw herring
actually used for pickling were ,increased by 22 per cent and 33% per cent, respec
tively, to allow for waste. All of the packers are agreed that the waste in Prince
William Sound was less in 1922 than in any other year, so the 1923 factor was applied
to all of the other years. In Prince William Sound, in the later years especially, a
portion of the waste of the companies without reduction plants (of which no accurate



Bull. . B. F., 1929. (Doc. 10 0.)

FIGl'RE H.-Repacking at Dutch Harbor. Brine is being mixed in the large tierce
and drawn off through a spigot. The herring that are to he used in filling up the
barrels are being wa hed in the hall tierce in tbe foreground.

FIGI'RE 42.-Repacking at Dutch Harbor. The berring shrink about 20 per cent in
curing and the deficiency i made up by repacking the top of the barrel with herring
of the same da}"s cure



Bull. U. . B. F., 1929. (Doc. 1080.)

FIG VR143.-The Schooner Rosamolld, a noating saltcry at anchor behind 1-1 c Donald Rpit, Kachcmak Uay

FIGURE 44.-ITerring (00 small to be salted ar collected in
this manner and dumr-ed outside of the harbor at Halibut
Cove, Kachemak Day. Taken August 24, 1927
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records are available) was delivered to the reduction companies to be made into oil
and fish meal. This causes a slight error in our calculations, but the amount pickled
in Prince William Sound by companies without reduction plants in the later years
has been very small. Also it is not an error that will in any way affect our con
clusions since it will slightly enlarge the amounts taken in the later years, thus tend
ing to conceal any depletion that may have occurred.

For Oook Inlet the waste on pickled herring up to and including 1923 has been
placed at 15 per cent, as determined by a company putting up large packs of pickled
gill-net herring in 1921 and 1923. That is, after the pickled product has been
increased 25 per cent to allow for the 20 per cent shrinkage in the herring actually
pickled, this amount is then increased 17.5 per cent more to allow for the 15 per cent
waste. From 1924 up to the present more herring were purse seined than gill netted
in Oook Inlet, and 20 per cent has been allowed for waste since purse-seine gear
takes a greater proportion of small fish. (Fig. 44.) For all of the localities on
Kodiak and Afognak Islands 20 per cent was allowed for waste.

On dry-salted herring 40 per cent was allowed for shrinkage, and, since small
fish are used, no allowance was made for waste. No accurate records are available
on which to base the actual shrinkage for dry-salted herring, the 40 per cent being
more or less arbitrarily decided upon. However, this factor is very nearly correct,
and the amounts of dry-salted herring are far too small to affect the results in any
manner.

The miscellaneous products are chiefly very small amounts of spiced, kippered,
or smoked herring on which 20 per cent has been allowed for shrinkage.

The available data have made it possible to obtain the total net tonnage for the
purse-seine fleet in southeastern Alaska. The average was computed for all of the
boats for which the tonnages were available, and this average was then multiplied
by the total number of boats. The percentages of the fleet for which tonnages were
available from 1922 to 1928 are as follows: 1922,71; 1923, 100; 1924, 65; 1925, 61;
1926,98; 1927, 91; and 1928, 87 per cent.

ANALYSIS OF FLUCTUATIONS BY LOCALITIES

SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA

The records are incomplete for the years previous to 1910, except for the reduc
tion plant at Killisnoo, for which complete records are available from the time of its
founding in 1882 up to the present. From 1910 to 1918 about 50 per cent of the
southeastern Alaska catch was taken by this plant and a larger proportion in the
earlier years so their records are quite representative of the early catch. (Fig. 45.)
The trend in Figure 45 has been obtained by the method of least squares. The
changes in the catch have doubtless been influenced by a multiplicity of factors;
thus the low point of 1896 coincides with a period of great economic depression,
and that of 1888 (not used in determining the trend) with the failure and reorganiza
tion of the original company. The fishing effort expended was about equal in the
various years. (United States Senate, 1912, p. 15.) The drop of 25.5 per cent in
the trend between 1884 and 1920-a period of 37 years-is surely significant and
would indicate depletion. It may indicate a considerable degree of depletion
whose effects have been concealed by the fishermen seeking new fishing grounds as
the older were exhausted.

97241-3Q----.{1
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The catches of the Killisnoo plant show large variations that may be partially
caused by biological factors, such as the passage through the catch of dominant year
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FIGURE 45.-The catch of raw herring by the reduction plant at Killisnoo, on upper Chatham
Strait, from 1883 to 1920, Inclusive. The trend was obtained by the method of least sqUares
(omitting 18&3, because the guano plant was not Installed until 1884, and omitting 1888, In
which year the ftr:st company was reorganized)
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FIGURB 46.-Catch of raw herring In southeastern Alaska from 1910 to 1928, Inclusive. Haavy
line, total catch. Light line, amount converted Into by·products. Broken line, amount
pickled by the reduction companies since 1920

groups, But it would be presuming to definitely ascribe any of the changes in the catch
to biological factors without an intimate knowledge of the many other factors concerned.
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The total catch for southeastern Alaska from 1910 to 1928 is given in Figure 46.
As is shown by Table 33 the mode from 1911 to 1913 was caused by dry salting of
herring, which was done in Yes Bay, on Behm Canal, near Ketchikan. The failure
of this business in 1914 was caused by the dwindling of the herring runs in this vicinity,
which does not appear to have been caused by a temporary scarcity, as herring have
never been abundant in this locality since that time. The rise from 1916 to 1920
was due to the exploitation of southern Chatham Strait, the introduction of the
Scotch method of curing herring aided by war prices, and an attempt to can kippered
herring on a large scale. The canning project failed for want of a market, and the
pickling industry waned owing to the small size of the southeastern Alaska herring
in comparison with those taken in the newly opened Prince William Sound district.
These facts, together with a tremendous slump in the herring oil market, are respon
sible for the drop in 1921 which can in no way be assigned to biological factors.

TABLE 33.-Pounds of raw herring caught in southeastern Alaska, 1910 to 1928

Total

13,734,959
24,113, 386
32, 134,969
26,991,313
16,635,798
13, 928, 526
22, 387, 270
24,890,501
35,650,277
21,923,846
32,904,995
12, 024, 366
33,899,716
42,480,499
58,790,144

115, 563, 018
147, 686, 432
105,677,512
130, 454, 929

911, 872, 456

Pickled
•Used for reo

ductianYear Used for Dry salted Oanned Miscella.!
bait neaus

---------- ---------. --i----
- 1010_ •• 11,780,000 305,448 1,573,350 76,152 -- •••--.--- ••• _. • 1

191L. • •• __ 15,052,000 743,406 5,096,000 3,217,890 •••• ••• 4,000
1912__ ._______________________ 10,540,000 1,130,376 6,711,500 13,702,093 ••••• ._. 51,000
Il1l3_. _ 11,660,000 912,512 5,613,689 8,783,398 • •••• • 21,714
1914._________________________ 8,640,000 1,150,198 5,800,180 1,045,420 _•• • ._. _
1915•• __ • _____________________ .i, 835, 000 2,690, 116 5, 403, 410 • •
1916_ __ 8, 474, 000 7,586,480 4,407,050 328,090 1,488, 750 102,000
1917. • •• • •• 9,236,000 5,688,696 6,247,380 25,050 3,693,375 •• _
1918_ •• • ._. 6,170,000 21,022,917 4,871,935 1,169,000 2,378,925 37,500
1919_.________________________ 7,330,818 5,386,798 3,284,455 851,700 5,070, 075 • • __
1920. __ .______________________ 25,520,118 1,578, 102 5,525,500 • ._._••••_ 269,775 11,500
192L._. • • 4,529,250 3,620,068 3,875,048 •••••_••••_••__ •• __ ••••• ••• _
1922 • .______________ 16,5.18,025 14,314,926 2,964,015 _._._. __ •• _••• • •••• _ 62,750
1923•••• ._._. 34,928,897 3, 744, 463 3,807,130 •• , __ •• •__ ••••• •• _
1924 • • • /10,631,732 4,409,372 3,449,800 287,240 ••_. ._ •• _._ 12,000
1925_. • • 100,859,0/10 6,903,483 7,331,825 455,910 • ._•• 12,750
1926._________________________ 141,956.289 2,014,577 3,706,878 ._•••• • __ •• __ •• • 8,688
1927 93, 825, 293 4,414,776 7,413,655 ._ •••• .________ 23,788

1928••• -- ••• - - -. - - - - - -' -- - - - - _1_11
_
7

,_5_52_,6_60_1__5_,83_1_,64_3_:__
n

_7,_',0
1
_7
5
0
3
-"6

4
_2
4
6
4
- 1--'--~-''-,'~-,-2--,'84---3--'\-. --12-,'0-00--,-000---•••• , 3-4-7',' 6'-9-0-

TataL •••• ._ •• 681,079,132 93,448,4471 ".. ~....

Since 1922 the causes of the fluctuations in the catch may be more readily
ascertained owing to the completeness of our records, and the adoption by that date
of the power purse-seine boats by all except the Killisnoo and Big Port Walter plants.
The catches and the boats of these two plants have been excluded in order that our
data might be comparable from year to year. The catches of all of the other reduc
tion plants, the number of purse-seine boats employed, and their total net tonnage
have been plotted on a logarithmic scale, so that their rates of change might be readily
compared. (Fig. 47.) The number of boats increased at a very slightly lower rate
than the catch, but this is to be expected owing to the larger size of the newer boats.
The total net tonnage has been plotted so that the catching capacity of the purse
seine fleet may be comparable from year to year. For five years, from 1922 to 1926,
the total net tonnage and the catch increased at almost identically the same rate.
In 1927 the catch decreased sharply but commenced to rise again in 1928, although
at a slightly lower rate than formerly. At the same time the number of boats showed
a very slight drop, compensated for by the increase in the net tonnage.
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The conclusions are that up to 1926 these statistics of the catch give no evidence
of a decline in southeastern Alaska. Since that time the herring have decreased in
abundance. Whether this is due to depletion or to a temporary natural fluctuation
is not known, but if the catch continues to decline it must be taken as evidence of
depletion.

CENTRAL ALASKA

The fishery of central Alaska covers a greater area than that of southeastern
Alaska and is more sharply demarked into districts, of which there are three-Prince
William Sound, Cook Inlet, and the Kodiak-Afognak Islands. Although these
districts are separated from one another by a considerable distance, yet most of the
larger operators fish in all three. For this reason the whole area. will first be con
sidered as a unit. (Fig. 48, Table 34.) As shown by Figure 48, far the greater part
of the c tch has come from Prince William Sound, Shuyak Strait, and Cook Inlet.
The simultaneous rise in the Cook Inlet and Shuyak Strait catches in 1924 and 1925
was caused by the expansion of the fishery. Prior to 1923 no one had fished in Shuyak
Strait, and the Cook Inlet fishery was limited to gill netting in Halibut Cove.

TABLE 34.-Pounds of raw herring caught in central Ala8ka, 1912 to 1928

Year Used for reo
duction Pickled Used for bait Dry salted Canned Total

19,500 ..

:;;::m::::::=:==:::: ===::=::::=::: ::::===:::::::

:~J* :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::
1~: ill :::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::

6,304 __ .

3:m:::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::

311,346 .
29,400 _ ..

138,474 .
I, 88tl, 745 __ ..

~: ~g:g: ····..·50;000· :::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::
1,918,497
4, 587, 576 =:=::::::=: =:: ··....634;6ixi' ::::::::::::::

606,800 __ .. 400,800 ..
7, 455, 1O.~ ••• 107,251 _ ..

11,551,371 2,528,631 _._._ .. _ ..
18, 049,333 1,176, 148 2, 850
14,188,231 ._ .•_._. __ .. __ 84,168 ..
6,887,314 109,500 lS4, ,~35 ..
3,864,112 .. .• 440,045 _.. _ ..

397,800 _ _ ..
8,421,660 _. __ .

19,095,172 30,000 •• __ •. _ .
4,720,677 45,700 _ _ __
1,097,031 177,000 _ _ ..

3,120 __ __ """_'. __ ..

Prince William Sound:
1917 ..
1918 _ .
1919 _ _ _._._.
1920 _............. 10,355,700
1921. _................. 1,914,000
1922................. 6,784,757
1923 _ _ __ 13,854,488
1924......... 12,446,879
1925.... _.•_........................... 17,117,594

t~~====::==:==:::::====:::::=:===::::: ~: m:m
1928 -................. 13,863,218

Cook Inlet:
1914..••..•.• _ ·•· •·••• .. · .. • .
1915 - .
1916 - ••••
1917 •·••• .. - ..
1918 · •·• ..
1919 - - -. - ..
1920 _ _ -- •. ---.
1921. __ - .
1922 _ ·· __ .
1923 - - -- - - .• - .
1924 _•.. _._ .. __ •· __ ·········_· -
1925 _ _ · ···• ••• .
1926 _ _. _ _ _. _ ' - --. - - _._
1927 _ __ · -- .. --
1928_ . __ __ . __ .. _ ..

Shuyak Strait:
1923 _ __ ._ _. -- . __ .
1924 -
1925 _ -- - -- ..
1926.••.. _ - ..
1927 ..
1928 - - .

Izhut Bay:
1922 •..·•·• ..
1924 • · .. •• - ..
1925 _ .

Raspberry Strait:
1922 ·••.. • .
1923 ·•• ••••·· .. ···•• - ..
1927 · - -- ..

Uganlk nay:
1923•.•.•••••.. -.······················ .
1924•.• __ _ - -.. -- -- - -. - -- --- ..
1925 - ,""-'" - - --- -- .--.. - ..

UYllk Day:
1917 __ -- - -- .
1918 ·· -- ..
1919 .
1920 ········-···········--·· .. ·• -.- .

22\1,458
7,230.000
7,104,848
9, 185,591

16, 709, 239
37,145,225
19,730,003
4 216.023

10,073.336
2,586.779
4,379,418

933,427

270,482 .
691,800 _ __ .
411,126 .. 2,565,300
20,000 375
12,000 .

524,600 . __ .
1,451,759 _ ..
1,387,750 ''' .

14,250 .
712,550 _ __ .
341,750 .
340,000 _ ..

499,940
7,922,700

10,081,274
19, M1, 666
18,635,239
44,464,682
35,037,150
18, OliO, 652
27,205,180
10,778,651
9,492.482

15,136,645

311.346
29,400

138,474
1,886,745
3,970,029
5,296,386
I, P18, 497
5,222,176
1,007,600
7,562,356

14,080,002
19,228, 331
14,272.399

7, 181,349
4,304,157

397,800
8,421,600

19,125,172
4,700,377
1,274,031

3,1~

19,500
273,000
808,470

563,746
12,363

263,055

46, 800
167,115
29,578

5,304
33,384

6240
6,304
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TABLE 34.-Pounds of raw herring caught in central Alaska, 1912 to 1928-Continued

Year Used for re
duction Pickled Used for bait Dry salted Canned Total
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The number of purse-seine boats and the catch for central Alaska are shown on
a. logarithmic scale in Figure 49. From 1918 to 1923, inclusive, all of the gill-net

100
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FIGURE 49.-The catch of raw herring and the gear used in central Alaska from 1918 to 1928,incluslve (see text), plotted
on a logarithmic scale to show the comparative rates of change. Broken line, n :mber of purse-seine boats. Solid
line, catch in mlllions of pounds

catch from Cook Inlet has been subtracted from the central Alaska catch. From
1924 on, the gill-net and purse-seine catch for Cook Inlet can not be accurately segre
gated, but the purse-seine catch makes up much the greater part, the gill-net portion
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being less than in the previous years. However, any slight error in the comparison
introduced by the inclusion of this small amount of gill-net catch, being present only
since 1924, is an error that will tend to obscure rather than to emphasize any deple
tion that may have occurred. Up to 1925 the catch increased at a very slightly lower
rate than the number of boats, then the catch declined sharply in 1926 and 1927,
rising only a trifle in 1928. The fact that the catch declined in spite of the exploitation
of new areas suggests depletion.

Prince William Sound.-The fishery of Prince William Sound-the largest pro
ducing district in central Alaska-deserves special mention. Figure 48 shows that
the total catch rose to a maximum in 1922 and has since declined. Reference to
"Figure 50, in which the catch, the number of purse-seine boats, and the pickled por
tion of the catch are plotted on a logarithmic scale shows that the catch and the
number of boats increased almost proportionately until 1922, while since that time
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FIGURE 50.-The catch of raw herring and the genr used In Prince William Sound from 1918 to 1928. Inclusive.

plotted on a logarithmic scale to show the comparative rate of change. Broken line, number of purse-seine
boats. Solid line, totall)Qtch in millions oC pounds. Dot and dash Hne, portion of catch used for plckHng.

the number of boats shows a slight increase but the catch has declined rapidly. The
low catch per boat in 1918 is undoubtedly due to the fact that nearly all of the
Prince William Sound plants were built in that year.

Of far greater importance, however, than the fall in the total catch, is the decline
in the amount of the catch used for pickling, since this portion of the catch (composed
of fish over 9~ to 10 inches in total length) represents the bulk of the mature spawning.
population on which the fishery must depend for its continuance. From 1922 to 1928
the amount of herring used for pickling has decreased at the average rate of about 45
per cent per year. Even this does not give an adequate picture of the true significance
of the fall unless one remembers that the bulk of the herring pickled in 1926 and 1927
(see figs. 37 and 39) were spawned as early as 1920, and the very small portion of the
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catch which was pickled in 1928 was composed largely of herring spawned in 1922
and 1923. Just because fluctuations in the catch may be caused by dominant year
classes, it must not be supposed that a very small spawning population is sufficient for
the continuance of a prosperous fishery, and the very fact that the success of spawning
does vary, makes it more necessary that there be an adequate number of spawners to
tide over periods of unfavorable years. Since the offspring of the abundant adult
population of the early years were so greatly reduced in numbers before reaching
maturity, one can not hope that the small numbers of offspring that will survive to
maturity from the spawning of as scarce an adult population as that of 1928 will be
sufficient to maintain the fishery.

Oook Inlet.-The analysis of the data in Cook Inlet is complicated by the fact
that two methods of fishing are employed, gill netting and purse seining. Previous
to 1923 only gill nets were employed, but in that year one purse seine was used, and
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FIGURE 51.-Th catch of raw herring per fathom of gill net in certain years from 1918 to 1928,
inclusive, in Kachemak Bay, Cook Inlet

since then gill netting has played a minor role. Unfortunately, no records are avail
able which show the total number of gill nets fished each year, or which separate the
gill-net and purse-seine catches of those operators employing both methods of fish
ing. However, there arc seven years in which we have accurate records of the fath
oms of gill net used by a portioon of the operators. For these years the following
data are available:

Year
Fathoms Pounds of

of glll raW herring
net caught

Year
Fathoms Pounds of

of gill raW herring
net caught

----------- ---.1----11
'
----- -_._- ---1----

1918_ .. . _. ._._ ... _.•.. .. __ ...

mi==:::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::
1924. __ .... __ . _"" __ . _.. _"" _... .. _

1,782 2,313,339 1926 . • . ... _. .. _.. __
500 1.293.968 1927. .•.•.. _. ._. . __ . ...
450 1.097,355 1928 . _... . _. __ . . . _._.
550 1,810,496 I

1

4, 370 I, 051, 932
6, 110 982, 181
3,075 795,115

From this has been calculated the average catch per fathom of gill net. (Fig.
51.) Among the earlier y~ars there are records of the gear only in 1918. If this one
year is representative of the abundance of that period, there WaS a considerable rise
up to the level of 1921 to 1924. If this rise is valid it can be accounted for by a change
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in the gill nets themselves, for during the early years of this fishery the fishermen
used chiefly salmon purse-seine web of 3Y2-inch mesh (stretched measure). Their
use at Halibut Cove is mentioned in the Pacific Fisherman as recently as April,
1920. Residents of Halibut Cove say that since that time 3-inch mesh herring gill
nets of finer twine were used exclusively. Although the points on the curve for 1921,
1923, and 1924 are not based on many data, yet their close agreement lend them
validity. The 1926, 1927, and 1928 points are based on ample data. The fall
between 1924 and 1926 would appear to be rather too sudden to be caused by deple
tion (when the gill-net fishery had kept up so long) were it not for the fact that this
is the period when the purse seiners commenced an intensive fishery just outside of
Halibut Cove. We must conclude that the gill-net fishery in Halibut Cove presents
strong evidence of a declin(\ in the numbers of older fish.

As mentioned above, all of the purse-seine and gill-net catches can not be accu
rately segregated, but since the great bulk of the take since 1924 has been caught by

~

FIGURIil 52.-The catch of raw herring and the gear used in Cook Inlet from 1924 to 1928, inolu
sive (see text), plotted on a logarithmic scale to show the comparative rates of change. Broken
line, number of purse-seine boats. Solid line, oatoh In millions of pounds

purse seiners, the rates of change in the total amount of the catch and the number
of purse-seine boats have been compared by plotting them on a logarithmic scale.
(Fig. 52.) The data for the number of boats is subject to the following minor
errors-to plus or minus one boat in 1924 and in 1925, and to the exclusion from
the number of boats in 1928 of several that visited the district for short periods and
left because of lack of fish. The errors in 1924 and 1925 are too small to be regarded.
In 1928 those boats making short stays in the district were excluded so as to allow
no personal judgment to creep into the analysis as to which boats could be said to
have actually fished in the district. In 1924 and 1925 the boats and the catch
increased at practically the same rate. Since then the catch has decreased at an
average rate of over 35 per cent each year, while the boats continued to increase
until 1927, then decreased between 1927 and 1928 although at a lower rate than the
catch. From the evidence afforded by this analysis of the purse-seine catch it must
be concluded that the Cook Inlet fishery shows a decline in abundance. This is
substantiated, as mentioned above, by the failure of the gill-net fishery.

Shuyak Strait.-For Shuyak Strait the catch and the number of boats are
shown in Figure 53. They have not been plotted on a logarithmic scale because it
is felt that in this instance the two arc proportional only within certain limits. All
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of the fishing is carried on in one tiny, sheltered bay, about 1% miles by 1 mile. Due
to the restricted area fished and the ease of impounding there is doubt that, after
reaching certain limits, trebling the number of boats would materially affect the
catch. During the first two years of the fishery the catch was limited chiefly by the
lack of sufficient packing facilities. In 1925 these facilities were taxed to the utmost,
but were probably sufficient for nearly the maximum possible pack, since, owing to
the ease of impounding, surplus fish could be held for many days and the plants kept
constantly busy.

From 1926 on, the facilities have been sufficient for a much larger pack than
that of 1925. The drop in the number of boats in 1927 was due to the closure of
the waters of Afognak reserve to all but native fishermen, but it can readily be seen
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FIGURE 53.-Catch of raw herring and gear used In Shuyak Strait from 1923 to 1928, inclnsive.
Broken line, number of purse-seine boats. Solid line, catch In mlIlions of pounds

that the number of boats was sufficient for a much greater pack had fish been available.
From the catch analysis one must conclude that there has been a tremendous decrease
in abundance.

CONCLUSIONS

From the statistical analysis of the catch the following conclusions may be drawn:
1. In southeastern Alaska the abundance remained practically at a level from

1922 to 1926, fell sharply in 1927, but recovered slightly in 1928.
2. In central Alaska as a whole, owing to the exploitation of new areas, the rates

of change of the catch and the numbers of boats were similar from 1918 to 1925, but
the catch has declined markedly the past three years.

3. In Prince William Sound except for minor fluctuations the abundance has
declined progressively since 1922. This fall in abundance has been especially rapid
in the larger sizes.

4. In Cook Inlet the fall in the catch per fathom of gill net indicates a tremendous
decrease in abundance of at least the larger sizes between 1924 and 1926.
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5. In Cook Inlet the abundance, as shown by the comparative rates of change of
the catch and of the purse-seine fleet, has fallen steadily since 1925.

6. In Shuyak Strait the catch commenced to decline in 1926 and reached the
vanishing point by 1928.

EVIDENCE OF DEPLETION

The results of the statistical analyses, the study of the composition of the catch,
and other information give evidence that, in some instances, points to depletion.

One evidence of depletion, the value of which is strengthened by the results of
the study of the independence of areas, is the lack of continuity of the fishery in any
one locality. The occasional appearance of dominant year classes may serve to
explain fluctuations in abundance but hardly explains the scarcity of herring over
long periods of years in localities where they formerly were abundant. This condition
exists in Kootznahoo Inlet (Moser, 1899), Yakutat (Moser, 1902; Alexander, 1912),
and Yes Bay (Bower and Fassett, 1913). That this discontinuity can scarcely be
due to migration is shown by the results of the studies on the independence of areas.
Depletion would seem to be the logical cause for these declines in abundance.

In the summer fishery of southeastern Alaska the nbundance, as shown by the
rates of change of the catch and the number of seine boats, decreased sharply in
1927, but recovered somewhat in 1928. However, in 1928 a considerable portion of
the pack came from areas 1, 9, 12, and 13 (fig. 8), distant areas scarcely touched by
the summer fishery ,of previous years, so that the decline in fl.bundance shown in 1927
may have actually continued in 1928, although obscured by the exploitation of these
more distant areas. Should this decline continue it must be considered as evidence
of depletion.

Another possible evidence of depletion in southeastern Alaska is the failure of
the amount pickled, consisting of larger fish (fig. 46), to rise in conjunction with the
tremendous increase in the total catch. However, there are so many factors involved,
economic and otherwise, as to make any conclusions speculative, for in this district
the pickling of herring has long been merely an adjunct to the oil and fish-meal
industry. The increase in the size of the boats and the spread of the fishery to more
distant areas would have much influence on the condition of the fish as received at
the plant, perhaps preventing an increase in the amount pickled.

In Prince William Sound the abundance has declined since 1922 with minor
fluctuations. This decline has been especially sharp in the pickled portion of the
catch, consisting of the larger fish. In this case the decrease in the amount pickled
represents a real decrease in the abundance of older fish, as in this area the pickling
of herring has always been the major object of the fishery. Although there are minor
fluctuations that may be caused by factors which we can not estimate, such as the
varying accessibility of the schools, yet the sharp downward trend over a 6-year
period gives evidence of depletion.

In Cook Inlet the great decrease in the catch per fathom of gill net since 1924
indicates a decrease in abundance of at least the larger fish. The analysis of the purse
seine fleet shows that during this period both the gill-net and purse-seine catch were
decreasing. The age analyses show that there were many year classes present so
that the decline in abundance can not be construed as a mere temporary decline due
to the passage of dominant year classes. Hence, depletion is believed to have
occurred.
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In Shuyak Strait the catch commenced to decline in 1926 and had fallen to
practically nothing by 1928. The presence of fish of many year classes in the catch
indicates that this decrease can not be assigned to the passage of dominant year
classes. The decrease in abundance has been so rapid and so great as to cause one
to question whether it can be due to depletion, but the concentration of large quan
tities of gear in the very restricted area fished makes it appear quite probable that
such has been the cause.

SUMMARY

The following brief summary is given of the main conclusions reached in this
paper:

BIOLOGY

1. The Pacific herring is very closely related to the Atlantic herring.
2. Herring of 1 and 2 years of age occur close inshore. In the summer months

they mingle only slightly with the schools of older fish.
3. The schools of mature herring disappear after spawning and reappear in

summer. They approach the shore in the fall and remain in close proximity thereto
until spawning time.

4. The herring are naturally smaller in the southern part of their range and
increase in size toward the north and west, the largest being found along the Alaska
Peninsula and in the Aleutian Islands.

5. The existence of separate populations of herring has been demonstrated in
California, southern British Columbia, Craig, Chatham Strait, Stephens Passage,
Prince William Sound, Kachemak Bay-Shuyak Strait, Shearwater Bay-Old Harbor,
Chignik, Shumagin Islands, Unalaska, and Golovin Bay. Dogfish Bay herring may
also be a distinct stock but more data are needed to confirm this.

6. The herring spawn later in the northern and western portions of their range
than in the southern.

7. In Kachemak Bay, central Alaska, 52 per cent of the 3-year olds, 83 per cent
of the 4-year oIds, and all of the 5-year olds were mature.

8. In Stephens Passage, southeastern Alaska, 84 per cent of the 3-year olds and
all of the 4 and 5 year olds were mature.

9. The age of the Pacific herring can be determined with 11 fair degree of accuracy
from the scales.

10. The differences in rate of growth are marked. At 6 years of age the Unalaska
herring are 6.5 centimeters longer and 2.8 times heavier than Stephens Passage
herring.

11. The date of attainment or loss of sufficient fatness for pickling will vary at
least two weeks in different years.

12. The condition (or fatness) attained by any certain date may vary considerably
between adjacent localities.

13. The maximum condition attained will vary considerably from year to year.

CONDITION OF THE FISHERY

1. Owing to the short periods during which samples are obtainable from anyone
locality in central Alaska, the proof of the validity of sampling must be placed largely
upon the repeated occurrence of consistent variations.

2. Dominant year classes are normally present.
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3. The progression of sizes due to the growth of dominant year classes is reflected
in the commercial catch.

4. The similarity or difference betwoen the dominant year classes in two adjacent
localities gives indications for or against the independence of the two populations.

5. In southeastern Alaska the abundance of herring remained practically at a
level from 1922 to 1926, fell sharply in 1927, but recovered slightly in 1928.

6. In central Alaska, owing to the exploitation of new areas, the rates of change
of the catch and the number of purse-seine boats were similar from 1918 to 1925, but
the catch has declined markedly in the past three years.

7. In Prince William Sound, central Alaska, except for minor fluctuations the
abundance has declined progressively since 1922. This fall has been especially rapid
in the larger sizes.

8. In Cook Inlet, central Alaska, both the catch per fathom of gill net and the
comparative rates of change of the number of purse-seine boats and the catch show a
decline in abundance since 1925.

9. In Shuyak Strait, central Alaska, the catch commenced to decline in 1926 and
reached the vanishing point by 1928. .

10. The lack of continuity of the fishery in anyone locality gives evidence of
depletion.

11. There is some evidence of depletion in southeastern Alaska, but the data on
hand do not offer sufficient proof.

12. The data indicate severe depletion in Prince William Sound.
13. Depletion has probably occurred in Cook Inlet and in Shuyak Strait.
14. Due to the rapid growth in the third and fourth summers, any certain weight

of herring of 2 or 3 years of age is probably more valuable to the species than an equal
weight of older fish, indicating that this may be one of the best points in their life
history at which to apply protection.

15. It is deemed necessary that additional protection be applied to the herring in
the Prince William Sound, Cook Inlet, and Shuyak Strait areas.
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